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INTRODUCTION
The Single Audit Strategy for Latvia covers oparational programmes:
-

Operational programme „Infrastructure and Services” (CF and ERDF)
2007LV161PO002;
Operational
programme
„Entrepreneurship
and
Innovations”
(ERDF)
2007LV161PO001;
Operational programme „Human Resources and Employment” (ESF)
2007LV051PO001.

–
–
–

The Single Audit Strategy setting out the scope, objectives and methodology for all audit work to be
carried out to fulfil the requirements of Article 62 of Council Regulation No 1083/2006 and Annex V
of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006. This planning document is prepared in order to ensure that the
Audit Authority will be in a position, by 31 December each year, to develop the annual control report
under Article 62(1)(d)(i) and to provide an opinion pursuant to Article 62(1)(d)(ii).
All correspondence related to the Single Audit Strategy between Latvia and the Commission will be
carried out via SFC 2007.

1.1.

Audit Authority

According to the Law On Management of European Union Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund the
Ministry of Finance is appointed as the Audit Authority. Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers No 455
”Procedures for Ensuring the Functions of the Audit Authority in the Management of European Union
Funds” of 17 June 2008 prescribes procedures for ensuring implementation of functions of the Audit
Authority in the management of European Union funds. The responsibility for ensuring
implementation of functions of the Audit Authority is assigned to the Internal Audit Department of the
Ministry of Finance.
According to the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers No 455 ”Procedures for Ensuring the
Functions of the Audit Authority in the Management of European Union Funds” of 17 June 2008 some
functions of the Audit Authority are delegated to Audit Bodies – the Financial Control Department of
the Ministry of Finance and internal audit structural units of responsible institutions, co-operation
institutions and the State Treasury.
The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance developed the Single Audit Strategy
according to Article 62 point 1 (c) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 an will ensure annual update of
the strategy.
The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance as the Audit Authority is responsible for:
developing (and updating annually) the Single Audit Strategy;
developing the annual control report and issuing an opinion, on the basis of the controls and
audits that have been carried out under its responsibility, as to whether the management and
control system functions effectively, so as to provide a reasonable assurance that statements of
expenditure presented to the Commission are correct and as a consequence reasonable
assurance that the underlying transactions are legal and regular;
ensuring that audits are carried out to verify the effective functioning of the management and
control system of the operational programmes;
ensuring that audits on operations are carried out on the basis of an appropriate sample to
verify expenditure declared;
carrying out management and control system audits;
providing methodology and guidance for implementation of delegated functions of the Audit
Authority;
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co-ordinating and supervising of all Audit Bodies, which have delegated functions of the Audit
Authority;
preparing the final control report and closure declaration to be sent to the European
Commission.
The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance as the Audit Body with delegated
functions of the Audit Authority is responsible for:
ensuring the Compliance assessment of the Management and Control System of European
Union funds;
carrying out audits of operations1;
performing closure audits of operations in order to assess the validity of the application for
payment of the final balance and the legality and regularity of the underlying transactions
covered by the final statement of expenditure;
providing information to the Audit Authority on performed audits of operations for inclusion in
annual control report or final control report and closure declaration to be sent to the European
Commission.
The internal audit units of the responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the Internal Audit
Department of the State Treasury as the Audit Bodies with delegated function of the Audit Authority
are responsible for the the management and control system audits. The Audit Bodies responsible for
system audits of management and control systems are:
-

Internal audit bodies of the responsible institutions:
Internal Audit and Quality Control Departmentof the Ministry of Economics;
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Education and Science;
Internal Audit Division of the Secretariat of Special Assignments Minister for Electronic
Government Affairs;
Internal Audit Division of the Ministry of Culture;
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Welfare;
Audit Department of the Ministry of Regional Development and Local Government
Affairs;
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Transport;
Internal Audit and Control Department of the Ministry of Health;
Internal Audit Division of the State Chancellery;
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Environment;
Internal audit bodies of the co-operation institutions:
Audit Division of the State Employment Service;
Internal Audit Department of the State Education Development Agency;
Internal Audit Division of the Health Statistics and Medical Technologies State Agency;
Internal Audit Division of the Construction, Energy and Housing Agency;
Internal Audit Division of the Investment and Development Agency of Latvia;
Internal Audit Division of the State Regional Development Agency;
Internal Audit Division of the Society Integration Foundation.

Detailed information on delegated functions and responsibilities is shown in Annex 1.

1

According to requirements of Article 62 point 1 (b) of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006, Article 16 and 17, and Annex IV of Regulation
(EC) No 1828/2006. Terminology used for „audits of operations” in Latvian is „audits of certified expenditures”
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1.2.

Audit Bodies involved in developing the Single Audit Strategy

Single Audit Strategy has been developed by the Internal Audit department of the Ministry of Finance.
The Audit Bodies that are responsible for delegated functions of the Audit Authority regarding
management and control system audits and audits of operations (see Annex 1) are also involved in
developing the Single Audit Strategy.
The Single Audit Strategy will be reviewed, at least annually, to take into account changes in events
and circumstances, for example major changes in management and control systems, results of audits
and verifications.
Implementation of the Single Audit Strategy will be monitored by the Audit Authority to ensure that
the objectives of the strategy are met. The Ministry of Fnance has responsibility to follow up on
implementation of the Single Audit Strategy at central level using Information system. The Audit
Authority has established procedures for evaluating and analyzing received audit reports from the
Audit Bodies as well as for quality assessment and evaluation of scope of received reports.

1.3.

Procedures of developing the Single Audit Strategy

Requirements and procedure for development of the Single Audit Strategy is stated in the Regulation
of the Cabinet of Ministers No 455 ”Procedures for Ensuring the Functions of the Audit Authority in
the Management of European Union Funds” of 17 June 2008. The Audit Bodies have to plan audit
work sufficiently in order to provide annual management and control systems evaluation covering all
key requirements in institution.
By 7 July 2008, the Audit Bodies provide the following information to the Internal Audit Department
of the Ministry of Finance:
-

-

priorities set forth in the strategic plan of the internal audit body in respect of audits of the
Management and Control System for European Union funds planning period 2007 to 2013
in accordance with the risk assessment;
audits of the Management and Control System of European Union funds planned and
concluded by the internal audit body over the period 1 January 2007 to 30 June 2008;
audits of the Management and Control System of European Union funds planned by the
internal audit body for the period from 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2009;
changes in the strategic plan of the internal audit body in accordance with the risk
assessment;
methods used by the internal audit body in the system audit.

By 7 July 2008, the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance submits to the Internal
Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance the following:
-

the strategy of audits of operations for the period 2007 to 2015;
planned and concluded audits of operations over the period from 1 January 2007 to 30 June
2008;
methods used by the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance in audits of
operations.

The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance evaluates information provided by the Audit
Bodies, if necessary, requests necessary amendments, improvements or clarifications.
The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance submits the initial Single Audit Strategy to
the State Secretary of the Ministry of Finance for approval and sends it to the European Commission
by 18 September 2008. The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance updates the Single
Audit Strategy by 30 June on an annual basis.
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By 1 June on annual basis over the period from 2009 to 2015, the Audit Bodies of the responsible
institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury submit to the Internal Audit Department of
the Ministry of Finance the following information:
-

audits of the Management and Control System of European Union funds planned by the
internal audit body for the period from 1 July to 30 June of the following year;
changes to the strategic plan of the internal audit body in accordance with the risk
assessment.

By 1 June on annual basis over the period from 2009 to 2015, the Financial Control Department of the
Ministry of Finance submits to the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance the following
information:
-

audits of operations planned by the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of
Finance for the period from 1 July to 30 June of the following year.

By 30 June on annual basis over the period from 2009 to 2015, the Internal Audit Department of the
Ministry of Finance updates the Single Audit Strategy pursuant to:
-

information provided by the Audit Bodies of the responsible institutions, co-operation
institutions and the State Treasury;
information on results of audits of the Management and Control System of European
Union funds and audits of operations;
changes to the description of the Management and Control System of European Union
funds;
results of audits carried out.

The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance supervises the implementation of the Single
Audit Strategy. The Audit Bodies are responsible for implementation of audits pursuant to the Single
Audit Strategy. In cases where for any material reason the Audit Bodies are unable to cover all audited
systems over a 3-year period, the Audit Authority is responsible for management and control system
audits in the State Treasury and responsible institutions and co-operation institutions.

1.4.

General objective of the Single Audit Strategy

The Single Audit Strategy is a substantial document used by the European Commission to obtain
assurance that the Management and Control System of European Union funds functions effectively
over the planning period 2007 to 2013. The document aims to provide assurance that audits will be
carried out in all substantial areas, and that coverage thereof will be sufficient and the Audit Athority
will be able to prepare its opinion.
The overall mission of the Audit Authority defining the objective, authority and responsibility of the
internal audit activity is stated in charter of the Internal Audit department of the Ministry of Finance.
The mission of the Internal Audit activity in operational Programmes according to The International
Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing is as follows: “to provide independent,
objective and proficient assurance and consulting services designed to add value and improve the
operations in Programme. It helps to accomplish its objectives stated in Article 62 of Council
Regulation No 1083/2006 by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and to improve
the effectiveness of management and control system of Programme implementing bodies.”
The Single Audit Strategy covers audits of the Management and Control System of European Union
funds and audits of operations, in order to provide sufficient assurance that the Management and
Control System of European Union funds has been established in accordance with the requirements of
legal enactments of the European Union and the Republic of Latvia and is functioning with sufficient
efficiency in order to minimise possible shortages and irregularities and to obtain assurance that
expenditures declared to the European Commission are regular and legal.
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The Single Audit Strategy is a planning document that states the objectives, scope, methods for
planning and implementation of the functions of the Audit Authority, so as to enable the Audit
Authority to prepare its opinion on the operation of the Management and Control System of European
Union funds pursuant to the results of system audits and audits of operations included in the Single
Audit Strategy on an annual basis.
The plans of management and control system audits and audits of operations summarised in the Single
Audit Strategy ensure that sufficient audits are spread evenly throughout the 2008 to 2015 period at the
following levels:
-

1.5.

strategic level – the operational programme, the European Union fund;
administrative level – the Managing Authority, the Certification Authorityand the Paying
Authority, responsible institutions, the Audit Authority;
implementation level – co-operation institutions and final beneficiaries.

Functions and duties of the Audit Authority and the Audit Bodies involved in the
performing of functions of the Audit Authority

1.5.1.

Functions of the Audit Authority

Functions of the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance in relation to this Single
Audit Strategy are:
-

-

-

-

-

to prepare the Single Audit Strategy for the 2007 to 2015 period;
to update the Single Audit Strategy by 30 June on an annual basis over the period from
2009 to 2015;
to prepare the annual control report for the period from 1 July of the preceding year by 30
June of the current year and its opinion regarding efficiency of the Management and
Control System of European Union funds in accordance with Article 18(2) of and Annexes
6 and 7 to Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006, and to send them to the European Commission
by 31 December on an annual basis over the period from 2008 to 2015;
to prepare the methods for system audits in accordance with the requirements of regulatory
enactments of the Republic of Latvia and the European Union and in keeping with the
standards of professional practice in internal audit;
to perform system audits in the Managing Authority, the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
and the Central Finance and Contract Agency (co-operation institution);
to supervise implementation of system audits of internal audit units of the responsible
institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury;
to supervise the implementation of recommendations of system audits performed by the
Ministry of Finance Internal Audit Department and internal audit units of the responsible
institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury;
to evaluate reports on system audits performed by the internal audit units of the responsible
institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury and to submit its opinion on
results of such evaluation to the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance;
to perform peer reviews of the internal audit bodies of the responsible institutions, cooperation institutions and the State Treasury;
to prepare the final control report and closure declaration to be sent to the European
Commission.

The functions of the Audit Authority that are not related to this Single Audit Strategy are:
-

to ensure the general co-ordination of internal audit – to work out and update regulatory
enactments in the area of internal audit; to prepare a summarised annual report on
functioning of internal audit bodies in ministries and institutions and to submit it to the
Cabinet and the State Audit Office; to provide consulting assistance to ministries and
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-

-

1.5.2.

institutions in the area of internal audit; to co-ordinate training and professional
qualification improvement of internal auditors;
to provide to the State Secretary of the Ministry of Finance an independent and objective
evaluation of: the quality, efficiency and conformity of the internal control system in
respect to the achievement of the objectives set by the Ministry of Finance; conformity of
the state budget, programmes and projects financed by the European Union, as well as the
process of foreign financial aid management and control to the applicable regulatory
enactments; ensuring the protection of the financial interests of the state budget, the
European Community and foreign financial aid; completeness, reliability, precision and
timeliness of reports and other information prepared by the Ministry of Finance; efficiency
and expedience of use of resources, as well as sufficient control over use of resources and
protection of assets against losses; improvement of the process of general management and
risk control, providing information on risks and control in the relevant areas with effective
co-ordination of operations and information between internal and external auditors, as well
as conformity of the information systems management to the strategy and objectives of the
Ministry of Finance;
to implement internal system audits and regular assessment of internal control systems in
the system of implementation of the Schengen Facility, the Framework Programme on
Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows, the Transition Facility, as well as in the
system of implementation of foreign financial aid – the EEA Financial Mechanism and the
Norwegian Financial Mechanism;
to implement functions of the Audit Authority of the Framework Programme on Solidarity
and Management of Migration Flows.
Functions of the Audit Bodies involved in implementing functions of the Audit Autority

Functions of the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance related to this Single
Audit Strategy are:
-

-

-

-

to co-ordinate the Compliance assessment of the Management and Control System of
European Union funds;
to implement audits of operations in accordance with the Single Audit Strategy;
to perform closure audits of operations in order to assess the validity of the application for
payment of the final balance and the legality and regularity of the underlying transactions
covered by the final statement of expenditure;
to perform complementary audits of operations if any requirements of regulatory
enactments in the area of management and control of European Union funds have not been
met under the operational programme or certified expenditures are unlawful or incorrect;
to ensure developing and improving the methododology for audits of operations,
to participate with the observer rights in system audits performed by the internal audit units
of the responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury;
to participate with observer rights in on-the-spot verifications initiated by the Managing
Authority and the Certification Authority;
to accumulate information in the information system of management of European Union
funds on:
- audits of operations;
- complementary audits of operations, if necesary;
- audits on statements of final expenditure;
- implementation of audit recommendations;
to monitor the progress of implementation of audit recommendations;
to provide information to the Audit Authority on performed audits of operations for
inclusion in annual control report or final control report.

Functions not related to this Single Audit Strategy are:
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-

-

over the planning period 2004 to 2006, to perform examinations of statements of final
expenditure for the European Union Structural Funds, the European Community Initiative
EQUAL programme and projects of the European Union Cohesion Fund and to prepare
reports on examinations and declarations at the winding-up of assistance to be sent to the
European Commission;
to perform interim examinations of the European Union Structural Funds, the European
Community Initiative EQUAL programme and projects of the European Union Cohesion
Fund, if necesary.

Functions of the internal audit units of the responsible and co-operation institutions and the State
Treasury in relation to this Single Audit Strategy are:
-

-

to prepare information to be included in the Single Audit Strategy;
to implement audits of the Management and Control System of European Union funds in
the responsible institutions, co-operation institutions, the Paying Authority and the
Certification Authority accordingly;
to prepare information to be included in the annual control report.

Functions not related to this Single Audit Strategy are:
-

1.6.
1.6.1.

to provide evaluation of: efficiency and conformity of the internal control system for
achievement of the objectives of the ministry or institution; reliability and sufficiency of
financial, accounting and other information; compliance of operation of structural units of
the ministry or institution with regulatory enactments, the specified functions and approved
action plans; efficiency and expedience of use of resources; sufficient control over use of
resources and protection of resources against losses; improvement of the process of general
management in the institution, informing about risks and control in the relevant areas with
effective co-ordination of operation and information between internal and external
auditors.

Functional independence of the Audit Authority
Independence of the Audit Authority – the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Finance

In accordance with regulation, the Audit Authority is independent unit of the Ministry of Finance that
is directly subordinated to the State Secretary.
The Audit Authority is independent from the other departments of the Ministry of Finance in the
planning of activities thereof, performing audits and preparing reports. The Audit Authority is not
engaged in the performance of the direct functions of the Ministry of Finance or institutions,
implementation of programmes and projects fully or partly financed by the European Commission,
development from individual projects or programmes, as well as in the establishment of the internal
control system. The Audit Authority may participate in the performance of such functions as an
advisor.
The Audit Authority reports directly to the State Secretary of the Ministry of Finance.
The Audit Committee established in the Ministry of Finance has responsibility for reviewing all
internal audit reports and plans to provide assurance to the State Secretary of the Ministry of Finance
about effective functioning of management and control systems.
The place of the Audit Authority in the organisational structure of the Ministry of Finance is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1 The Audit Authority in the Ministry of Finance
1.6.2.

Independence of the Audit Bodies involved in implementing functions of the Audit
Authority

Independence of the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
According to regulation, the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance is not engaged in
the performance of direct functions under European Union funds administration processes in the
Managing Authority, the Certification Authority (see Figure 1), the responsible institutions or cooperation institutions, or in payment processes in the Paying Authority, thus fulfilling the provision on
separation of functions pursuant to Section 11(3) of the Law on Management of European Union
Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund. The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
is independent in the planning of activities thereof, performing audits and preparing reports.
Independence of the Internal Audit Department of the State Treasury
The Internal Audit Department of the State Treasury is an independent unit of the State Treasury that
is directly subordinated to the Treasurer. Internal Audit Department of the State Treasury is
independent from the other structural units of the State Treasury in the planning of activities thereof,
performing the internal audit and preparation of reports. The Internal Audit Department of the State
Treasury do not engage in the performance of the direct functions of the Treasury, implementation of
instruments of European Union policies, programmes or projects fully or partly financed by the
European Commission, development from individual, as well as in the establishment of the internal
11

control system. The Internal Audit Department of the State Treasury may participate in the
performance of such functions in the capacity of an advisor. The Internal Audit Department of the
State Treasury submits reports directly to the Treasurer.
Independence of the internal audit bodies of the responsible and co-operation institutions
The internal audit units of the responsible and co-operation institutions submit reports directly to the
State Secretary or the head of the institution. The principle of functional independence is set forth in
the Internal Audit Law of the Republic of Latvia and Cabinet Regulation No 306 „Procedures for the
Performance of the Internal Audit in an Institution” of 10 June 2003.
According to Section 12 of the Internal Audit Law of the Republic of Latvia:
“An internal audit body should be independent of other units of a ministry or an institution in the
planning of activities thereof, performing the internal audit and preparation of reports.
An internal audit body or an internal auditor should not engage in the performance of the direct
functions of a ministry or an institution, implementation of programmes and projects fully or partly
financed by the European Commission, development from individual projects or programmes, as well
as in the establishment of the internal control system. An auditor may participate in the performance of
such functions in the capacity of an advisor.”
In view of the above mentioned, we confirm that the Audit Authority and the Audit Bodies are
functionally independent.

1.7.

Procedures of resolving the situation of conflict of interest

To avoid conflicts of interest in performing audits, the Audit Authority ensures that:
1) auditors performing system audits and audits of operations adhear Code of Ethics2;
2) before each audit, auditors confirm tha they are not in conflict of interest with audities and will
consider independence, objectivity rules and relevant regulations and internationally accepted
auditing standards used in the work of the Audit Authority.
Procedures of resolving the situation of conflict of interest are set forth in the Internal Audit Law of the
Republic of Latvia and Cabinet Regulation No 306 „Procedures for the Performance of the Internal
Audit in an Institution” of 10 June 2003.
According to Section 17 of the Internal Audit Law of the Republic of Latvia, “An internal auditor
notifies in writing the head of an internal audit unit, but the head of an internal audit unit – the State
Secretary or the head of an institution regarding any situation where there is or may be a conflict of
interest”.
Pursuant to Cabinet Regulation No 306 „Procedures for the Performance of the Internal Audit in an
Institution” of 10 June 2003:
“If the independence and impartiality of an internal auditor is being influenced, the internal auditor
informs the head of the internal audit unit in writing without delay, and the head of the internal audit
unit informs the State Secretary or the head of an institution.
If the State Secretary or the head of an institution does not take a decision in order to prevent the
influence on the independence and impartiality of an internal auditor, the head of the internal audit unit
informs the next highest official and the Internal Audit Council”.

2

Code of Ethics of the Institute of Internal Auditors; Code of Ethics of International Standards on Auditing of the International
Federation of Accountants
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2.

LEGAL BASIS AND SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES

2.1.

Regulatory framework of the Republic of Latvia that affects the functions of the Audit
Authority

The functions of the Audit Authority are regulated by the Law on Management of European Union
Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund and Cabinet Regulation No 455 „Procedures for Ensuring of
the Functions of the Audit Authority in the Management of European Union Funds” of 17 June 2008,
which sets forth procedures for how the Audit Bodies supports the Audit Authority in performance of
its functions.
Allocation of functions between the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance and the
Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance is set forth in Procedures No 5 of the
Ministry of Finance „Procedures for Ensuring Performance of the Functions of the Audit Authority
over the Planning Period 2007 to 2013” of 3 March 2009.
The above mentioned regulatory documents of the Republic of Latvia have been developed in
accordance with the requirements of the European Union regulatory enactments, except:
-

regulatory documents of the Republic of Latvia do not provide for partial closure of the
programme; therefore, the Audit Authority will not have to submit declaration for partial
closure.

There are no discrepancies between the national regulations and Community Regulations regarding the
activities of the Audit Authority and the Audit Bodies.

2.2.

Period of the Single Audit Strategy

The Single Audit Strategy covers the European Union funds implementation period from 2007 to
2015.
The Single Audit Strategy incorporates indicative planning of audits in order to ensure that:
-

2.3.

the main bodies are audited; and
audits are spread evenly throughout the planning period.

Funds, operational programmes and areas covered by the Single Audit Strategy

The Single Audit Strategy is applicable to the Management and Control System worked out for
establishment of three operational programmes and three relevant European Union funds:
-

3.

Operational programme „Infrastructure and Services” (CF and ERDF)
2007LV161PO002;
Operational
programme
„Entrepreneurship
and
Innovations”
(ERDF)
2007LV161PD001;
Operational programme „Human Resources and Employment” (ESF)
2007LV051PO001.

–
–
–

METHODOLOGY

3.1.
3.1.1.

Internationally accepted standards
Audits of the Management and Control System of European Union funds

The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance, the internal audit units of the responsible
and co-operation institutions and the State Treasury operate and implement system audits, in
accordance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing and the
Code of Ethics, which are incorporated in the national regulatory enactments of the Republic of Latvia
the area of internal audit, that are being applied.
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To obtain assurance that the internal audit units of the responsible and co-operation institutions and the
State Treasury operate in accordance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing and the Code of Ethics, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance
implements peer reviews of the work of internal audit units in accordance with Cabinet Regulation No
55 „Procedures of Comparative Verifications of the Work of Audit Units” of 16 January 2007.
The peer reviews are aimed at improvement and development of the quality of work in ministries and
institutions in the area of internal audit and to ensure the application of unified methods of internal
audit in such ministries and institutions.
The peer reviews have the following objectives:
-

to give an opinion on conformity of operation of the internal audit system to regulatory
enactments in the area of internal audit;
to determine areas in which any improvements or strict control are required;
to compare work methods and performance, as well as to summarise the best practice of
internal audit.

As a result of each peer review, a schedule for the implementation of recommendations is prepared
stating recommendations, the relevant deadlines and persons to be responsible for the implementation
thereof.
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance ensures the monitoring of implementation of
peer reviews recommendations. By 30 January on an annual basis, the audited institutions submit
information in respect to the implementation of the recommendations to the Internal Audit Department
of the Ministry of Finance.
All Audit Bodies involved in implementation of the Single Audit Strategy are covered by peer reviews.
The Audit Authority performs follow up on implementation of reccomendations made.
3.1.2. Audits of operations
The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance preforms audits of operations in
accordance with the International Standards on Auditing:
-

ISA Code of Ethics;
ISA 200 – Objective and General Principles Governing an Audit;
ISA 210 – Terms of Audit Engagements;
ISA 220 – Quality Control for Audits;
ISA 230 – Documentation;
ISA 240 – The auditor‟s responsibility to consider fraud in an. Audit of financial
statements;
IDA 250 – The Auditor‟s Responsibilities Relating to Laws.;
ISA 260 – The Auditor‟s Communication with Those Charged with Governance;
ISA 300 – Audit planning;
ISA 315 – Understanding the Entity and its Environment and Assessing the Risks of
Material Misstatement;
ISA 320 – Audit Materiality and Its Relation to the Audit Risk;
ISA 330 – The Auditor‟s Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks;
ISA 500 – Audit Evidence;
ISA 505 – External Confirmations;
ISA 520 – Analytical Procedures;
ISA 530 – Audit Sampling and Other Means of Testing;
ISA 540 – Audit of Accounting Estimates;
ISA 550 – Related Parties;
ISA 560 – Subsequent Events;
ISA 570 – Going Concern;
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-

ISA 580 – Management Representations;
ISA 600 – Using the Work of Another Auditor;
ISA 610 – Considering the Work of Internal Auditing;
ISA 620 – Using the Work of an Expert;
ISA 700 – The Auditor‟s Report;
ISA 701 – The Independent Auditor‟s Report on Other Historical Financial Information;
ISA 720 – Other Information in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements;
ISA 800 – The Auditor‟s Report on Special Purpose Audit Engagements.

The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance provide that quality of the work
undertaken in audits of operations is ensured by compliance with the general principles of the
International Standards on Auditing: norms of ethics, independence, confidentiality and professional
behaviour.

3.2.

Audit Manual

The Audit Authority in collaboration with the Audit Bodies has developed an approved the Audit
Manual which is available electronically and contains information on relevant legal framework,
description of audit process, checklists, auditing procedures and reporting procedures. The Audit
Manual covers system audits and audits of operations.
The Audit Manual consists of main 5 parts (see Annex 5), including sections as follows:
1. Maintaining of the Audit Manual;
2. EU legislative acts:
- Regulations, directives, resolutions,
- Recomendatory legislative acts and informative documents;
3. National legislative acts:
- Laws,
- Regulations issued by the Cabinet of Ministers,
- Instructions, directions and other legislative acts issued by the Cabinet of Ministers;
4. Documents of the Ministry of Finance:
- Instructions and procedures of the Ministry of Finance,
- Documents of the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance:
Regulations,
Procedures;
- Documents of the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance:
Regulations,
Procedures;
5. Audit Authority‟s meeting documents:
- Meeting minutes.
The Audit Authority has developed guidelines for the internal audit units of the responsible
institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury for preparation of the Annual Control
Report for European Union funds planning period 2007 to 2013, stating:
-

the allocation of responsibility in preparing the Annual Control Report;
deadlines of implementation and preparation of system audits;
main requirements for planning audits of the Management and Control System of
European Union funds;
main requirements for performing audits of the Management and Control System of
European Union funds (including audit programmes);
submission of system audits results and evaluation of compliance with their main
requirements and criteria over a specific audit;
processing and interpretation of system audits‟ results;
15

-

processing and interpretation of results of audits of operations;
preparation of the Annual Control Report.

Pursuant to the abovementioned regulatory enactments and guidelines, the internal audit units of the
responsible and co-operation institutions and the State Treasury work out internal procedures for audits
of the Management and Control System of European Union funds (see Annex 9).
The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance has developed following procedures for
audits and examinations:
-

4.
4.1.

FCD-1 „Procedures for Planning and Organisation the Operation of the Financial Control
Department”;
FCD-2 „Procedures for Performing Examinations of European Union Funds by the
Financial Control Department”;
FCD-9 „Procedures for Performin Audits of Operations by the Financial Control
Department over European Union Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013”;
FCD-10 „Procedures for Performing Audit of the Statement of Final Expenditure and
Preparing Final Control Report by the Financial Control Department over European Union
Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013”.

AUDIT APPROACH AND PRIORITIES
Materiality level

In accordance with the requirements pursuant to point 2 of Annex IV to European Commission
Regulation No 1828 / 2006, the threshold above which the error rate will be considered material for
planning purposes and reporting deficiencies is characterised by the maximum allowed error rate or
materiality level and is set at 2%.

4.2.

Management and control System audits

At the Managing Authority level and Procuremenr Monitoring Bureau level, system audits are
performed by the Audit Authority.
At the level of Certification Authority and Paying Authority, system audits are performed by the State
Treasury Internal Audit Department.
At the level of the responsible institutions, system audits are performed by:
-

Ministry of Economics Internal Audit and Quality Control Department;
Ministry of Education and Science Internal Audit Department;
Secretariat of Special Assignments Minister for Electronic Government Affairs Internal
Audit Division;
Ministry of Culture Internal Audit Division;
Ministry of Welfare Internal Audit Department;
Ministry of Regional Development and Local Government Affairs Audit Department;
Ministry of Transport Internal Audit Department;
Ministry of Health Internal Audit and Control Department;
State Chancellery Internal Audit Division;
Ministry of Environment Internal Audit Department;

At the co-operation institution level, system audits performed by:
-

State Employment Service Audit Division;
State Education Development Agency Internal Audit Department;
Health Statistics and Medical Technologies State Agency Internal Audit Division;
Construction, Energy and Housing Agency Internal Audit Division;
Investment and Development Agency of Latvia Internal Audit Division;
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-

State Regional Development Agency Internal Audit Division;
Society Integration Foundation Internal Audit Division.

Main requirements for management and control systems set out by the Audit Authority as well as
evaluation criteria applicable in all Audit Bodies shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Main requirements for and evaluation criteria of compliance of the internal control
system
Group of
institutions
Managing
Authority

Main requirements

Criteria

1. Separate
functions
clearly 1.1 Procedures worked out for intermediate bodies for
defined within the Managing
supervision over efficient performance of delegated
Authority, as well as between the
functions;
Managing
Authority
and
1.2 Separate functions clearly defined (organisational structure,
intermediate bodies3
indicative number of posts, documented procedures and
manuals), including formal agreement worked out on the
Managing Authority‟s functions delegated to intermediate
bodies;
2. Clear and appropriate strategy 2.1 Legal requirements worked out for implementation of the
for supplying final beneficiaries
operational programme;
of European Union funds with
2.2 Strategy worked out for ensuring access of the final
information and guidelines4
beneficiaries to the required information and for the
necessary advice (booklets, seminars, Internet home pages,
etc.);
3. Necessary
preventive
and 3.1 Procedures worked out to ensure examination of results of
corrective action are taken with
audits performed by audit structural units (in accordance
regard to systemic problems5
with Article 62 of Regulation No 1083/2006) and
verification of deadlines of implementation of
recommendations, as well as their documentation;
3.2 Procedures worked out to ensure preventive and corrective
action in cases where systemic problems are detected;
4. Information
system
for 4.1 Computerised systems implemented to ensure supply of
accounting, monitoring and
information on EU funds projects (procedures worked out
financial reporting of funding
for the system maintenance, data protection and data
pursuant to the regulatory
compatibility, as well as the system ensures supply of
enactments of the European
information pursuant to Annex III to Regulation No
Union and the Republic of
1828/2006);
Latvia6

Intermediate
bodies

5. Separate
functions
clearly 5.1 Functions separated in the responsible institution and the codefined within the responsible
operation institution, as well as among responsible
institution and the co-operation
institutions, co-operation institutions and the Managing
institution, as well as among
Authority;
responsible institutions, co5.2 Separate functions clearly defined (organisational structure,
operation institutions and the
indicative number of posts, documented procedures and
7
Managing Authority
manuals), including formal agreement worked out on the
Managing Authority‟s functions delegated to intermediate
bodies;

3

Reg. No 1083/2006 58 a), b), e), 59.2, 59.3, 60; Reg. No 1828/2006 12, 13.5, 22 b)
Reg. No 1083/2006 56, 60; Reg. No 1828/2006 13
5
Reg. No 1083/2006 62.1; Reg. No 1828/2006 16.3
6
Reg. No 1083/2006 58 d), 60 c); Reg. No 1828/2006 14, Annex III
7
Reg. No 1083/2006 58 a), b), e), 59.2, 59.3, 60; Reg. No 1828/2006 12, 13.5, 22 b)
4
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6. Procedures for selection of 6.1 Calls for proposals published (in accordance with objectives
project applications pursuant to
of the operational programme, calls for proposals contain
the regulatory enactments of the
clear description of the selection process and the final
European Union and the
beneficiary‟s rights and obligations);
Republic
of
Latvia,
and
6.2 All project applications documented (project applications
compliance with the procedures8
registered at the moment when they are received, with
acknowledgement of receipt of applications issued to the
applicants, the approval status of each application
documented);
6.3 All applications evaluated in accordance with the relevant
evaluation criteria (the evaluation process do not vary,
evaluation criteria approved by the Monitoring Committee
and conform to the criteria stated in calls for proposals,
results are documented, the nature of applications, as well as
financial, administrative and operative capacities of final
beneficiaries for fulfilment of the requirements for funding
are evaluated);
6.4 Applicants notified about decisions on approval or dismissal
of project applications (the decision is taken by the
authorised person/ structural unit, results are announced in
writing with clear statement of the reasons for acceptance or
dismissal of the project applications, the decisions are
published);
7. Clear and appropriate strategy 7.1 Effective communication in place with final beneficiaries in
for supplying final beneficiaries
respect of their rights and obligations, legal requirements of
of European Union funds with
the Republic of Latvia and the European Union conforming
information9
to the operational programme, specific conditions
concerning products or services under the project, financing
plan, deadlines of the project implementation, the necessity
for maintaining either a separate accounting system or an
adequate accounting code, and storage and communication
of the required information; clearly defined information and
publicity requirements for the final beneficiaries.
7.2 Strategy worked out for ensuring access of the final
beneficiaries to the required information and for the
necessary advice (booklets, seminars, Internet home pages,
etc.);

8
9

Reg. No 1083/2006 60 a), 65 a); Reg. No. 1828/2006 5, 13.1
Reg. No 1083/2006 56, 60; Reg. No 1828/2006 13
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8. Procedures
for
project 8.1 Written procedures and comprehensive verification sheets
management
supervision
worked out for identification of irregularities, including the
pursuant to the regulatory
following verification aspects:
enactments of the European
- correctness of the application for payment;
Union and the Republic of
Latvia, and compliance with the
- period of expenditures eligibility;
procedures10
- conformity to the approved project;
- conformity

to

the

approved

financing

rate

(as

appropriate);
- conformity to the relevant legal norms of the Republic of

Latvia and the European Union on public procurement,
state aid, environment, publicity and equality;
- project implementation process, including conformity of

project implementation to the conditions of funding
agreement;
- declared expenditures and supporting documents;

8.2 Administrative verifications of the expenditure declaration
performed before expenditure certification;
8.3 Administrative verifications performed of all applications
for payment submitted by final beneficiaries and the relevant
supporting documents;
8.4 On-the-spot verifications performed during the project
implementation, when physical and financial progress of the
project implementation was to be identified;
8.5 Data on administrative verifications and on-the-spot
verifications performed, their results and elimination of
detected irregularities documented and stored;
8.6 Unless on-the-spot verifications are performed in respect of
100% projects, application of sampling methods is justified
on the basis of assessment of the relevant project risks;
conclusions on the verifications and shortages detected
during verifications documented;
8.7 Procedures worked out to ensure filing of data on the
verifications made to the Certification Authorityfor
expenditure certification;

10

Reg. No 1083/2006 60 b), g); Reg. No 1828/2006 13.2-13.4
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9. Clear
and
traceable 9.1 Detailed accounting data stored on all expenditures incurred
documentation
to
prove
by the final beneficiaries in the project implementation; the
management of European Union
accounting system ensuring linkage of supporting
funds pursuant to the regulatory
documents with the final beneficiary and the institutions
enactments of the European
involved;
Union and the Republic of
9.2 Storage of all documentation related to projects ensured:
Latvia11
technical specification of the project and financing plan,
progress reports, monitoring statements, documentation on
calls for proposal, acceptance of project applications,
evaluation, selection, decision-making and contracting,
reports on on-the-spot verifications carried out;
9.3 Ensuring that beneficiaries maintain either a separate
accounting system or an adequate accounting code for all
transactions relating to EU funds support, to ensure
appropriate grouping of their expenditures that refer to cofinanced activities in part only and should be considered
eligible only within specific limits or in proportion to other
expenditures;
9.4 Procedures worked out to ensure storage of all documents in
accordance with Article 90 of Regulation No 1083/2006, as
required to provide sufficient proof of the audit;
10. Information
system
for 10.1 Computerised systems implemented to ensure supply of
accounting, monitoring and
information (procedures worked out for the system
financial reporting of funding
maintenance, data protection and data compatibility, as well
pursuant to the regulatory
as the system ensures supply of information pursuant to
enactments of the European
Annex III to Regulation No 1828/2006);
Union and the Republic of
Latvia12
11. Necessary
preventive
and 11.1 Procedures worked out to ensure examination of results of
corrective action are taken with
audits performed by the relevant audit units (in accordance
regard to systemic problems13
with Article 62 of Regulation No 1083/2006) and
verification of deadlines of implementation of
recommendations, as well as their documentation;
11.2 Procedures worked out to ensure preventive and corrective
action in cases where systemic problems are detected;
Certification
Authority

12. Separate
functions
clearly 12.1 Functions separated in the Certification Authority, as well
defined within the Certification
as among the Certification Authority, the Paying Authority,
Authority, as well as among the
responsible institutions and co-operation institutions;
Certification
Authority,
the
12.2 Separate functions clearly defined (organisational
Paying Authority, responsible
structure, indicative number of posts, documented
institutions and co-operation
procedures and manuals);
14
institutions

11

Reg. No 1083/2006 60 c), d), f), 90; Reg. No 1828/2006 15
Reg. No 1083/2006 58 d), 60 c); Reg. No 1828/2006 14, Annex III
13
Reg. No 1083/2006 62.1; Reg. No 1828/2006 16.3
14
Reg. No 1083/2006 58 a), b), 59.2, 61; Reg. No 1828/2006 12
12
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13. Clear
and
traceable 13.1 Maintaining accounting records in computerised form of
documentation and information
expenditure declared to the European Commission;
system to prove recording of
13.2 Proof of the audit in the Certification Authorityensuring
certified expenditure pursuant to
conformity of expenditure declared to the European
the regulatory enactments of the
Commission to expenditure stated in expenditure
European Union and the
declarations prepared by the intermediate bodies;
15
Republic of Latvia
14. Procedures for expenditure 14.1 The Certification Authority has worked out procedures to
certification pursuant to the
ensure that information is received from intermediate bodies
regulatory enactments of the
on a regular basis on procedures and verifications performed
European Union and the
in relation to expenditures included in the expenditure
Republic
of
Latvia,
and
declarations;
compliance with the procedures16
14.2 In approving the expenditures, the Certification Authority
has examined reports received from the Managing
Authority/intermediate bodies regarding control of European
Union funds, as well as documented such process;
14.3 Results of all audits performed in accordance with Article
62 of Regulation No 1083/2006 examined, and examination
process documented;
14.4 In approving lawfulness and correctness of expenditures,
results of all the above verifications are taken into account;
14.5 The Certification Authority has performed arithmetical
verification of applications for payment;
15. Procedures for keeping an 15.1 Keeping an account of amounts recoverable and of
account of ineligible payments
amounts withdrawn following cancellation of all or part of
and their recovery pursuant to
the contribution for an operation; amounts recovered are
the regulatory enactments of the
repaid prior to the closure of the operational programme by
European Union and
the
deducting them from the next expenditure declaration;
Republic
of
Latvia,
and
15.2 From 2008 on, the Certification Authority sends a report
compliance with the procedures17
prepared in accordance with Annex XI to Regulation No
1828 to the European Commission by 31 March on an
annual basis;
Paying
Authority

16. Separate
functions
clearly 16.1 Functions separated in the Paying Authority, as well as
defined within the Paying
between the Paying Authority, the Certification Authority,
Authority, as well as among the
responsible institutions and co-operation institutions;
Paying
Authority,
the
16.2 Separate functions clearly defined (organisational
Certification
Authority,
structure, indicative number of posts, documented
responsible institutions and coprocedures and manuals);
18
operation institutions
17. Clear
and
traceable 17.1 Ensuring documentation on verification of payment
documentation and information
applications;
system to prove recording of
17.2 Computerised financial accounting of payments made in
payments pursuant to the
place;
regulatory enactments of the
European Union and the
Republic of Latvia19

Procurement
Monitoring
Bureau

18. Separate
functions
clearly 18.1 Separate functions clearly defined in the Procurement
defined within the Procurement
Monitoring Bureau (organisational structure, indicative
Monitoring Bureau20
number of posts, documented procedures and manuals);

15

Reg. No 1083/2006 61 b), e); Reg. No 1828/2006 15
Reg. No 1083/2006 61 b), c), d)
17
Reg. No 1083/2006 61 f); Reg. No 1828/2006 20
18
Reg. No 1083/2006 58 a), b); Reg. No 1828/2006 12
19
Reg. No 1083/2006 60 c), d), f), 90; Reg. No 1828/2006 15
20
Reg. No 1083/2006 58 a), b); Reg. No 1828/2006 12
16
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19. Procedures for sample pre- 19.1 Justified and clear sampling;
examination of the procurement
19.2 Legal status of the verification result defined;
documentation and procurement
process
pursuant
to
the 19.3 Detailed verification procedures worked out;
regulatory enactments of the
European Union and the
Republic
of
Latvia,
and
compliance with the procedures
20. Clear
and
traceable
documentation
to
prove
European
Union
funds
management pursuant to the
regulatory enactments of the
European Union and the
Republic of Latvia21
Audit Bodies

20.1.Ensuring recording of procurement plans and procurement
documentation received;
20.2.Computerised recording of verifications performed and
opinions in place;

21. Clear definition, allocation and 21.1 Clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation
separation of functions
chart, indicative number of posts, qualifications and/or
experience required, written procedures and manuals);
21.2 Compliance with the principle of separation of functions
between the Audit Authority and the Managing Authority,
the Certifying Authority and intermediate bodies together
with the principle of independence of the Audit Authority
and other Audit Bodies;
21.3 Existence of procedures, including, where appropriate,
procedures for supervision by the Audit Authority of work
of any Audit Body performing deligated functions of the
Audit Authority;
22. Adequate systems audits

22.1 The audit scope is in accordance with the Single Audit
Strategy and isfocused on the key requirements of the
management and control systems in relevant bodies ( the
Managing Authority, Certifying Authority and intermediate
bodies);
22.2 All phases of systems audits are properly documented.
Adequate and complete checklists exist adressing
verifications on all key requirements of the management and
control systems;
22.3 Effective procedures for monitoring the implementation of
recommendations and corrective measures resulting from
audit reports which can be demonstrated to the Commission;
22.4 Existance of qualitative and/or quantitative evidence
allowing for verification of establishment of assurance level
which has been obtained from the systems;

23. Adequate annual control report 23.1 Information provided to the Audit Authority for inclusion
and audit opinion
in the annual control report is in accordance with the Single
Audit Strategy and is based on results of system audits;

21

Reg. No 1083/2006 60 c), d), f), 90; Reg. No 1828/2006 15
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Financial
Control
Department
of the
Ministry of
Finace

24. Clear definition, allocation and 24.1 Clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation
separation of functions

chart, indicative number of posts, qualifications and/or
experience required, written procedures and manuals);
24.2 Compliance with the principle of separation of functions
between the Audit Authority and the Managing Authority,
the Certifying Authority and intermediate bodies together
with the principle of independence of the Audit Authority
and other Audit Bodies;
24.3 Existence of procedures, including, where appropriate,
procedures for supervision by the Audit Authority of work
any Audit Body performing deligated functions of the Audit
Authorities;

25. Adequate audits of operations

25.1 Existance of description of approved methodology,
including parameters for sampling set in accordance with
Annex IV of R. 1828, statistical sampling method, results
and degree of confidence obtained from systems audits,
including planned materiality level;
25.2 Audits of operations are carried out in accordance with the
Single Audit Strategy approved by the Commission and
updated annually;.
25.3 Verifications of legality and regularity of expenditure are
done based on adequate and complete checklists;
25.4 In cases where problems detected appear to be systemic in
nature, the Audit Authority should ensure that further
examination is carried out to establish the scale of such
problems;
25.5 Existence of effective procedures for monitoring
implementation of recommendations and corrective
measures arising from audit reports is demonstrated to the
Commission;
25.6 Where projected error rate is above the materiality level
for an operational programme, the Audit Authority analyses
its significance and takes necessary actions;

26. Adequate annual control report 26.1 Information provided to the Audit Authority for inclusion
and audit opinion
in annual control report is in accordance with the Single
Audit Strategy and is based on results of audits of
operations.

In order to mitigate audit risk and taking to account, that in more than 15 Audit Bodies will be
responsible for audits of management ancintril systems; Audit Authority is responsible for elaborating unified
audit programmes (see Table 2).
Table 2. Audit programs and respective criteria and main requirements to be audited
Intermediate Bodies (IB)
ID of audit
program

IB 1

Title of audit program

Project sampling

Criteria

6.1., 6.2., 6.3., 6.4.,
7.1., 7.2., 9.4.
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Main
requirement

Indicative date
of
implementation

6th all
06.03.2009.

7th all
IB 2

Verifications of project progress

7.1., 7.2., 8.5., 8.7.,
9.4.

7th all

06.03.2009.

IB 3

On-the-spot verifications

7.1., 7.2., 8.4., 8.5.,
8.6., 8.7., 9.2., 9.3.
9.4.

7th all

06.03.2009.

IB 4

Verification and approval of payment
applications

7.1., 7.2., 8.1., 8.3.,
8.5., 8.7., 9.1., 9.2.,
9.4.

7th all

13.03.2009.

IB 5

Preparing
and
approval
expenditure declaration

of

7.1., 7.2., 8.2., 8.7.,
9.4.

7th all

13.03.2009.

IB 6

Identification and keeping records of
irregularities

7.1., 7.2., 8.1., 8.7.,
9.4.

7th all

20.03.2009.

IB 7

Supervision over implementation of
activity and measures (financial
progress, resulting progress)

IB 8

Quality and safety of information

10.1.

10th all

IB 9

Changes to the internal control
system

5.1., 5.2. 11.1., 11.2.

5th all

20.03.2009.

20.03.2009.

27.03.2009.
11th all

Managing Authority (MA)
ID of audit
program

Title of audit program

Criteria

Main
requirement

Indicative date
of
implementation

MA 1

Preparing planning documents and
amendments thereto

MA 2

Regulatory framework of the
implementation system and
communication with the final
beneficiary

2.1., 2.2.

2th all

17.04.2009.

MA 3

Supervision over the implementation
system established

3.1., 3.2.

3th all

24.04.2009.

MA 4

Quality and safety of information

4.1.

4th all

24.04.2009.

MA 5

Changes in the internal control

1.1., 1.2.

1th all

24.04.2009.

19.09.2008.
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system

Certification Authority (CA)
ID of audit
program

Title of audit program

Criteria

Main
requirement

Indicative date
of
implementation

Approval
of
the
expenditure
declaration
and
the
payment
application,
reporting
and
accumulation of data

12.1., 12.2., 13.1.,
13.2., 14.1., 14.2.,
14.3., 14.4., 14.5.

12th all

CA 2

Recording of recoverable and
refunded ineligible expenditures

15.1., 15.2.

15th all

03.04.2009.

CA 3

Changes to the internal control
system and the system of information
quality and safety

12.1., 12.2. 13.1.

12th all

03.04.2009.

CA 1

27.03.2009.
13th all 14th all

Paying Authority (PA)
ID of audit
program

Title of audit program

Criteria

Main
requirement

Indicative date
of
implementation

PA 1

Verification and approval of payment
documents, and financial accounting
of payments made;

17.1., 17.2.

17th all

09.04.2009.

PA 2

Changes to the internal control system
and the system of information quality
and safety.

16.1., 16.2., 17.2.

16th all

09.04.2009.

Procurement Monitoring Bureau (PMB)
ID of audit
program

PMB 1

PMB 2

Title of audit program

Procurement pre-examinations

Changes to the internal control system
and the system of information quality
and safety

Criteria

19.1., 19.2., 19.3.,
20.1., 20.2

18.1., 20.2.

Audit Bodies
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Main
requirement

Indicative date
of
implementation

19th all
20th all

09.04.2009.

18th all

17.04.2009.

ID of audit
program

AB 1

Title of audit program

Performing of system audits

Criteria

21.1., 21.2., 21.3.,
22.1., 22.2., 22.3.,
22.4., 23.1.

Main
requirement

21st all, 22nd all,
23rd all

Indicative date
of
implementation
24.04.2009.

Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
ID of audit
program

FCD 1

Title of audit program

Performing of audits of operations

Criteria

24.1., 24.2., 23.4.,
25.1., 25.2., 25.3.,
25.4., 25.5., 25.6.,
26.1.

Main
requirement

Indicative date
of
implementation

24th all, 25th all, 24.04.2009.
26th all

While audit programmes for assessing the key requirements were under preparation and approval,
following procedure was applied for system audits performed out of the scope of the specific audit
programme during audit period 01.07.2008-30.06.2009:
-

-

the Audit Authority when receiving the audit reports on system audits mentioned above
have to evaluate them in order to find out whether all main requirements were assessed
during this audit and whether these requirements were assessed by using criteria stipulated
in the Single Audit Strategy;
when assessing above mentioned system audit reports the Audit Authority evaluates scope
of audits including sampling done;
system audits which after such evaluation are considered not performed according to the
Single Audit Strategy will not be included in annual control report and will be used only
for risk assessment.

The audit programmes for assessing the key requirements is prepared step by step in accordance with
signed service contract between the Audit Authority and contractor. As well as the Audit Authority
ensure training for all involved Audit Bodies conserning applying of the audit programmes in order to
ensure common understanding.
The Audit Authority has rights to perform system audits on horizontal issues in the responsible
institutions, co-operation institutions and in the State Treasury. Such rights are stipulated in the
Internal Audit Law and Cabinet Regulation No 455 „Procedures for Ensuring of the Functions of the
Audit Authority in the Management of European Union Funds” of 17 June 2008.
The Audit Authority performs system audits on following horizontal issues:

-

publicity and information rules;
project application assessment and selection;
verification and confirmation of payment claims;
identification and registration of irregularities;
monitoring of Programme implementation;
quality and security of information (including IT systems);
preparation of planning documents;
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-

communication with beneficiary;
adequate certification procedures;
preparation and confirmation of declaration of expenditure;
recovery procedures;
public procurement;
audit trail;
verification of expenditures;
adequacy of system audits;
adequacy of audits of operations.

The specific responsible institutions and co-operation institutions in which the horizontal system audit
will be performed will be selected during horizontal system audit planning stage and taking into
account following risk factors:
-

institution‟s previous experience in implementing EU funds, management competence;
amount of allocated EU funding;
quality of internal controls;
degree of change or stability in the control environment;
time of last audit engagement;
complexity of the organizational structure;
type of operations and type of beneficiaries.

In addition when selecting institutions where horizontal audits will be performed the Audit Authority
will take into account results of the system audits performed by the Audit Bodies, as well as results of
the audits of operations.

4.3.

Audits of operations

4.3.1.

Body responsible for audits

The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance according to the Financial Control
Department‟s Regulation of 4 July 2008 and Procedures No 5 of the Ministry of Finance „Procedures
for Ensuring Performance of the Functions of the Audit Authority over the Planning Period 2007 to
2013” of 3 March 2009 is delegated to perform detailed testing of certified expenditure (audits of
operations) under three operational programmes.
4.3.2.

Determining assurance level

The sample size to be checked depends on the level of assurance on operation of the Management and
Control System obtained by the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance. The
Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance determines level of assurance on the
operation of the Management and Control System mostly by analysing the results of audits of the
Management and Control System that evaluate key control elements of the Managing Authority,
responsible institutions, co-operation institutions, the Certification Authority and the Paying Authority,
and the Procurement Monitoring Bureau pursuant to:
-

-

procedure FCD-9 „Procedures for Performin Audits of Operations by the Financial Control
Department over European Union Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013”.
ISA 315;
“Guidance on a common methodology for the assessment of management and control
systems in the Member States(2007-2013 programming period)” issued by European
Commission;
Cabinet Regulation No 455 „Procedures for Ensuring of the Functions of the Audit
Authority in the Management of European Union Funds” of 17 June 2008;
professional judgment;
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To determine the level of assurance, the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance also
uses the following sources:
-

-

-

-

findings and conclusions of other audits and verifications (incl. OLAF, European
Commission, European Court of Auditors, State Controllers Office and other), as well as
findings and conclusions of audits of operations;
results of evaluation of system audit reports submitted by the internal audit units of the
responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury made by the
Ministry of Finance Internal Audit Department;
results of comparative verifications performed by the Internal Audit Department of the
Ministry of Finance in the internal audit units of the responsible institutions, co-operation
institutions and the State Treasury;
compliance assessment of Management and Control System for 2007-2013.

The level of assurance determined depending on risk assesment from several aspects:
- Institutional;
- Operational programme:
- Operational programme „Infrastructure and Services” (CF and ERDF);
- Operational programme „Entrepreneurship and Innovations” (ERDF);
- Operational programme „Human Resources and Employment” (ESF);
- Horizontal areas/processes:
- Gender equality;
- IT system review;
- Public procurement;
- State aid;
- Environmental issues;
- Eligibility;
- Publicity
The institutions and their key control elements22 covered by the risk assessment to be assessed are
listed in Annex 4 to the Single Audit Strategy.
4.3.3.

Determining confidence level

The confidence level depends upon the overal conclusion on efficiency of the Management and
Control System (Management and Control system‟s assurance level) (see Table 3):
Table 3 Confidence level depending management and control system assurance level
Management and control system
assurance level
(1) Works well, only minor
improvements are needed
(2) Work, but some improvements are
needed
(3) Works partially, substantial
improvements are needed
(4) Essentially does not work

Related reliability in the regulation/
assurance from the system
High

Confidence level
Not less than 60%

Average

70%

Low

80%

Very low

Not below 90%

The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance assumes the level of assurance on
operation of the Management and Control System over the first two years of the planning period as
very low with confidence level 90%, because the Management and Control System has been changed
in the 2007 to 2013 planning period, and the evaluation of the Management and Control System over
the 2004 to 2006 planning period is not applicable.
22

Point 4 of “Guidance on a common methodology for the assessment of management and control systems in the Member States(20072013 programming period)” issued by European Commission, point 3 of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities”
issued by European Commission and Annex IV of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
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4.3.4.

Audit unit

For sampling purposes in audits of operations, the audit unit and thus sampling unit is a payment claim
(in accordance with the format pursuant to Annex 4 to Cabinet Regulation No 418 of 26 June 2007)
submitted by the beneficiary for which a payment has been made and which has been included in the
statement of expenditure certified by the Certifying Authority and declared to the European
Commission.
Sampled audit units are checked through the responsible institutions, co-operation institutions to
beneficiaries according to checklists developed in procedure FCD-9 „Procedures for Performin Audits
of Operations by the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance over European Union
Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013”, including verification of horizontal issues (gender equality, IT
system review, public procurement, state aid, environmental issues, eligibility, publicity).
4.3.5.

Sampling

The sampling process is described in the procedure FCD-9 „Procedures for Performin Audits of
Operations by the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance over European Union
Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013” according to “Guidance on a common methodology for the
assessment of management and control systems in the Member States(2007-2013 programming
period)” issued by European Commission, Article 62 of Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 and Articles
16 to 17 and Annex IV of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006.
Pursuant to Annex IV of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006, the Financial Control Department of the
Ministry of Finance carry out separate audits of operations for each operational programme, i.e.
certified expenditures will be grouped into three populations.
MUS for audit units over 800
Sampling is carried out using the Monetary Unit Sampling method23 (hereinafter – MUS), if audit units
or number of payment claims is over 800. The selection of the method was determined by the following factors:

 sufficient estimated number of payment claims per half a year (more than 800 units);
 low level of expected error;
 the aim to increase chances for selection for projects of higher value (and higher risk);
 quantitative evaluation involves projection of misstatement.
Table 4 Parameters to be applied for determinaation of sample size when using MUS method

23

System
assurance
24
level

Confidence
25
level

Reliability
26
factor

Materiality
27
level

Anticipated
28
misstatement of
tolerable
misstatement (2%)

Planned error
29
expansion factor

High

60%

0.92

2%

10%

1.15

Average

70%

1.21

2%

10%

According to
statistical tables

Low

80%

1.61

2%

10%

According to
statistical tables

Section 6.5. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission

24

Annex IV of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
Annex IV of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
26
Section 6.5. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission
27
Annex IV of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
28
Section 6.5. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission
29
Section 6.5. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission
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29

Very low

90%

2.31

2%

10%

1.5

Formal non statistical sampling for audit units less than 800
Sampling is carried out using the formal non statistical sampling method30, if audit units or number of
payment claims is less than 800. The selection of the method was determined by the following factors:
 method based on MUS;
 estimated number of payment claims per half a year (less than 800 units);
 low level of expected error;
 the aim to increase chances for selection for projects of higher value (and higher risk);
 quantitative evaluation involves projection of misstatement.
4.3.6.

Grouping operational programms

If the number payment claims in a operational programme is less than 800, and use of a statistical
sampling approach to determine the sample size is not appropriate, the Financial Control Department
of the Ministry of Finance keeps possibility to try to achieve a sufficiently large population by
grouping operational programmes31, as the management and control system can be considered as
common. A MUS method then used.
The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance will use the same sampling within one
reference period of annual control report32. In case of changing method, this notified to the
Commission in the Annual Control Report and in a revised Single Audit Strategy.
4.3.7.

Types of audits of operations

Pursuant to FCD-9 „Procedures for Performin Audits of Operations by the Financial Control
Department of the Ministry of Finance over European Union Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013”, to
obtain sufficient assurance that the certified expenditures are eligible and there are no material
misstatements with regard to compliance with requirements of regulatory enactments of the Republic
of Latvia and the European Union, the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
performs the following audits of operations:
-

regular audits of operations – to be carried out by the Financial Control Department of the
Ministry of Finance in accordance with the annual plan and the Single Audit Strategy;
complementary audits33 – to be carried out by the Financial Control Department of the
Ministry of Finance in accordance with the professional judgment of the responsible
executive of the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance, where:
- specific risk factors (not anticipated) have been identified in earlier audits;
- verification of elimination of substantial shortages is required after a regular audit of
operations;
- it is established in reviewing audit units upon random sampling that representative
sampling has not been provided;
- all expenditures with value in lats exceeding the tolerable misstatement
(denominated in lats) fail to be included in sample of the regular audit of operations.

30

Section 6.6. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission
Section 6.1.4.. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission and Annex IV of
Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
32
Section 6.8. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission and Annex IV of
Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
33
Point 5 of Article 17 of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
31
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Sample size of complementary audit is a metter of professional judjement based on
providing representativeness of the sample. Example selection shall then be made by
random sampling.
In case if all expenditures exceeding the tolerable misstatement (2%) fail to be included in
sampling of the regular audit of operations, these expenditures shall be included in the
sample of complementary audit.
The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance performs extended audits, where the
necessity for extended audits is established during the regular audit of operations to ensure reliability
of the regular audit results.
4.3.8.

IT for audits

The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance uses MS Excel software for sampling,
but in year 2009 it is planned to procure IDEA software, a computer-assisted tool for risk factors
assesment and sampling, and TeamMate software, a computer-assisted tool for audit planning,
documenting, monitoring of audit process and implementation of recomendations, to be used starting
with year 2010.
4.3.9.

Procedures in cases of material errors

The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance performs quantitative and qualitatative
evaluation of errors identified, and their possible effect on the objective of the particular audit
procedure and on other areas of the audit.34
As the result of qualitative evaluation, the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
concludes whether each of detected misstatements is35 anomalous error, systemic error or random
error.
Error is considered systemic if it is detected:
as a result of not functioning of some key control elements;
in expenditure of similar types of projects;
in expenditure of projects implemented by similar type of beneficiaries;
in expenditure of projects of similar size.
As the result of quatitative evaluation, the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
concludes whether errors detected in a sample and distributed to the entire population in monetary terms
do not exceed the tolerable error and materiality of 2%:
by comparing with the maximum amount of error in the population36 (if the sampling is based on
formal non statistical sampling method for population of less than 800 audit units);
by comparing with the upper error limit37 (if the sampling is based on MUS method for
population of more than 800 audit units).
Material errors are considered material if:
errors didtributed to population in monetary terms exceed the tolerable error and materiality of
2%;
or/and errors are of systemic.

34

ISA 530
ISA 530
36
Section 6.6. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission
37
Section 6.5. of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission
35
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In cases of such material errors, according to the procedure FCD-9 „Procedures for Performin Audits
of Operations by the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance over European Union
Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013” and professional judgement, the Financial Control Department
of the Ministry of Finance:
1) organizes coordination meetings to inform responsible institutions, co-operation institutions
and appropriate beneficiaries;
2) makes recommendations in audit of operations report;
3) follow-up recommendation implementation;
4) performs complementary audits of operations, considering most appropriate sampling method,
in order to conclude properly on material errors.

4.4.

Audit of statement of final expenditure:

Audit of statement of final expenditure is performed by the Financial Control Department of the
Ministry of Finance pursuant to procedure FCD-10 „Procedures for Performing Audit of the Statement
of Final Expenditure and Preparing Final Control Report by the Financial Control Department over
European Union Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013”.

4.5.

Objectives and priorities of system audits for the whole of the planning period and
justification thereof:

The following is stated in Annex 2 to the Single Audit Strategy:
-

4.6.
4.6.1.

detailed objectives and priorities of system audits for the three-year period from 1 July
2008;
objectives and priorities of system audits for the period from 1 July 2011 to 2015;
linkage of the risk assessment results to the planned system audits.
Plan of system audits and audits of operations for the period from 1 July 2008 to 30
June 2015
Audits of management and control system

The plan of system audits for the period from 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2009 is provided in Annex 3 to
the Single Audit Strategy. The list of system audits performed over the period from 1 January 2007 to
30 June 2008 is given in Schedule 2 to the Single Audit Strategy.
4.6.2.

Audits of operations

Regular audits of certified expenditures are performed per operational programme once every six
months (see Figure 2) over the periods from 01/07/N to 31/12/N and from 01/01/N+1 to 30/06/N+1,
auditing certified expenditure of the periods from 01/01/N to 30/06/N and from 01/07/N to 31/12/N
accordingly.
The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance carries out complementary and extended
audits in cases pursuant to clause 4.2.2.7. over the period from 01/07/N to 31/10/N+1.
The results of audits of operations performed during the period from 01/07/N+1 to 31/12/N+1are
summarised and evaluated for the Annual Control Report.
The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance starts certified expenditures audits with 1
January 2009. Plan of audits of operations over the planning period 2007 to 2013 is presented in
Annex 2, and planned audits of operations from 1 July 2008 till 1 July 2009 is presented in Schedule 3
to the Single Audit Strategy. Deadlines of the audits are detailed in FCD-9 „Procedures for Performin
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Audits of Operations by the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance over European
Union Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013”.
01.07.n

01.01.n+1

01.07.n+1

Certificaton of expenditures for the EC

Audit of operations

31.12.n+1

Audit of operations

Complementary audits and extended audits

Summarising and
evaluation for the Annual
Control Report

Figure 2. Periods of audits of operations

5.

RISK ASSESSMENT

5.1.

Risk assessment for system audits

For the audit periods 01.01.2007.-30.06.2008. and 01.07.2008.-30.06.2009.
All State administration institutions use common methods of system audits planning and
implementation, their key principles are being set forth in the following regulatory enactments in the
area of internal audit activities in the State administration:
-

the Internal Audit Law;
Cabinet Regulation No 306 „Procedures for the Performance of the Internal Audit in an
Institution” of 10 June 2003;
Cabinet Instruction No 8 „Internal Audit Methods” of 24 April 2007.

The internal audit unit of the State administration institution work out internal procedures for system
audits planning and implementation pursuant to the key principles set forth in the abovementioned
regulatory enactments.
Pursuant to the above mentioned regulatory enactments, risk assessment and planning of system audits
are performed in accordance with the following main principles:
Risk assessment is aimed at determining the extent of risk of specific systems, which determines audit
frequency too. High-risk systems are to be audited more frequently. Risk assessment of each system
included in the internal audit environment cover the following risk factors that impact on the system
operation:
-

control environment;
changes or reorganisation;
complexity of the system;
linkage of the system to other systems;
level of expenditures;
external impact;
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-

time since previous audit;
manager‟s concerns or doubts about the system operation;
possible financial irregularities;
impact on further operation of the ministry or institutions;
experience and qualification of personnel;
public interest.

In assessment of the impact of each risk factor on any specific system, it is assigned a numerical value
on a scale from 1 to 3 is being assigned. Value 1 indicates low impact or no impact on the system,
value 2 indicates that the system operation is impaired, however it can continue functioning, and value
3 indicates that the system operation is impaired seriously or else that its operation is suspended.
A numerical value on a scale from 1 to 5 is assigned to the risk factor „Time since previous audit”:
-

less than one year – 1;
from one to two years – 2;
from two to four years – 3;
from four to five year – 4;
no previous audit – 5.

The opinion of the State Secretary or the head of the institution, or the head of the internal audit unit is
to be equired in respect of the risk factor „Manager”s concerns or doubts about the system
functioning”.
Total risk assessment of each system included in the internal audit environment is determined by
summing up numerical values of each risk factor and the share factor.
The head of the internal audit unit verifies and evaluate the results of risk assessment, and distribute
systems to be audited across the following groups:
-

high-priority systems;
medium-priority systems;
low-priority systems.

In working out a strategic plan, the head of the internal audit unit decide on the audit frequency and the
number of days require for audit in accordance with the risk assessment, available resources of the
internal audit unit, experience of the auditors, as well as the peculiarities of the relevant ministry or
institution.
In accordance with the system priority, the following frequency of internal audits are determined:
-

high-priority systems shall be audited at least once every three years;
medium-priority systems shall be audited at least once every four years;
low-priority systems shall be audited at least once every five years.

The Audit Authority, internal audit units of the certification, paying, responsible and co-operation
institutions perform a risk assessment on the basis of the above mentioned main principles. The results
of such risk assessments are provided in Schedule 2 to the Single Audit Strategy.
During annual update of the Single Audit Strategy starting from 01.07.2009.:
The Audit Authority ensures risk assessment in 3 different aspects:
1. Audit Authority‟s risk assessment of horizontal issues to be audited (already ensured, see annex
2);
2. Audit Authority‟s risk assessment of each operational programme‟s activities and institutions
involved in implementation of these activities (already ensured, see annex 10);
3. Audit Authority‟s risk assessment of management and control systems to be audited in the
Certification and Paying Authorities, responsible and co-operation institutions, as well as in the
Management Authority and Procurement Monitoring Bureau (will be based on developed audit
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programmes and will be ensured prior to the beginning of audit period 01.07.2009.30.06.2010.).
All the Audit Bodies will have to perform system audits based on 3 before mentioned risk
assessments performed by the Audit Authority.

5.2.

Horizontal issues identified as risk areas

Management and control system audits performed by the Audit Authority cover following horizontal
issues/specific audit systems:

-

publicity and information rules;
project application assessment and selection;
verification and confirmation of payment claims;
identification and registration of irregularities;
monitoring of Programme implementation;
quality and security of information (including IT systems);
preparation of planning documents;
communication with beneficiary;
adequate certification procedures;
preparation and confirmation of declaration of expenditure;
recovery procedures;
public procurement;
audit trail;
verification of expenditures;
adequacy of system audits;
adequacy of audits of operations.

Risk assessment results made by the Audit Authority for horizontal issues shown in Annex 2.
Following risk factors will be considered after first audit results provided by the Audit Bodies:
amount, management competence, quality of internal controls, degree of change or stability in the
control environment, time of last audit engagement, complexity of the organizational structure, type of
operations and type of beneficiaries.

5.3.

Risk assessment and audits of operations

The Financial Control Department‟s of the Ministry of Finance‟s objective is to obtain a 95% level of
assurance in order to be able to state that it has "reasonable assurance" in its audit opinion.
Accordingly the audit risk is considered 5%.
The three components of audit risk are referred to respectively as inherent risk (IR), control risk (CR)
and detection risk (DR). Overall Audit risk assessment model is as follows:
AR (Audit risk) = IR (Inherent risk) x CR (Control risk) x DR (Detection risk)38
For audit risk of 5% in drawing up opinion on functioning of management and control system, the
Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance combines:
results of system audit– linked to IR and CR assesment;
results of audits of operations - linked DR.39
Performance of system audits is based on risk assessment, thus evaluating contol risk factors in
functioning of key control elements in the management and control system40.
38

International Standard on Auditing 315-330
Section 3 of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission and point 2 of Annex IV
of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
39
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The Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance analyses results of system audits
performed and obtains system assurance level to be use for sampling purposes in audits of operations.
Linkage between assurance level and confidence level applied for sampling is described in 4.2.2.3.

6.
6.1.

RELIANCE ON THE WORK OF OTHER AUDITORS
Reliance on the Audit Bodies

The Audit Authority will rely on:
audits of operations, delegated to the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance;
part of the management and control system audits, delegated to the internal audit units of the
responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury.
The Audit Authority has ensured the ex-ante assessment of all Audit Bodies involved in the
implementation of delegated functions of the Audit Authority that was performed during the
Compliance Assessment.
During the implementation of the Single Audit Strategy, the quality of the work carried out by the
internal audit units of the responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury will
be ensured by following:
assessing quality of received system audit reports by filling in checklists for quality assessment
of received reports (please see section 8.1.3. for further information);
defining common audit programmes for assessment of the key requirements(plese see section
4.2. for further information);
performing peer reviews (please see section 5.2.5. of the Description of Managament and
Control System for further information);
performing system audits on adequacy of the Audit Bodies performed system audits in
accordance with the Single Audit Strategy using corresponding audit programme (see Table 2
for further information) based on the assessment of the key requirements (see Table 1 for
further information).
During the implementation of the Single Audit Strategy, the quality of work carried out by the
Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance will be ensured by following:
assessing quality of received reports of audits of operations by filling in checklists for quality
assessment of received reports;
performing system audits on adequacy of audits of operations in accordance with the Audit
Strategy using corresponding audit programme (see Table 2 for further information) based on
the assessment of the key requirements (see Table 1 for further information).

6.2.

Reliance on outsourced auditors

Planned audits of outsourced auditors
As the Audit Authority is a beneficiary under the Technical Assistance activities, to avoid possible
conflict of interests, system audits and audits of operations for such projects will be outsourced to
external auditors. This is done in accordance with the provisions of the Law on Public Procurement of
6 April 2006. The terms of reference specify audit methodology in order to ensure compliance of the
purchased audit services with the provisions of the Regulations, EC guidance and audit manuals of the
Audit Authority. Hereby quality of the purchased audit services and conformity of audit results with
results of audit carried out by the Audit Authority is also ensured.
40

Section 3 of “Guidance Note on Sampling methods for Audit Authorities” issued by European Commission and point 2 of Annex IV
of Regulation (EC) No 1828/2006
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The Audit Authority is responsible for contracting audits of external auditors, and the purchase of
audits of external auditors is included in procurement plan for years 2009-2010.
Assuring quality of external audits
The quality of external auditors and experts and reliance of their work will be ensured by:
Specifying objectives, tasks, requirements, responsibilities, methodology to be used and
qualifications necessary in procurement documentation and ;
defining the requirement of using methodology of the Audit Authority, in order to ensure
compliance with the provisions of the Regulations, EC guidance and the audit manuals of the
Audit Authority;
supervising the service delivery in accordance with objectives, tasks, requirements,
responsibilities, methodology to be used and qualifications in procurement documentations and
service contract;
performing quality assurance review of work performed by external auditors.
To avoid conflicts of interest and compliance with regulations of the work of the Audit Authority in
performing audits, the Audit Authority ensures that:
external auditors performing system audits and audits of operations adhear Code of Ethics41;
before each audit, auditors confirm tha they are not in conflict of interest with audities and will
consider independence, objectivity rules and relevant regulations and internationally accepted
auditing standards used in the work of the Audit Authority.
As the Audit Authority is a beneficiary under the Technical Assistance activities, to avoid possible
conflict of interests, system audits and audits of operations for such projects will be outsourced to
external auditors. This is done in accordance with the provisions of the Law on Public Procurement of
6 April 2006. The terms of reference specify the audit methodology in order to ensure compliance of
the purchased audit services with the provisions of the Regulations, EC guidance and the audit
manuals of the Audit Authority. Hereby quality of the purchased audit services and conformity of audit
results with the results of the audit carried out by the Audit Authority is also ensured.
The Audit Authority is responsible for contracting of the audits of external auditors, and the purchase
of audits of external auditors is included in procurement plan for years 2009-2010.

6.3.

Assuring quality of external audits

The quality of external auditors and experts and reliance on their work will be ensured by:
specifying objectives, tasks, requirements, responsibilities, methodology to be used and
qualifications necessary in procurement documentation and ;
defining the requirement of using methodology of the Audit Authority, in order to ensure
compliance with the provisions of the Regulations, EC guidance and the audit manuals of the
Audit Authority;
supervising the service delivery in accordance with objectives, tasks, requirements,
responsibilities, methodology to be used and qualifications in procurement documentations and
service contract;
performing quality assurance review of work performed by external auditors.

41

Code of Ethics of the Institute of Internal Auditors; Code of Ethics of International Standards on Auditing of the International
Federation of Accountants
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To avoid conflicts of interest and compliance with regulations of the work of the Audit Authority in
performing audits, the Audit Authority ensures that:
external auditors performing system audits and audits of operations adhear Code of Ethics42;
before each audit, auditors confirm tha they are not in conflict of interest with audities and will
consider independence, objectivity rules and relevant regulations and internationally accepted
auditing standards used in the work of the Audit Authority.

6.4.

Compliance assesment

According to Article 71(3) of Regulation (EC) No.1083/2006, compliance assessment for management
and control system established for implementation of Operational Programmes under ERDF, ESF and
the Cohesion Fund (hereinafter – the EU funds) in Latvia in 2007-2013 programming period was
carried out and the report and opinion was drawn up by private audit company “Ernst & Young Baltic”
Ltd. contracted on November 1, 2007 by the Ministry of Finance. “Ernst & Young Baltic” Ltd. is
functionally independent from the Managing Authority, Certifying Authorities, Audit Authority and
Intermediate Bodies.
The procurement procedure and awarding the contract to private audit company was performed by the
Audit Authority thus guaranteeing independence from the procedures for setting up the management
and control systems. The Audit Authority ensured the detailed planning and supervised of the work
performed by Compliance Assessment Body. One of the ojectives of the compliance assessment work
was to evaluate the Adudit Authority and internal audit units involved in implementing functions of
the Audit Authority.
During Compliance Exercise phase’s significant recommendatins were made to the Audit
Authority regarding structure and scope of delegated functions. All recommendations are
implemented.

7.
7.1.

RESOURCES
Planned human resources for the period from 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2009

The planned number of audit days per year of the Audit Authority and each Audit Body across types of
audit is summarised in Annex 6.
For detailed information on the each Audit Body‟s resources available for conducting audits please see
Annex 6.
It is essential to provide for adequate human resources from the beginning of the programming period
as the audits should be spread evenly throughout the programming period43, and as the Audit Authority
has to issue an Annual Control Report and Opinion on the basis of the controls and audits that have
been carried out. The Audit Authority and Audit Bodies consider international audit standards, which
include general principles such as integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care,
confidentiality and professional behavior.
Human resources are planned and allocated evenly for all the phases of the audit process, i. e.
planning, internal control assessment, analytical procedures and detailed testing44, and drawing up of
the Annual Control Report and Opinion.
The Audit Authority and Audit Bodies have sufficient qualifications and experience in carrying out the
EU Structural assistance audits both in terms of individual auditors and an institution as a whole. The
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Code of Ethics of the Institute of Internal Auditors; Code of Ethics of International Standards on Auditing of the International
Federation of Accountants
43
44

Art 62.1.(c) of R 1083/2006
Audits of operations according to Art 62 of R 1083/2006
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Audit Authority and Audit Bodies organize efficiency courses –courses of International audit
standards, bookkeeping, revision and others courses in EU funds management and control area. The
auditors of the Audit Authority and Audit Bodies have experience in EU funds audits of 2004 - 2006
planning period which ensured system audits, audits of statements of final expenditure and drawing up
the closure declaration for Cohesion Funds projects, EU Structural funds, European Community
initiatives EQUAL program and EU Solidarity fund, and opinion and report of carried out controls
preparing for sending to the Commission.
In 2008 the Audit Bodies participate in training organized by Audit Authority – Management and
control system of EU structural funds 2007.-2013.
The following minimum qualifications requirements are set for the auditors at the Audit Authority and
Audit Bodies:
-

higher education in finance, audit, accounting, economics, management or law;
knowledge of English;
professional experience in audit, financial control, accounting or project management;
experience in work of similar type;
knowledge of the Latvian and EU legal acts, national and international auditing standards.

The Audit Authority proposed similar qualifications requirements for external auditors (description of
qualifications requirements in technical specification45 detailed in Section 1.6). Above mentioned
ensure adequate resources for execution of the work planned.

8.

REPORTING

8.1.

Reporting results of system audits and audits of operations

8.1.1.

Reporting results of system audits

As a result of each system audit, a draft audit report and a draft schedule for the implementation of
audit recommendations are prepared. The relevant recommendations and priorities thereof shall be
stated in the draft schedule for implementation of audit recommendations.
In the internal audit report, recommendations ensuing from conclusions included in the internal control
evaluation have the following priorities:
-

high – detected errors or irregularities indicate high risk for the system having material effect;
medium – detected errors or irregularities indicate medium risk;
low – detected errors or irregularities are less important; however settlement of such
matters might improve the system operation.

The auditor signs two copies of the draft internal audit report, including the draft schedule for
implementation of internal audit recommendations.
The auditor forwards the draft audit report to the audited institution that provides its comments on it
and on schedule for implementation of recommendations within at least five working days.
In cases when the auditor agrees to the comments of the audited institution, the former prepares its
audit report, including the draft schedule for the implementation of audit recommendations.
In cases when the auditor do not agree on the comments made, a meeting of the parties concerned is
organised, its progress is being recorded in minutes, including a summary table of agreement on the
draft internal audit report.

45

04.06.2006. Law on Public Procurement
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The process of agreement on the audit report is documented, and the audit file incorporates all
information that reflects such process.
The schedule for the implementation of audit recommendations is a subject of approval by the State
Secretary or the head of the relevant institution.
All Audit Bodies are required to follow uniform reporting requirements of audit results to the Audit
Authority set out in Instruction No 4 “Audit methodology of European Union financed programs and
projects” approved by Cabinet of Ministers. Instruction states requirements for audit summaries and
audit reports prepared by the Audit Bodies.
8.1.2.

Reporting results of audits of operations

FCD-2 „Procedures for Performing Examinations of European Union Funds by the Financial Control
Department” and FCD-9 „Procedures for Performin Audits of Operations by the Financial Control
Department over European Union Funds Planning Period 2007 to 2013” determine procedures for
preparing, adjusting and approving of reports on audits of operations and follow-up of implementation
of recommendations.
FCD-2 „Procedures for Performing Examinations of European Union Funds by the Financial Control
Department” and FCD-10 „Procedures for Performing Audit of the Statement of Final Expenditure and
Preparing Final Control Report by the Financial Control Department over European Union Funds
Planning Period 2007 to 2013” determine procedures for preparing, adjusting and approving of reports
on audits of the stetament of final expenditure, as well as procedures for preparing information for the
final control report.
The responsible institutions and co-operation institutions submits the approved plan for
implementation of recommendations prepared as a result of audits of operations to the Audit Authority
within 10 working days after the approved report on the audit of operations and the finalised schedule
for implementation of recommendations are received, and is responsible for implementation of the
recommendations.
8.1.3.

Procedures of evaluating the reports and sending procedures to the European
Commission and other entities concerned

Pursuant to Cabinet Regulation No 455 „Procedures for Ensuring of the Functions of the Audit
Authority in the Management of European Union Funds” of 17 June 2008, the internal audit units of
the responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury submit to the Audit
Authority a report (a copy) of each audit of the Management and Control System of European Union
funds performed in accordance with the Single Audit Strategy within 10 working days after closing the
audit.
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance evaluates information included in the report in
accordance with the criteria pursuant to Article 58 of European Commission Regulation No 1083/2006
of 11.07.2006 and Cabinet Regulation No 455 „Procedures for Ensuring of the Functions of the Audit
Authority in the Management of European Union Funds” of 17 June 2008.
In order to conclude whether the key requirements were assessed according to the corresponding audit
programme and in full respect of the Single Audit Strategy the Audit Authority evaluates each
received system audit report by using approved checklist which includes following questions:
-

whether the audit performed conforms to the Single Audit Strategy;
whether information on allocation of functions is included in the report;
whether information on procedures worked out in the institution and information on
compliance with such procedures is included in the report:
- procedures for selection of project applications (the Managing Authority, the
responsible institutions and the co-operation institutions);
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-

-

-

procedures for on-the-spot verifications and supervision over European Union
funds (the Managing Authority, the responsible institutions and the co-operation
institutions);
- expenditure certification procedures (the Certification Authorityand the Paying
Authority);
- procedures for recording of ineligible payments (the Certification Authorityand
the Paying Authority);
- procedures for sample pre-examination of the procurement documentation and
procurement process (the Procurement Monitoring Bureau).
whether information on how the institution supplies the final beneficiary with the relevant
information and guidelines is included in the report;
whether information on how the institution ensures storage of clear and traceable
documentation on management of European Union funds is included in the report;
whether information on how the Certification Authority and the Paying Authority ensure
clear and traceable documentation and information system for recording certified
expenditures is included in the report;
whether information on completeness and compliance of data entered in the information
system of European Union funds management is included in the report;
whether information on the implementation of recommendations given during previous
audits is included in the report;
whether an evaluation of compliance with the main requirements for the Management and
Control System of European Union funds is included in the report;
whether the report contains conclusions on substantial system shortages or inefficiencies?
whether recommendations have been given on the basis of such conclusions;
whether substantial conclusions match with the relevant recommendations;
whether any recommendations have been evaluated as high-risk;
whether the management has agreed on implementation of recommendations;
whether the management has approved a plan for the implementation of recommendations.

Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance prepares a letter to the European Commission and
encloses a statement of audit implementation and the report within 10 working days at the latest after the
report on audit of the Management and Control System of European Union funds is received from the
responsible institution, the co-operation institution or the State Treasury.
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance prepare a letter on the evaluation of the report and
send it to the Managing Authority, the Certification Authority and a copy of the letter to the Financial
Control Department of the Ministry of Finance, enclosing a copy of the report on audit the Management
and Control System of European Union funds prepared by the responsible institution, the co-operation
institution or the State Treasury, within 10 working days at the latest after the report is evaluated.
At the request of the European Commission, the Audit Authority sends a copy of the report on the audit
of operations to the European Commission.

8.2.

Procedures of supervision over implementation of audit recommendations

In respect of system audits, the internal audit units of the responsible institutions, co-operation
institutions and the State Treasury supervises implementation of audit recommendations pursuant to
Cabinet Regulation No 306 „Procedures for the Performance of the Internal Audit in an Institution” of 10
June 2003.
Information on recommendations given in the system audit reports has to be entered into the
management information system, including deadlines for the implementation of recommendations,
persons responsible for the implementation of recommendations, as well as information on
implementation of recommendations.
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In addition, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance monitors implementation of
recommendations pursuant to reports on system audits of European Union funds on a regular basis.
The Audit Authority stores information on audits of operations, including detected misstatements and
recommendations, as well as their implementation, in the management information system of European
Union funds.
Once in every six months, or before the audit of operations starts, the Audit Authority supervises the
implementation of recommendations given during the audits of operations, and sends a request for the
relevant information to the relevant responsible / co-operation institutions.
Supervision over the implementation of audit recommendations is required in order to prepare the annual
control report and the opinion on the operation of the Management and Control System of European
Union funds.

8.3.

Procedures for preparing the Annual Control Report

Over the period from 2008 to 2015, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance prepares an
annual control report that has been approved by the State Secretary of the Ministry of Finance and an
opinion regarding effective operation of the Management and Control System of European Union funds
and send them to the European Commission by 31 December on an annual basis.
For preparation of the annual control report, the internal audit units of the responsible institutions, cooperations institution and the State Treasury submit to the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Finance:
-

-

reports on the audits performed in accordance with the Single Audit Strategy, stating
information on findings, conclusions and recommendations of audit of the Management
and Control System of European Union funds;
evaluation of compliance with the main requirements and opinion on operation of the
Management and Control System of European Union funds;
information on the implementation of approved recommendations, measures taken for
improvement of the system, as well as stating whether any systemic or substantial
misstatements been detected.

The internal audit units of the responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the State
Treasury submit the above mentioned information to the Internal Audit Department of the
Ministry of Finance:
-

by 1 August 2008 – for the period from 1 January 2007 to 30 June 2008;
by 1 August over the period from 2009 to 2015 – for the period from 1 July of the
preceding year by 30 June of the current year.
Table 5 Allocation of responsibility preparing the Annual Control Report
Activity

1. performing management and control system
audits, developing and submitting to the
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Finance the annual control report and issuing
the opinion

Responsible unit
 Audit Bodies

2. summarizing of results of management and  Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
control system audits and providing general
Finance
opinion regarding efficiency of the
Management and Control System of
European Union funds
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Activity

Responsible unit

3. performing audits of operations, preparing  Financial Control Department of the Ministry of
and submitting to Internal Audit Department
Finance
of the Ministry of Finance the report on
results of audits of operations
4. summarizing of results of management and  Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
control system audits and audits of
Finance
operations, preparing a project of the annual
control report, submitting the project of
annual control report to involved institutions
to inform them on assessment on
effectiveness of the management and control
system

The Audit Bodies prepare strategic plan according to Cabinet Instruction No 8 „Internal Audit
Methods” of 24 April 2007. Internal audit structural units are planning audits of management and
control system to insure providing assessment of all key control elements each year, according to
which the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance is preparing the annual opinion on
efficiency of the Management and Control System of European Union funds. Planning system audits,
the Internal audit bodies of institutions can take into account commendatory audit programmes
provided by the Audit Authority. Annually from 2009 to 2015 by 1 June the Internal audit structural
units of institutions provide the Audit Authority with information regarding planned system audits in
respective period, as well as regarding changes made in strategic plan according to risk assessment.
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance in one month time evaluates provided
information regarding planned system audits and in case of need requires additional information from
respective Internal audit structural unit.
Main requirements of the Management and Control System and its key control elements are set out
according to European Commission Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 and Regulation (EC) No
1828/2006. Detailed list of main requirements and key control elements is determined (see table 1),
that allows all Internal audit structural units of institutions to use single approach in performing system
audits. Internal audit structural units perform assessment of all key control elements accordingly to
priorities of system audits set out in strategic plan of respective Internal audit structural unit. Main
requirements are split into groups of institutions involved in European Union funds‟ administration,
thereby insuring, that following the role and specifics of respective institution in administration of
European Union funds, most substantial cycles of internal control system are elected. According to
audit programs (list of commendatory audit programs is presented in table 2) Internal audit structural
units of institutions are planning audits for separate cycles of internal control system of their
institution. As implementation of each criteria can be assessed within several cycles of internal control
system, in table 2 there are offered references to audits within which specific criteria to be evaluated.
Controls are audited as from position of existing control framework, as from position of efficiency
controls.

8.4.

Approach to evaluation of framework of controls
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Evaluation of control framework means evaluation of existing procedures within institution regarding
planned implementation of specific operations – evaluation, whether specific operation is set
effectively to limit identified risk. When evaluating control framework within institution, it is
significant whether institution is applying the same
procedures in all cases.
Case 1. The institution is applying the same procedures
within all activities which it administrates. For example, for
reception and registration of projects‟ applications the same
procedure “Procedure for reception and registration of
projects‟ applications” is being used for all administrated
activities. In such situation institution will perform
evaluation of framework of controls within this particular
procedure and will refer results to all cases where it is
applied (consequently to all activities).

Activity 1
Operational
programme

Activity 2

Activity n

Case 2.The institution is applying various procedures in
every activity it administrates. In such case evaluation of control framework has to be performed by
selected procedure. Results will be respectively referred to each specific activity.
In case if, while performing audit, an auditor evaluates framework of controls as inadequate /
insufficient / ineffective, efficiency of specific controls won‟t being further evaluated and the element
of control has been referred to 4th category according to principles of evaluation of criteria defined in
section 8.3.5.

8.5.

Approach to evaluation of efficiency of controls

Evaluation of efficiency of controls means to evaluate how effectively in real situations are acting
controls set by institutions. Evaluating efficiency of controls, it is necessary to consider:
-

the period covered by performed audit, or audit period;
basic principles of sampling;
sampling itself;
ensuring the representativeness within the activities (in case if the same procedure is being
applied to all activities).

Audit period
The period, within which performed controls are being evaluated and sampling made:
-

according to opinion of auditor – one year before starting the audit;
in separate cases the period can be shortened or extended, if auditor considers it as
necessary.

Basic principles of detection the sample size
Evaluation of efficiency of controls means to evaluate how effectively in real situations are acting
controls set by institutions. In accordance with conditions stipulated by European Commission, size of
sample to be audited is conditional upon auditor‟s professional judgment.
In accordance with generally accepted audit practise, conditions of performing audit of efficiency of
controls and of determining sample to be audited depend on following factors:
-

How often the control is being applied (every day, once a month, once a year etc.);
Assurance level that the auditor is willing to achieve in accuracy of results.
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The auditor determines the size of the sample according to professional judgement and previously
established order in institution.
Sampling
Performing sapling, the auditor uses random sampling approach.
Evaluating efficiency of controls – checklists

8.6.

Checklists (in shape of table) containing necessary basic information are made to each of identified
controls. The auditor has rights to add specific questions to checklists according to his professional
judgement.

8.7.

Methods used for evaluating framework and efficiency of controls

Performing evaluating of framework and efficiency of controls, the auditor uses the most appropriate
methods according to professional judgement.
o interviews;
o document checks;
o other appropriate methods.

8.8.

Evaluation criteria (categories)

Upon evaluation of compliance with the main requirements in accordance with the relevant criteria
(see Table1), the Audit Bodies provide their opinion in accordance with each criteria, with the
following 4 evaluation criteria being used:
-

-

-

-

category 1 – operating appropriately, where no shortages or small shortages have been
detected that do not have an impact on the operation of the Management and Control
System of European Union funds;
category 2 – operating, however individual improvements are required where shortages
have been detected that do not have a material impact on the operation of the Management
and Control System of European Union funds;
category 3 – operating partly; however, substantial improvements are required where
shortages have been detected that have a material impact on the operation of the
Management and Control System of European Union funds;
category 4 – not operating, where large-scale, systemic substantial shortages have been
detected that have a material impact on the operation of the Management and Control
System of European Union funds.

In accordance with the main requirements for and evaluation criteria of compliance of the internal
control system pursuant to Table 2, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance works
out unified programmes of system audits to be distributed across all internal audit units of responsible
and co-operation institutions and the State Treasury in order to ensure a unified approach to system
audits, as well as to facilitate the preparation of the Annual Control Report and opinion on the
Management and Control System of European Union funds.
The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance prepares the Annual Control Report and
opinion on the operation of the Management and Control System of European Union funds on the
basis of the information provided by the internal audit units of the responsible institutions, cooperation institutions and the State Treasury, the results of audits of the Management and Control
System of European Union funds performed by the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
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Finance, and the information provided by the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
on results of audits of operations.
In interpreting the results of the institutional audits, Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Finance conforms to the following procedures:

1) Providing a general
1) Kopējā
novērtējuma
evaluation
of compliance
sniegšana
with the main par
pamatprasību
izpildi
requirements in instituions
institūcijās

2) Providing an evaluation
of compliance
at the level
2) Novērtējuma
ofsniegšana
the group of
instituions
par
atbilstību
institūciju grupu līmenī

3) Providing a general
3) Kopējā
novērtējuma
evaluation
of compliance
of
sniegšana
par vadības
the Management
and
unControl
kontroles
sistēmas
System
atbilstību

Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance summarises the audit results of the internal audit
units of responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the State Treasury by filling in a
summary table (there has been developed separate summary table for each Operational programme) of
audit reports of the internal audit units of responsible institutions, the co-operation institution and the
State Treasury (see annex 7), stating the main requirements and criteria applicable to the relevant
institutions. In filling in the table, a mark from 1 to 4 (in accordance with the evaluation categories)
shall be put against each criteria and main requirement in respect of institutions such specific criteria
and main requirements are applicable to.

8.9.

Stages of preparing the Annual Control Report

Stage 1 Providing general evaluation of compliance with main requirements in institutions
Before a general evaluation of compliance with each main requirement in all institutions is provided,
the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance evaluates the justification of evaluations of
compliance with the main requirements provided by the internal audit units of the institutions by
means of the table provided in Schedule 6, and a comparison of evaluation of criteria with that of
compliance with the main requirements. The Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance
provides a general evaluation per main requirement by means of the table given in Schedule 7
„Evaluation of compliance with the main requirements across groups of institutions”, in accordance
with the following principles:
-

-

total evaluation of each main requirement may not be higher than the lowest evaluation of
the main requirements provided by the internal audit units of institutions;
in making a general evaluation of compliance with the main requirements in institutions,
the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance proceeds from its professional
judgment, taking account of the audit proof available, for example: results of previous
audits, description of the system, report on compliance evaluation and information
obtained from institutions, co-operation and mutual impact of (intermediate) institutions;
before a general evaluation of compliance with each main requirements is provided, the
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance identifies factors that compensate for
or mitigate risks and may impact on evaluation of the main requirements.

Stage 2 Providing evaluation of compliance at the level of the group of institutions.
After the general evaluation of compliance with each main requirement in the institution is obtained,
the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance gives general evaluation of the group of
institutions. In providing such an evaluation, the following conditions are recommended:
-

specific main requirements are critical for ensuring compliance of expenditures and
appropriate functioning of the relevant group of institutions:
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responsible institutions and co-operation institutions: main requirement 8 –
Procedures for project management supervision pursuant to the regulatory
enactments of the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance
with the procedures;
- the Certification Authority: main requirement 14 – Procedures for expenditure
certification pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and
the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with the procedures;
evaluation of the above main requirements in category 1 or 2 is an important pre-condition
for evaluation of compliance of the Management and Control System in category 1 or 2;
in cases in which any of the main requirements pursuant to paragraph 1 is evaluated in
category 3 or 4, the relevant group of institutions may not be evaluated in a higher category
overall, because such main requirements are critical for ensuring the functioning of such a
group of institutions. A higher evaluation of any other main requirements in the given
group of institutions may not compensate for such evaluations;
in providing its evaluation of the group of institutions, the Internal Audit Department of the
Ministry of Finance proceed from its professional judgment, taking account of preconditions pursuant to paragraphs 1-3.
-

-

-

Stage 3 Providing general evaluation of compliance of the Management and Control System.
At this stage, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance provide a general evaluation of
compliance of the Management and Control System on the basis of evaluation provided at stage 2 at
the level of the group of institutions and tables of Schedule 8 „Evaluation of compliance of the
Management and Control System”. In giving final evaluation of compliance of the system, the Internal
Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance takes into account any factors in place in the institutions
that compensate for or mitigate inherent risks of the Management and Control System considerably.
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance identifies such factors by using reports on
system audits of the internal audit units and information provided by the Financial Control Department
of the Ministry of Finance on the results of audits of operations, as well as by holding interviews with
representatives of the institutions involved in management of the European Union funds and auditors
of structural units, as appropriate. Even at this stage, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Finance proceed from professional judgment of auditors and identifies possible factors that
compensate for or mitigate risks and might improve general evaluation of compliance of the
Management and Control System. For example, such factor as verification performed by the
Certification Authority in respect of conformity of expenditures declared to the European Commission
to expenditure declarations prepared by the co-operation institutions, using all audit reports received
on the results of audits of the Management and Control Systems of European Union funds. In this case,
the Certification Authority carries out additional verifications and decreases the risk of certifying
ineligible expenditure, before the expenditure declaration is sent to the European Commission.
However, it should be pointed out that before any specific factors may be considered as
compensating/mitigating risks, assurance is to be obtained of eventual efficient operation of such
controls.
After a general evaluation of the institutions has been provided and compensating/mitigating risks
identified, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance assess the remaining risk of errors
in one of the following categories: very low, low, medium, high. Such assessment of the risk of errors
is closely linked with the final evaluation of compliance of the Management and Control System
provided by the Ministry of Finance Internal Audit Department:
-

Very low risk of system errors → category 1
Low risk of system errors → category 2
Medium risk of system errors → category 3
High risk of system errors → category 4
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Finally, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance provide a final evaluation of
compliance of the Management and Control System with legal requirements in accordance with the
above mentioned 4 evaluation categories. On the basis of the final evaluation of the system compliance
and taking account of the results of audits of operations, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry
of Finance may provide an opinion on effectiveness of the Management and Control System.

8.10.

Key principles of making an opinion on the annual control report.

Pursuant to information on the results of audits of operations provided by the Financial Control
Department the Ministry of Finance and the evaluation of the systemic nature of errors in the
Management and Control System provided by the Ministry of Finance Internal Audit Department. The
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance prepare an annual opinion on compliance and
efficiency of the Management and Control System. The opinion is prepared on the basis of the
following key principles:
-

-

-

unqualified opinion in cases when the error rate is below 2% and no errors are identified
either in reports on system audits or audits of operations have not been recognised as
systemic;
qualified opinion in cases when the error rate is below 2% and errors identified in reports
on system or audits of operations have been recognised as systemic;
qualified opinion in cases in which the error rate exceeds 2%, however no errors are
identified either in reports on system audits or audits of operations have not been
recognised as systemic; also in cases when, using the MUS method when interpreting the
results of certified expenditure, the error rate calculated exceeds materiality level (2%),
however actual ineligible expenditures stated do not exceed the specified allowed error rate
(LVL), a qualified opinion is given with detailed explanation of the interpreted materiality
of errors;
adverse opinion in cases when the error rate exceeds 2%, errors identified in reports on
system audits or audits of operations have been recognised as systemic, as well as where,
using the MUS method when interpreting the results of certified expenditure, actually
identified ineligible expenditures exceed the specified allowed error rate (LVL).

In providing a qualified opinion, the Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of Finance specifies
aspects of the Management and Control System that failed to comply with the legal requirements
and/or function inefficiently, as well as substantiate such opinion, stating reasons of qualification in
respect of each aspect of the system mentioned. Also, in case of adverse opinion reasons of the
decision is specified per aspect of the Management and Control System recognised as inefficient or
failing to comply with the legal requirements.

8.11.

Procedures of preparing the final control report

In accordance with the Cabinet Regulation No 455 „Procedures for Ensuring of the Functions of the
Audit Authority in the Management of European Union Funds” of 17 June 2008 the Audit Authority
will prepare final control report and closure declaration in compliance with the Regulation (EC) No
1828/2006.
In accordance with the Procedure No 5 of the Ministry of Finance „Procedures for Ensuring
Performance of the Functions of the Audit Authority over the Planning Period 2007 to 2013” of 3
March 2009 the actions performed for preparation of the final control report and closure declaration
are the following:
-

the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance in compliance with the Audit
Strategy performs closure audits of operations in order to assess the validity of the
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-

-

application for payment of the final balance and the legality and regularity of the
underlying transactions covered by the final statement of expenditure;
the Audit Authority in compliance with the Single Audit Strategy performs system audits
for the purpose of preparation of final control report and closure declaration;
the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance summarises and provides
information to the Audit Authority on performed audits of operations for inclusion in final
control report and closure declaration;
by 24 March 2017, the Audit Authority arranges that the final control report and closure
declaration is sent to the European Commission and copies of these documents are sent to
the Managing Authority and the Certification Authority.

Date of preparation:

Validated by:
Ingūna Zvane
Director of the Internal Audit Department, Ministry of Finance
Sigtature:____________________
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Annex 1
to the Single Audit Strategy

Structure of units involved in implementation of functions of the Audit Authority

AUDIT
AUTHORITY
Internal Audit Department
of the Ministry of Finance

AUDIT BODIES
Financial Control
Department of the Ministry
of Finance

 developing /updating annually) Single
Audit Strategy

 the Compliance Assessment coordination

 developing the Annual Control Report
and issuing an opinion

 carrying out audits of operations

 ensuring that audits are carried out to
verify the effective functioning of the
management and control system of
the operational programmes
 ensuring that audits on operations are
carried out on the basis of an
appropriate sample to verify
expenditure declared
 carrying out management and control
system audits

 performing closure audits of
operations in order to assess the
validity of the application for payment
of the final balance and the legality
and regularity of the underlying
transactions covered by the final
statement of expenditure
 providing information for Single
Audit Strategy according to the
request of the Audit Authority

 providing methodology and guidance
for implementation of delegated
functions of the Audit Authority;

 providing information for annual
control report and final control report
according to the request of the Audit
Authority

 co-ordinating and supervising all
Audit Bodies, which have delegated
functions of the Audit Authority

 developing the methodology for audits
of operations in line with indications
of the Audit Authority

 developing the final control report and
closure declaration

Internal audit bodies of
responsible institutions:

Internal audit bodies of cooperation institutions:

- Internal Audit and Quality Control Department

- Audit Division of the State Employment

of the Ministry of Economics
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Education and Science
Internal Audit Division of the Secretariat of
Special Assignments Minister for Electronic
Government Affairs
Internal Audit Division of the Ministry of
Culture
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Welfare
Audit Department of the Ministry of Regional
Development and Local Government Affairs
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Transport
Internal Audit and Control Department of the
Ministry of Health
Internal Audit Division of the State
Chancellery
Internal Audit Department of the Ministry of
Environment

Service;
Internal Audit Department of the State
Education Development Agency
Internal Audit Division of the Health Statistics
and Medical Technologies State Agency
Internal Audit Division of the Construction,
Energy and Housing Agency
Internal Audit Division of the Investment and
Development Agency of Latvia
Internal Audit Division of the State Regional
Development Agency
Internal Audit Division of the Society
Integration Foundation

-

-

Internal Audit Department of
the State Treasure

 carrying out management and control system audits
 providing information for Single Audit Strategy according to the request of the Audit Authority
 providing information for annual control report according to the request of the Audit Authority
 developing the methodology for management and control system audits according to guidelines of the Audit
50
Authority

MA

ST

RI

CI

R1

I1

R2

I2

R3

I3

R4

I4

R5

I5

R6

I6

R7

I7

R8

I8

R9

I9

R10

I10

R11

I11

R12

I12

Indicative year of audit

AB

Audit environment

Tot
al
risk
sco
re

Priority

Annex 2
to the Single Audit Strategy
Audit Authority risk assessment of horizontal issues to be audited

European Union funds' system
Structural funds' and Cohesion fund's
system in 2007-2013 programming
period*
Performing of system audits
Performing of audits of operations
Preparation of planning documents

x

Normative documentation of
implementation and communication with
beneficiary

x

Monitoring of implementation system

x

Quality and security of information

x

Public procurement

x

Irregularities

x

Information and publicity
Project application assessment
Adequacy of the first level control,
payments, sertification, declaration and
traceability of expenditure

x

x

x

2

5

2

4

3

4

3

3

3

6

3

2

1

2

2

3

2

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

103

H

2010

x

2

5

2

4

3

4

3

3

3

6

3

2

1

2

2

3

2

4

3

3

3

3

3

4

109

H

2011

1

5

1

4

2

4

3

3

2

6

3

2

1

2

2

3

1

4

2

3

1

3

3

4

77

L

2008

2

5

2

4

2

4

3

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

2

4

2

3

1

3

3

4

98

M 2010

2

5

1

4

3

4

3

3

1

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

2

3

1

3

3

4

96

M 2010

x

x

2

5

2

4

3

4

3

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

1

4

2

3

3

3

2

4

100

H

2009

x

x

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

98

M 2010

x

x

x

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

98

M 2009

x

x

x

x

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

98

M 2010

x

x

x

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

98

M 2010
2010

x

x

x

x

2

5

1

4

3

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

105

H

x

2

5

2

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

105

H

2010

Verification and confirmation of payment
claims

x

Adequate certification procedures

x

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

98

M 2011

Preparation of declaration of expenditures

x

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

89

L

2011

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

4

92

L

2011

Verification of expenditures

x

x

x

51

Recovery procedures

x

x

Audit trail

x

x

Environmental requirements

x

Adequacy of the first level control

x

Abbreviation
R

Risk factor

I

Specific weight

MA

Managing authority

ST

State Treasury

RI

Responsible institutions

CI

Co-operation institutions

AB

Audit Bodies

x

x

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

3

3

2

3

3

4

92

L

2011

x

x

2

5

3

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

2

3

3

4

103

H

2010

x

x

2

5

3

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

2

3

3

4

2

3

2

3

3

4

100

H

2009

x

x

2

5

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

6

3

2

5

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

2

3

3

4

95

L

2011

* Systems to be audited are concerned to operational programmes
"Infrastructure and services" (CF and ERDF) 2007LV161PO002,
"Entrepreneurship and innovations" (ERDF) - 2007LV161PD001,
"Human resources and employment"(ESF) - 2007LV051PO001
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Annex 3
to the Single Audit Strategy
Planned system audits over the planning period 2007 to 2013
Horizontal issues covered by Audit Authority see in Annex 2*
Operational programme
number CCI

2007LV161PO002,
2007LV161PD001,
2007LV051PO001

Name of the operational programme

„Infrastructure and Services”,
„Entrepreneurship and
Innovations”, „Human Resources
and Employment”

Funds

ERDF, ESF, CF

Institutions
audited

Approved
amount

Institution
responsible
for audit,
structural unit

Result of risk
assessment

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011-2015

Description of
system audits
performed

Priorities,
objective and
scope of audit

Priorities,
objective and
scope of audit

Priorities,
objective and
scope of audit

Priorities and objective of audit

4”530”447”
634 EUR

Ministry of
Finance
Internal Audit
Department

Systems
identified in the
Managing
Authority and
evaluation of
their risks:

Operational
programme
number CCI

Managing Authority
Ministry
of
Finance

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV161P
D001,
2007LV051P
O001

Preparing
planning
documents and
their
amendments –
85;
Implementation

regulatory
framework of
the system and
communication
with the final

- In 2007-2008,

… of
compliance of
the
Management
and Control
System of the
European
Union
Structural
Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013 is
performed
evaluation
(hereinafter
referred to
evaluation

as
of

53

Key
requirements: 1;
2; 3

Key
requirements:
4

The following
systems will be
audited over
such period:

The following
systems will
be audited
over such
period:

-

-

Preparing
planning
documents
and their
amendments
;
Regulatory
… of the
implementat
ion system
framework
and
communicati
on with the
final

-

Quality
and safety
of
informatio
n.

quality and …
of information

system audit
is aimed at
assuring the
management
that
the

Key requirements:
1;2;3;4
The following
systems will be
audited over such
period:

-

Changes in the
internal control
system.

… of audit of
changes in the
internal control
system

assuring
the
management that the
managing authority
has clearly defined
separate functions.

As the extent of risk in all systems
identified in the Managing
Authority is medium, audits
within such systems will be
repeated once in three years,
pursuant to regulatory enactments
of the Republic of Latvia in the
area of internal audit.

beneficiary –
90;
supervision of
the established
implementation
system – 96;
quality and
safety of
information –
81;
changes to the
internal control
system – 79;
evaluation of
the established
implementation
system pursuant
to amendments
to the
regulatory
enactments, etc.

46

compliance).
Evaluation
of
compliance
is
performed
by
SIA Ernst &
Young
Baltic
under the orders
of the Audit
Institution.

Evaluation
of
compliance was
aimed
at
evaluating
compliance of the
management and
control
system
established by the
managing
authority, paying
authority,
certification
institution, audit
institution,
responsible
institutions, cooperation
institution
and
Procurement
Monitoring

EC – European Commission

54

beneficiary;
Supervision
of
the
established
implementati
on system.

The objective of
the system audit
of
preparing
planning
documents and
their
amendments is
to
reassure
management
that
planning
documents
of
EU funds for the
period 2007 to
2013 have been
prepared
in
accordance with
EC
requirements.
The scope of the
audit
would
include
all
planning
documents
prepared by the
managing
authority,
as
well as their
updating

information
system
for
accounting,
monitoring
and reporting
of
funding
established
by
the
managing
authority
meets
the
requirements
of the EC46
and
the
Republic of
Latvia. The
scope of the
audit would
cover
information
systems
implemented
by
the
managing
authority that
ensure
the
supply
of
information
on EU funds
projects.

The scope of the
audit would cover
procedures
and
distribution
of
functions
established by the
managing authority.

Bureau for the
planning period
2007 to 2013.

Evaluation
of
compliance was
conducted in two
stages. In stage 1,
selection
procedures
of
internal written
project
applications were
evaluated in the
Ministry
of
Welfare, Ministry
of
Economy,
Ministry
of
Health, Ministry
of
Transport,
Ministry
of
Environment,
Central Finance
and
Contract
Agency,
State
Employment
Service,
Investment and
Development
Agency
of
Latvia, Housing
Agency
and
Health Statistics
and
Medical
Technologies
State Agency.

55

procedures.
The objective of
the system audit
of the regulatory
framework
of
the
implementation
system
and
communication
with the final
beneficiary
would be to
reassure
management
that
the
managing
authority has a
clear
and
appropriate
strategy in place
for
supplying
final
beneficiaries of
EU funds with
information and
guidelines. The
scope of the
audit
would
include
legal
requirements
established for
the
implementation
of
the
operational
programme, as
well
as

Stage 2 of the
project covered
the
following
aspects
of
evaluation
of
compliance:
- compliance of

regulatory
enactments in
the area of
functions and
procedures of
institutions
involved in the
EU
funds
administration
with
legal
enactments of
the Republic of
Latvia;
- evaluation

of
description of
the
management
and control;

- allocation

of
functions
between
the
responsible/cooperation
institution;

- organisational

structure
established by
the institutions,
separation of
functions;
- allocation

of

56

guidelines
established by
the
managing
authority
for,
and
advice
provided thereby
to, the final
beneficiaries.
The objective of
the system audit
of supervision of
the established
implementation
system would be
to
reassure
management
that necessary
preventive and
corrective
actions are taken
with regard to
systemic
problems. The
scope of the
audit
would
include
procedures
established by
the
managing
authority
for
examination of
results of system
audits and for
implementation
of
preventive
and corrective
actions in cases

functions and
responsibility
in regulatory
enactments in
the area of
institutions
operation;
- current

and
indicative
number
of
human
resources for
fulfilment of
functions
related to the
EU
funds
administration,
job
descriptions;

- internal

information
systems
and
registers
of
institutions
providing for
storage
of
information
related to the
EU
funds
administration
in accordance
with the format
of data groups
established by
the Ministry of
Finance until
the
Management
Information
System
is
implemented;
- conditions

of

57

where systemic
problems
are
detected.

implementatio
n and use of
the
Management
Information
System;
- compliance of

operation and
procedures of
the
audit
institution and
internal audit
structural units
of institutions
with the law of
the EU and the
Republic
of
Latvia, as well
as
the
standards
of
professional
practice
in
internal audit.

Procurement Monitoring Bureau
Procurem
ent
Monitori
ng
Bureau

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV161P
D001,
2007LV051P
O001

EUR
4,530,447,63
4

Ministry of
Finance
Internal
Audit
Department

Systems
identified in the
Procurement
Monitoring
Bureau and
their risk
assessment:
procurement
preexaminations –
100;
changes to the
internal control

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
management and
control system of
the European
Union Structural
Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–

58

Key
requirements:
18; 19; 20.
As both
identified
systems have a
comparatively
high risk level,
both systems
will be audited:
-

procurement
preexamination

As all systems identified in the
managing authority have a medium risk
level, in accordance with regulatory
enactments of the Republic of Latvia in
the area of internal audit, audits of such
systems will be repeated once every
three years.

system and the
system of
information
quality and
safety – 100.

2013.
-

s;
changes to
the internal
control
system and
the system
of
information
quality and
safety.

The objective of
the audit is to
reassure
management
that the
Procurement
Monitoring
Bureau has
separate
functions clearly
defined,
procurement
preexaminations
are performed
pursuant to the
requirements of
the Republic of
Latvia and the
European
Commission, as
well as the
results of
procurement
preexaminations
are documented.

59

The scope of the
audit would
cover the
organisational
structure of the
Procurement
Monitoring
Bureau,
regulations and
job descriptions,
internal
procedures and
manuals,
sampling of
procurement
preexaminations,
making
verifications and
documenting
verification
results,
recording of
verifications and
the relevant
reports.

Certification institution/paying authority
State
Treasury

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV161P
D001,
2007LV051P
O001

EUR
4,530,447,63
4

State
Treasury
Internal
Audit
Department

The audit
environment of
the EU funds
management
and control
system is
divided into the
following

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
management and
control system of
the European
Union Structural

60

Key
requirements:
12; 13; 14; 15;
16; 17.

Key
requirements
: 12; 13; 14;
15; 16; 17.

Cohesion Fund
management
and control
system

EU
Structural
Funds
managemen

subsystems:
Cohesion Fund
management
and control
system – risk
assessment is
58, which is a
low risk level.

Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

EU Structural
Funds
management
and control
system - risk
assessment is
61, which is a
low risk level.

Receiving funds
– to ensure that
the Cohesion
Fund aid should
be received in
accordance with
procedures and
volume pursuant
to the legal
enactments and
decisions of the
European
Commission
(EC), and
regulatory
enactments of
the Republic of
Latvia (RL).
Verification of
the following
subprocesses:
-

-

61

receiving
sources of
information
(Reference
Framework,
agreement,
EC decision)
and entering
conditions in
SAP ERP;
opening
recording
accounts and
cash
accounts;

t and
control
system
Receiving
funds – to
ensure that
the Structural
Funds aid
should be
received in
accordance
with
procedures
and volume
pursuant to
the legal
enactments
and decisions
of the
European
Commission
(EC), and
regulatory
enactments
of the
Republic of
Latvia (RL).
Verification
of the
following
subprocesses
:
-

receiving
sources
of
informati

-

-

-

preparing a
request for
advance
payment and
sending it to
the EC;
verification
of the
expenditure
declaration,
preparing
the payment
application
and sending
it to the EC;
keeping
precise and
updated
accounts of
received aid
and its
disclosure in
reports.

Verification of
payment
documents,
implementation
of allocations
and payment
execution – to
ensure
verification of
payment
documents,
implementation
of allocations
and payment

62

-

-

-

on
(Referenc
e
Framewo
rk,
agreemen
t, EC
decision)
and
entering
condition
s in SAP
ERP;
opening
recording
accounts
and cash
accounts;
preparing
a request
for
advance
payment
and
sending it
to the
EC;
verificati
on of the
expenditu
re
declaratio
n,
preparing
the
payment
applicatio
n and

execution for
the EU
Cohesion Fund
aid in
accordance with
the EU and RL47
regulatory
enactments on
the Cohesion
Fund
management,
executed
contracts for
construction
works, supply or
services, as well
as financing
plans worked
out in
accordance with
the law on the
state budget for
the current year.
Verification of
the following
subprocesses:
-

-

47

RL – Republic of Latvia

63

projection of
payments
under the
Cohesion
Fund
project;
ensuring

-

sending it
to the
EC;
keeping
precise
and
updated
accounts
of
received
aid and
its
disclosure
in reports.

Verification
of payment
documents,
implementati
on of
allocations
and payment
execution –
to ensure
verification
of payment
documents,
implementati
on of
allocations
and payment
execution for
the EU
Structural
Funds aid in

-

-

-

-

64

funding;
receiving
and
verification
of payment
documents,
and payment
execution;
preparing a
payment
order for
repayment
and making
the transfer;
entering
precise data
in the State
Treasury
information
system
(VBIS, SAP
ERP, etc.)
and
disclosing
them in
reports on
time;
data
reconciliatio
n with the
customer,
the Bank of
Latvia and
the EC.

accordance
with the EU
and RL
regulatory
enactments
on the
Structural
Funds
management,
executed
contracts for
construction
works,
supply or
services, as
well as
financing
plans worked
out in
accordance
with the law
on the state
budget for
the current
year.
Verification
of the
following
subprocesses
:
-

projection
of
payments
under the
Cohesion
Fund

-

-

-

65

project;
ensuring
funding;
receiving
and
verificati
on of
payment
document
s, and
payment
execution
;
preparing
a
payment
order for
repaymen
t and
making
the
transfer;
entering
precise
data in
the State
Treasury
informati
on system
(VBIS,
SAP
ERP,
etc.) and
disclosin
g the
informati
on in
reports on

-

time;
data
reconcilia
tion with
the
customer,
the Bank
of Latvia
and the
EC.

Cohesion
Fund
managemen
t and
control
system
Expenditures
certification
– to ensure
justified
applications
for funds
from the EC
in
accordance
with the
requirements
of the
EClegal
enactments,
RLregulatory
enactments
and executed
contracts.
Verification
of the

66

following
subprocesses
:
-

-

-

67

receiving
interim
expenditu
re
declaratio
ns and
certificate
s from the
CI for
expenditu
res
certificati
on;
verificati
on of the
expenditu
re
declaratio
n for
eligible
declaratio
ns;
notificati
on of the
CI and
responsib
le
structural
units
about
data
irregularit
ies
identified

-

in
expenditu
re
declaratio
ns, and
eliminatio
n of
errors;
preparing
the
certificate
,
expenditu
re
declaratio
n and
applicatio
n to
receive
payment
in
accordanc
e with
provision
s of the
EC legal
enactmen
ts and
sending
them to
the EC.

Responsible institutions
State
Chancell
ery

2007LV051P
O001

EUR
37,140,383

State
Chancellery
Internal
Audit
Department

In ensuring
functions of the
responsible
institution in

From 2007 to 30
June 2008, a
system audit was
performed with

68

Key
requirements: 5
Over the period
01.07.2008-

Key
requirements:
5
Over the

Key
requirements:
6; 7; 8; 9; 10;

In 2011-2015,
the State Chancellery Internal Audit
Department will perform a system audit
on fulfilment of the functions of the

the Structural
Funds
(European
Social Fund)
administration,
risk assessment
was 105, which
is a high risk
level.

the aim of giving
assurance to the
management that
the internal
control system
established in the
State Chancellery
ensured
appropriate
management of
the European
Social Fund
operational
programmes in
accordance with
the established
requirements.
During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
management and
control system of
the European
Union Structural
Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

30.06.2009, the
priority of the
State
Chancellery
Internal Audit
Department will
be to supervise
recommendation
s given as a
result of
evaluation of
compliance and
to perform a
system audit.
The objective of
the audit will be
to reassure
management
regarding the
effectiveness of
the internal
control system
in managing the
European Social
Fund activities,
as well as about
accumulation of
internal
information and
organisation of
technical
assistance
projects.
The scope of the
work will cover
verification of
compliance

69

period
01.07.200930.06.2010,
the priority of
the State
Chancellery
Internal
Audit
Department
will be to
perform a
system audit
of the
functions of
the project
applicant and
the final
beneficiary in
the Structural
Funds
administratio
n
The objective
of the audit
will be to
reassure
management
regarding the
effectiveness
of the
internal
control
system and
appropriate
ensuring the
functions of
the project

11
Over the
period
01.07.201030.06.2011,
the priority of
the State
Chancellery
Internal Audit
Department
will be to
perform a
system audit of
the functions
of the
responsible
institution.
The objective
of the audit
will be to
reassure
management
regarding the
effectiveness
of the internal
control system
in the
Structural
Funds
administration,
as well as
about the
system
compliance
with the
requirements

responsible institution for the system of
implementation and use of the
European Social Fund and the functions
of submitting the project and final
beneficiary in accordance with the
system risk assessment made by the
Internal Audit Department. Where the
risk level is high, then in accordance
with internal audit regulatory
enactments of the RL, audits of such
systems will be repeated once every
three years, and if the risk level is
medium – once every five years.

Ministry
of
Educatio
n and
Science

2007LV161P
O002
2007LV161P
D001
2007LV051P
O001

EUR
748,763,419

Ministry of
Education
and Science
Internal
Audit
Department

1. Policy,
planning of
development
and
management of
the European
Union funds –
risk assessment
is 71, which is a
high risk level.

2.
Implementation
of information
and publicity
measures of the
European
Union funds –
risk assessment
is 55, which is a
low risk level.

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
management and
control system of
the European
Union Structural
Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

evaluation and
of
implementation
of
recommendation
s given in 2007
audit and
verification of
internal
procedures.

applicant and
the final
beneficiary.

Key
requirements: 5;
6; 7; 8;

Key
requirements:
6

Key
requirements:
6; 7

Over the period
01.07.200830.06.2009, the
priority of the
Internal Audit
Department is to
perform 7 audits
for verification
of all main EU
requirements in
order to ensure
an appropriate
EU management
and control
system.

Over the
period
01.07.2009–
30.06.2010,
the priority of
the Internal
Audit
Department
is selection
and approval
of the ESF
and ERDF
projects and
the
management
and control
system of the
Co-operation
Institution,
therefore 4

Over the
period
01.07.2010–
30.06.2011,
the priority of
the Internal
Audit
Department is
selection and
approval of the
ESF and
ERDF
projects,
management
of the
European
Union funds
and
implementatio
n of

The objective of
the audits will
be to reassure
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The scope of
the work will
cover internal
procedures to
ensure the
functions of
the project
applicant and
the final
beneficiary.

of the RL and
EC regulatory
enactments.

The scope of
the work will
cover
verification of
the internal
project
documentation
.
In 2011-2015, the Ministry of
Education and Science Internal Audit
Department will ensure internal audits
of subsystems of the EU funds
management and control system. The
audit „Policy, planning of development
and management of the European
Union funds‟ and audit
„Implementation of information and
publicity measures of the European
Union funds‟ will be performed once
every two years. The audit
„Management and control system of the
co-operation institution‟ will be
performed once every three years.
Every year, supervision of the ESF and
ERDF activities by Ministry of
Education and Science will be audited.
Audits of selection and approval of the
ERDF and ESF projects have been
planned until 2012, thus it is envisaged
that at the end of the programming

management
that the specific
management and
control system
operates
effectively and
pursuant to the
requirements of
the EC and the
RL regulatory
enactments, as
well as to give
timely
recommendation
s for the system
improvement.

3. Limited
selection and
approval of
ESF projects –
risk assessment
is 60, which is a
medium risk
level.

4. Limited
selection and
approval of the
ERDF projects
– risk
assessment is
58, which is a
low risk level.

The scope of
the audit work
will cover
analysis of
internal
regulatory
enactments of
the Ministry of
Education and
Science and
their observance,
evaluation of
clear definition
of functions,
ensuring
information and
publicity
measures,
selection and

5. Open
selection and
approval of the
ERDF projects
– risk
assessment is
55, which is a
low risk level.

6. Supervision
of the EU funds
activity level in
respect of
applications for
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audits are
planned to
verify
selection and
approval of
the ESF and
ERDF
limited
selection
project
applications
and selection
and approval
of the ERDF
open
selection
project
applications,
being
essential
functions of
the
responsible
institution in
this period, as
well as the
management
and control
system of the
co-operation
institution.

The objective
of the audit:
to reassure
management

information
and publicity
measures,
therefore 5
audits are
planned to
verify
selection and
approval of the
ESF and
ERDF limited
selection
project
applications
and selection
and approval
of the ERDF
open projects,
being essential
functions of
the responsible
institution in
this period, as
well as
evaluation of
the policy,
planning of
development
and
management
of the
European
Union funds,
implementatio
n of
information
and publicity
measures in

period this stage of the project
management will hardly be used. In
accordance with the cycle of the EU
funds management projects,
implementation of supervision by the
responsible institution will be audited at
the end of the programming period
once a year.

The objective of the audit: to reassure
management regarding the
effectiveness of the internal control
system in the Structural Funds
administration, as well as about
compliance of the system with the
requirements of the RL and EC
regulatory enactments.

open selection
projects – risk
assessment is
60, which is a
medium risk
level.

approval of the
ERDF and ESF
project
applications,
ERDF and ESF
supervision at
activity level.

8. Management
and control
system of the
co-operation
institution –
risk assessment
is 60, which is a
medium risk
level

2007LV161P

EUR

Ministry of

In fulfilling the

pursuant to
the
requirements
of the RL and
EC
regulatory
enactments,
as well as to
evaluate
mutual cooperation of
the
responsible
institution
and the cooperation
institution in
order to
improve
effectiveness
of the EU
funds
administratio
n.

7. Supervision
of the EU funds
at activity level
in respect of
applications for
limited
selection
projects – risk
assessment is
57, which is a
low risk level.

Ministry

that the ESF
and ERDF
project
applications
are selected
and approved

During 2007-
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Key

Key

the responsible
institution.

The objective
of the audit: to
reassure
management
that the ESF
and ERDF
project
applications
are selected
and approved
and
information
and publicity
measures are
implemented

pursuant to
the
requirements
of the RL and
EC regulatory
enactments, as
well as to
evaluate the
common
internal control
system for the
EU funds
administration
established by
the responsible
institution.
Key

As the CF procurement and payment

of
Environ
ment

O002

792,690,000

Environment
Internal
Audit
Department

functions of the
Ministry of
Environment as
the responsible
institution in
charge of the
Structural
Funds (ERDF,
Cohesion
Fund), 8
systems have
been identified,
their risk
assessment is
58, which is a
low risk level.

2008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
Fund established
for the planning
period 2007–
2013.

requirements: 5;
6; 9; 10; 11
Over the period
03.11.200830.06.2009, the
priority of the
Ministry of
Environment
Internal Audit
Department will
be compliance
of the selection
procedures of
limited selection
project
applications and
open selection
project
applications for
the CF and
ERDF financed
projects with the
requirements of
the EC and the
RL regulatory
enactments in
the area of funds
management.
Observance of
procedures in
the process of
project selection.
The objective of
the audit: to
reassure
management
that the selection
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requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.
Over the
period
01.07.200930.06.2010,
the priority of
the Ministry
of
Environment
Internal
Audit
Department
will be audits
of the
procurement
and payment
systems
under the CF
financed
projects.
Compliance
of the CF
procurement
process and
payment
process with
the
requirements
of regulatory
enactments
and internal
procedures.
The objective
of the audit:
to reassure

requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
Over the
period
01.07.201030.06.2011,
the priority of
the Ministry of
Environment
Internal Audit
Department
will be
fulfilment of
the functions
of the Ministry
of
Environment
as the
responsible
institution in
management
of the CF and
ERDF
financed
projects.
The objective
of the audit: to
reassure
management
that the
ministry, as the
responsible
institution,
ensures
management
and
supervision of

systems, as well as the CF and ERDF
management and control systems have
a high risk level, in accordance with
internal audit regulatory enactments of
the RL, audits of such systems will be
repeated once every three years.

procedures of
limited selection
project
applications and
open selection
project
applications for
CF and ERDF
financed
projects comply
with the
requirements of
the EC and the
RL regulatory
enactments.
Limited projects
selection and
open projects
selection is
made pursuant
to the
requirements of
the EC and the
RL regulatory
enactments.
The scope of the
audit will cover
verification of
selection of
limited selection
project
applications and
open selection
project
applications for
the CF and
ERDF financed
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management
regarding the
compliance
of the
procurement
process and
payment
process with
the
requirements
of regulatory
enactments
and internal
procedures.
The scope of
the audit will
cover
procurement
checks made
under the CF
financed
projects.

the CF and
ERDF
financed
projects
(publicity
measures,
maintenance of
the
information
system within
its
competence,
on-the-spot
checks,
reports)
pursuant to the
requirements
of the
regulatory
enactments.
The scope of
the audit will
cover
verifications of
ensuring the
functions of
the
management
system of the
CF and ERDF
financed
projects in the
Ministry of
Environment
as the
responsible

projects.

Ministry
of
Welfare

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV051P
O001

EUR
258,028,512

Ministry of
Welfare
Internal
Audit
Department

Ministry of
Welfare
Raising, use and
supervision of
implementation
of the ESF and
ERDF funds are
assessed in
terms of risk
assessment at
96, which is a
high risk level.

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.
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Key
requirements: 5.
Priority:
supervision of
recommendation
s given as a
result of
evaluation.

institution.
Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
Priority:

Priority:

Over the period
09.06.2008–
20.06.2008, an
audit of
recommendation
s supervision
was performed.

to perform a
system audit
„Raising, use
and
supervision
of
implementati
on of the ESF
and ERDF
funds‟.

The objective of
the audit of
recommendation
s supervision: to
obtain assurance
that shortages
discovered
during
evaluation of
compliance have
been eliminated
and the EU
funds
management and
control systems
established in
the Ministry of
Welfare for
2007– 2013

The
objective of
the system
audit: to
reassure
management
that raising,
use and
supervision
of
implementati
on of the ESF
and ERDF
are
implemented
in accordance
with the
established
procedures

to perform a
quality audit
„Raising, use
and
supervision of
implementatio
n of the ESF
and ERDF
funds‟.
The objective
of the quality
audit: to obtain
assurance that
raising, use
and
supervision of
implementatio
n of the EU
Structural
Funds conform
to the
processes of
the quality
management
system and
ISO 9001
standard.

Priority:
to perform a system audit, quality audit
and recommendations supervision audit
„Raising, use and supervision of
implementation of the ESF and ERDF
funds‟.
The objective of the audit: to reassure
management that raising, use and
supervision of implementation of the
ESF and ERDF are implemented in
accordance with the established
procedures, the processes of the quality
management system and proceed
pursuant to the plan, as well as
recommendations given during audits
are being implemented.

planning period
operate
effectively.

and proceed

pursuant to
the plan.

The scope of the
audit of
recommendation
s supervision
covers all
recommendation
s given to the
Ministry of
Welfare.

Ministry
of
Regional
Develop
ment and
Local
Governm
ent
Affairs

2007LV161P
O002

EUR
310,427,094

Ministry of
Regional
Development
and Local
Government
Affairs
Audit
Department

3 subsystems
have been
identified in the
EU Structural
Funds
management
and control
system for
2007– 2013:

Management
and supervision
of
implementing
the EU
Structural
Funds activities
– high risk
level;

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
management and
control system of
the European
Union Structural
Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

Key
requirements: 5.
In 2008, the
system
„Representation
of interests of
the Ministry in
implementation
of the EU
Structural
Funds‟ will be
audited.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.
In 2009, the
system
„Management
and
supervision
of
implementing
the EU
Structural
Funds
activities‟
will be
audited.
As the
system has a
high risk
level and the
Ministry of
Regional
Development
and Local
Government
Affairs

Implementation
of technical
assistance
project –
medium risk
level;
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Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
In 2010, the
system
„Management
and
supervision of
implementing
the EU
Structural
Funds
activities‟ will
be audited. As
the system has
a high risk
level and the
Ministry of
Regional
Development
and Local
Government
Affairs
Audit
Department
needs to give
an opinion on

Over the period 2011-2015, mediumrisk systems will be audited once every
4 years, and the system „Management
and supervision of implementing the
EU Structural Funds activities‟ has high
risk and the Ministry of Regional
Development and Local Government
Affairs
Audit Department needs to give an
opinion on the EU Structural Funds
management and control system in the
responsible institution; the system will
be audited on an annual basis.

Audit
Department
needs to give
an opinion on
the EU
Structural
Funds
management
and control
system in the
responsible
institution;
the system
will be
audited on an
annual basis.

Representation
of interests of
the Ministry in
implementation
of the EU
Structural
Funds medium risk
level.

Ministry
of
Culture

2007LV161P
O002

EUR
52,194,764

Ministry of
Culture
Internal
Audit
Division

1. Internal
control system
and
management of
its changes
(risk assessment
is 91, medium
risk level)

2. Methodical
support of the
project
applicants and
the final
beneficiaries

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
management and
control system of
the European
Union Structural
Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

(risk assessment
is 75, medium
risk level)
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Key
requirements: 5.
Audit of the
internal control
system and the
system for
management of
its changes reasons, task:
Verification of
the progress of
implementing
recommendation
s given as a
result of the
system
evaluation made
by SIA Ernst &
Young Baltic,

the EU
Structural
Funds
management
and control
system in the
responsible
institution; the
system will be
audited on an
annual basis.
In 2010, the
system
„Implementati
on of technical
assistance
projects‟ will
be audited.

Key
requirements:
5; 6; 7; 11.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.

System audit
of methodical
support of the
project
applicants
and the final
beneficiaries
- reasons,
task:

System audit
of verifications
- Methodical support of the project
of the project
applicants and the final beneficiaries;
progress - Supervision of the activity,
reasons, task:
implementation of measures;
To evaluate
- Identification and recording of
the
shortages;
implemented

The
responsible
structural unit
of the
institution
will have
provided the

information
system, its
operation,
information
quality and
system safety.
To obtain
assurance that

Over the period 2011-2015, the
following systems will be audited:
- Internal control system and
management of its changes;

- Information quality and safety;
- Ensuring publicity;
- Implementation of technical
assistance projects.

obtaining
assurance about
the quality of the
implemented
internal control
system.

3. Project
selection
(risk assessment
is 100, high
extent of the
risk)

4. Verifications
of the project
progress

relevant
service some
time ago. The
audit is
planned to be
performed
before the
tender
invitation for
the next
activity.
During audit,
it is planned
to obtain
assurance
about the
quality and
effectiveness
of the
implemented
procedures.

(risk assessment
is 88, medium
risk level)

5. Supervision
of the activity,
implementation
of measures
(financial
progress,
performance)

Audit of the
project
selection
system reasons, task:

(risk assessment
is 94, medium
risk level)

To obtain
assurance
that the
supervision
procedures of
implementati
on of

6. Identification
and recording
of shortages
(risk assessment
is 100, high
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the responsible
institution
keeps data on
the project
applications in
the
management
and control
system of the
European
Union funds
pursuant to the
requirements
of regulatory
enactments.

System audit
of supervision
of the activity,
implementatio
n of measures reasons, task:
To obtain
assurance that
the services
provided by
the Cooperation
Institution
(CFLA) in
verification of
the project
progress are of
appropriate
quality and

extent of the
risk)

technical
assistance
projects that
are in place
in the
institution are
effective, to
evaluate
compliance
of the
progress of
project
implementati
on.

7. Information
quality and
safety
(risk assessment
is 86, medium
risk level)

8. Ensuring
publicity
(risk assessment
is 73, medium
risk level)

Audit of the
identification
system and
recording of
shortages reasons, task:

9.
Implementation
of technical
assistance
projects

As at the
moment of
audit,
selection of
project
applications
will be
completed in
activity
3.4.3.1
„Establishme
nt of a
Network of
Multifunction
al Culture

(risk assessment
is 86, medium
risk level)
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performed in
accordance
with the
arrangement
on cooperation in
the European
Union funds
management
for the
planning
period 20072013 entered
into between
the Ministry of
Culture and
CFLA on 27
March 2008.

System audit
of information
quality and
safety reasons, task:
To obtain
assurance that
procedures of
supervision of
implementatio
n of activities
and measures
within the
competence of
the responsible
institution are

Halls of
National and
Regional
Importance‟.
To obtain
assurance
that selection
made by the
responsible
institution
complied
with the
requirements
of established
procedures
and
regulatory
enactments.
To give
recommendat
ions for the
improvement
of procedures
for selection
of the
following
activity
projects.

Audit of the
system for
ensuring
publicity reasons, task:
To evaluate
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effective and
sufficient, and
comply with
the
requirements
of regulatory
enactments.

implemented
procedures
for
identification
and recording
of shortages
and reporting
to responsible
institutions,
and to give
recommendat
ions for their
improvement.

System audit
of
implementati
on of
technical
assistance
projects reasons, task:
To obtain
assurance
that the
supervision
procedures of
the
implementati
on of
technical
assistance
projects that
are in place
in the
institution are
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effective, to
evaluate
compliance
of the
progress of
project
implementati
on.

Ministry
of
Transport

2007LV161P
O002

EUR
1,203.8m

Ministry of
Transport
Internal
Audit
Department

7 systems have
been identified in
the Ministry of
Transport:

In 2007-2008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
1. Functions of the management and
control system of
Ministry of
the European
Transport,
Union Structural
allocation and
Funds and
responsibility in
Cohesion
respect of the
ERDF and CF,
established for
with risk
the planning
assessment of
period 2007–
medium extent – 2013.
87.5 points,
including ERDF –
82 and CF – 93.
The system will be
audited once every
4 years.
2. The system in
the Ministry of
Transport for
selection and
evaluation of
applications for
the EU financed

Key
requirements: 5;
6.

Key
requirements:
5; 7; 8; 11.

Key
requirements:
5; 9; 10.

Over the period
01.07.200830.06.2009, the
priority of the
Ministry of
Transport
Internal Audit
Department

Over the
period
01.07.200930.06.2010,
the priority of
the Ministry
of Transport
Internal
Audit
Department
will be the
audit of
supplying
final
beneficiaries
of EU funds
with
information
and
guidelines.

Over the
period
01.07.201030.06.2011,
the priority of
the Ministry of
Transport
Internal Audit
Department
will be the
audit of the
system of
documentation
traceability
and storage,
including the
payment
system and the
accounting
system.

The objective
of the audit
will be to

The objective
of the audit
will be to
reassure

will be the
system in the
Ministry of
Transport for
selection and
evaluation of
applications for
the EU financed
projects.

The objective of
the audit will be
to reassure
management
regarding the
effectiveness of

82

In 2011-2015.
Up to 30.06.2011, audits will cover all
7 systems of the Ministry of Transport
to be audited, in accordance with the
risk assessment, audits of high-risk
systems will be repeated once every 3
years, medium-risk systems – once
every 4 years and low-risk systems –
once every 5 years.

projects with a
high risk level –
111 points, will be
audited once every
3 years.

the established
internal control
system in
respect of
selection and
evaluation of
project
applications and
its compliance
with the
requirements of
the RL and the
EC regulatory
enactments.

3. Supplying final
beneficiaries of
EU funds with
information and
guidelines –
medium risk level
– 80 points will be
audited once every
4 years.
4. The system for
supervision of
management of
the EU funds
projects was
identified as
high-risk – 99
points and it will
be audited once
every 3 years.

The scope of the
audit will cover
verification of
all functions of
the Ministry of
Transport in
respect of
selection and
evaluation of
project
applications.

5. The system of
documentation
traceability and
storage was
identified as a
high-risk system
too with 93 points;
it will be audited
once every 3
years.

Over the period
01.07.200830.06.2009, the
priority of the
Ministry of
Transport
Internal Audit
Department will
be functions of

6. The EU funds
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reassure
management
regarding the
supplying
final
beneficiaries
of EU funds
with
information
and
guidelines
effectively
and pursuant
to the
requirements
of the RL and
the EC
regulatory
enactments.

The scope of
the audit will
cover
functions of
the Ministry
of Transport
in respect of
supplying
final
beneficiaries
of EU funds
with
information
and
guidelines.

management
regarding the
effectiveness
of the internal
control system
in respect of
the system of
documentation
traceability
and storage,
incl. the
payment and
accounting
system, as well
as about
compliance of
the system
with the
requirements
of the RL and
the EC
regulatory
enactments.
The scope of
the audit will
cover all
functions of
the Ministry of
Transport in
the system of
documentation
traceability
and storage,
including the
payment and
accounting

management
information
system for
accounting of
funding, incl. IT
system, was
assessed with 78
points as a lowpriority system to
be audited once
every 5 years.

the Ministry of
Transport,
allocation and
responsibility in
respect of the
ERDF and CF.

The objective of
the audit will be
to reassure
management
that the
established
internal control
system for
allocation of
functions and
responsibility
operates
effectively and
pursuant to the
requirements of
the RL and the
EC regulatory
enactments.

7. The system of
measures for
prevention and
elimination of
problems was
assessed as a lowpriority system
with 66 points to
be audited once
every 5 years.

The scope of the
audit will cover
verification of
all functions of
the Ministry of
Transport in the
СА and ERDF
administration.
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01.07.200930.06.2010,
the priority of
the Ministry
of Transport
Internal
Audit
Department
will be
supervision
of
recommendat
ions for the
ERDF and
CF given
during
compliance
evaluation of
the system of
measures for
prevention of
problems.

Supervision
of the system
of measures
for
prevention of
problems and
over
recommendat
ions will be
aimed at
giving
assurance to
the

system.
Over the
period
01.07.201030.06.2011,
the priority of
the Ministry of
Transport
Internal Audit
Department
will be the
audit of the EU
funds
management
information
system for
accounting,
supervision
and reporting
of funding,
incl. IT
system.
The objective
of the audit
will be to
reassure
management
that the EU
funds
management
information
system
established in
the Ministry of
Transport
operates

management
that the
system of
measures for
prevention of
problems
operates
effectively
and all
shortages
identified
during
compliance
evaluation
have been
eliminated
and the EU
funds
management
and control
systems
established in
the
responsible
institution for
the planning
period 2007–
2013 is
operate
effectively.
The scope of
the audit
work will
cover
verification
of all
functions
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effectively and
pursuant to the
requirements
of the EU and
the RL
regulatory
enactments.
The scope of
the audit will
cover
verification of
all functions of
the Ministry of
Transport in
respect of the
EU funds
management
information
system for
accounting,
supervision
and reporting
of funding,
incl. IT
systems.

required for
the Ministry
of Transport
to prevent
and eliminate
problems, as
well as
verification
of
implementing
the given
recommendat
ions in the
ERDF and
CF.
Over the
period
01.07.2009.30.06.2010,
the priority of
the Ministry
of Transport
Internal
Audit
Department
will be the
system for
supervision
of
management
of the EU
funds
projects, incl.
on-the-spot
checks, state
support,
publicity,
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environmenta
l
requirements,
public
procurement
and equal
opportunities.
The objective
of the audit is
to reassure
management
that the EU
funds
supervision
system in the
Ministry of
Transport
operates
effectively
and pursuant
to the
requirements
of the EU and
the RL
regulatory
enactments.

Ministry
of
Economi
cs

2007LV161P
O002;
2007LV161P
D001;
2007LV051P

EUR
724.64m

Ministry of
Economics
Internal
Audit and
Quality
Control
Department

Implementation
of the
investment fund
system risk
assessment is
97, which is a

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
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Key
requirements: 5.
Over the period
07.04.2008–
26.05.2008, the
priority of the

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.
st

In 1 half
2009, the

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
In 1st half
2010, the
priority of the

In 2011, the priority of the Internal
Audit and Quality Control Department
will be the system audits „Working out
the European Union funds activities
and evaluation management‟;
in 2012 – „Implementation of the
investment fund and possible transfer

O001

Internal
Audit
Division

high risk level.

Working out the
European Union
funds activities,
and risk
assessment of
the evaluation
management
system is 94,
which is a high
risk level.

system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

Internal Audit
and Quality
Control
Department is
the system audit
„Working out
the European
Union funds
activities and
evaluation
management‟.
The objective of
the audit is to
reassure
management
that internal
controls
established by
the management
ensure that the
European Union
funds activities
should be
worked out
appropriately
and with proper
quality and the
progress of
implementation
of the European
Union funds
activities should
be evaluated on
a regular basis
for the planning
period 2007–

Supervision of
implementation
of the European
Union
Structural
Funds activities,
and risk
assessment of
the evaluation
system is 98,
which is a high
risk level.

Improvement of
the management
and control
system 84
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priority of the
Internal
Audit and
Quality
Control
Department
is the system
audit
„Implementat
ion of the
investment
fund and
possible
transfer of
the functions
of the
investment
fund
management
to the Latvian
Guarantee
Agency‟. The
objective of
the audit is to
reassure
management
that
procedures of
implementati
on of the
investment
fund and
possible
transfer of
management
comply with
the
requirements

Internal Audit
and Quality
Control
Department is
the system
audit
„Supervision
and evaluation
of
implementatio
n of the
European
Union
Structural
Funds
activities‟. The
objective of
the audit is to
reassure
management
regarding the
effectiveness
of the internal
control system
and its
compliance
with the
requirements
of regulatory
enactments.

of the functions of the investment fund
management to the Latvian Guarantee
Agency‟ and
in 2013 – „Supervision and evaluation
of implementation of the European
Union Structural Funds activities‟.
In 2014, the priority will be „Closure
procedures of the European Union
funds over the planning period 2007–
2013‟;
in 2015 – „Records of the European
Union funds over the planning period
2007–2013‟.
The objective of the audit is to reassure
management regarding the
effectiveness of the internal control
system and compliance of the closure
procedures with the requirements of
regulatory enactments.

Improvement of the established
European Union funds system in the
Ministry in accordance with
amendments to the regulatory
enactments, etc.

2013.
The scope of the
audit:
to
evaluate the
internal control
system in
respect of
development of
evaluation
criteria for the
European Union
funds activities
and working out
the Cabinet
regulations;
to
evaluate
compliance of
the established
system with the
requirements of
regulatory
enactments;
to
evaluate
allocation of
functions
between the
Ministry of
Economics
departments/div
isions;
to
evaluate
evaluation
management of
activities under
operational
programmes
within the
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of regulatory
enactments
and the
purpose of
the
investment
fund is
achieved.

Improvement

competence of
the Ministry of
Economics.

Ministry
of Health

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV051P
O001

„Infrastructur
e and
Services‟

EUR
207,272,580
„Human
Resources
and
Employment
‟ EUR
40,000,000

Ministry of
Health
Internal
Audit and
Control
Department

Assessment of
the system risk
is 94 points –
medium.

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.
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Key
requirements: 5;
8; 9; 10; 11.
Over the period
01.07.200830.06.2009, the
priority of the.
Ministry of
Health Internal
Audit and
Control
Department will
be a system
audit of ensuring
functions of the
Ministry of
Health as the
responsible
institution in the
Structural Funds

Improvement
of the
established
European
Union funds
system in the
Ministry in
accordance
with
amendments
to the
regulatory
enactments,
etc.
-

of the
established
European
Union funds
system in the
Ministry in
accordance
with
amendments to
the regulatory
enactments,
etc.

-

As in accordance with internal audit
regulatory enactments of the RL, audits
within a system with a medium risk
level are repeated once every four
years, the audit performed over earlier
periods will be repeated once every
four years.

(CF and ERDF)
administration.

The objective of
the audit will be
to supply the
management
with evaluation
of compliance of
the Structural
Funds
management and
control system
with the
established main
requirements.

The scope of the
audit will cover
verification of
all functions to
be fulfilled by
the responsible
institution in the
Structural Funds
administration,
including
implementation
of
recommendation
s given as a
result of
compliance
evaluation.
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Secretari
at of
Special
Assignm
ents
Minister
for
Electroni
c
Governm
ent
Affairs

2007LV161P
O002

EUR
182,704,773

Secretariat of
Special
Assignments
Minister for
Electronic
Government
Affairs
Internal
Audit
Division

General risk
assessment of
the system of
fulfilling
functions of the
responsible
institution
(System) as at
the moment of
establishing the
system is 117,
which is a high
risk level.

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

Key
requirements: 5;
6.
01.07.200830.06.2009.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.
01.07.200930.06.2010.

Priority:

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.

01.07.2011-30.06.2015.

01.07.201030.06.2011.

to perform an audit of the System on an
annual basis in order to prepare an
annual opinion on effectiveness of the
management and control system of the
European Union Structural Funds.

Priority:
Priority:

verification of
fulfilling
functions of
project selection
The scope of the
audit:
verification of
all functions of
the System with
detailed
verification of
fulfilment of
priority
functions.
Objective:

verification
of fulfilling
the functions
of
supervision
of project
progress
checks,
identification
and recording
of
irregularities,
as well as
implementati
on.

Priority:

on-the-spot
checks,
verification of
fulfilling the
functions of
approving
payment
applications
and
expenditure
declarations

to reassure
management
regarding the
effectiveness of
the internal
control system.

Co-operation institutions
State
Educatio
n

2007LV161P
D001
2007LV051P
O001

EUR
88,179,164

State
Education
Development
Agency

Systems
identified in the
State Education
Development

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
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Key
requirements: 5;
6.
01.07.2008-

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
01.07.2010–

In accordance with internal audit
regulatory enactments of the RL, audits
of high-risk systems are repeated once
every 3 years, therefore the priority will

Develop
ment
Agency

Internal
Audit
Department

Agency have
been evaluated
as having a high
risk level with
the following
number of
points:
system for
acceptance and
evaluation of
project
applications 111;

compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
Fund established
for the planning
period 2007–
2013.

system for
entering into
agreements 115;
supervision and
control system 108;

30.06.2009.
System for
acceptance and
evaluation of
project
applications.
The objective of
the audit: to give
assurance that
the system for
acceptance and
evaluation of
projects
complies with
the requirements
of the EC and
the RL
regulatory
enactments.

The scope of the
audit: allocation
of functions of
responsible
officers and
responsibility of
the State
Education
Development
Agency,
verifications of
acceptance and
evaluation of
administered
ESF un ERDF
project
applications.

payment system
- 104;
system for
preparing and
submitting
reports - 109.
An assessment
of system risks
was made in
December
2007. It will be
updated in
December
2008, taking
into account
both the results
of the
accreditation
audit and the
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01.07.2009–
30.06.2010.
System audits
of the system
for entering
into, control
and
supervision
of
agreements,
and the
payment
system.
The objective
of the audits:
to give
assurance
that entering
agreements
for project
implementati
on, control
and
supervision
of project
implementati
on, as well as
making
payments
comply with
the
requirements
of the EC and
the RL
regulatory
enactments.
The scope of
the audit:
allocation of
functions of
responsible
officers and

30.06.2011.
Audit of the
system for
preparing and
submitting
expenditure
declarations.
The objective
of the audit: to
reassure
management
regarding the
compliance of
the
information
included in
expenditure
declarations
with the
requirements
of the EC and
the RL
regulatory
enactments.
The scope of
the audit:
expenditure
declarations
and the
relevant
supporting
documents.

be audits of systems where substantial
shortages have been identified and no
evidence has been obtained of measures
taken for risk mitigation.
The objective of the audit: to give
recommendations to the management
for mitigation of any risks that might
impact on successful use of the EU
funds.

results of the
EC ESF audit
/for 2004-2006/,
and
implementation
of the plan for
elimination of
identified
shortages.

responsibility
of the State
Education
Development
Agency,
agreements
entered into
for project
implementati
on, on-thespot checks.

In accordance
with the risk,
systems are
included in the
audit plan in
priority order.

Investme
nt and
Develop
ment
Agency
of Latvia

2007LV161PO
002
2007LV161PD
001
2007LV051PO
001

EUR
28,447,252

Investment
and
Development
Agency of
Latvia
Internal
Audit
Division

EU SF
management
and control
system –
medium risk
level;
acceptance,
evaluation of
project
applications –
high risk level;
entering into
agreements
between the
Investment and
Development
Agency and the
final beneficiary
– medium risk
level;
performing onthe-spot checks

Audit of the EU
SF management
and control
system (MCS),
stage 1
Stage 1 of
compliance audit
of the MCS
established by
the Investment
and Development
Agency for the
EU SF
administration
for the planning
period 2007-2013
is completed;
compliance of
the MCS for the
stage of project
acceptance and
evaluation up to
entering into
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Key
requirements: 5;
6.
Audit of the EU
SF MCS, stage
2
Stage 2 of
compliance
audit of the
MCS established
by the
Investment and
Development
Agency for the
EU SF
administration
for the planning
period 20072013 is
completed;
compliance of
the MCS for the

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.
Audit of the
EU SF MCS
Preventive
audit of the
MCS
compliance is
planned in
the areas of
the EU SF
administratio
n where no
system audit
is performed
over the
reporting
year.
On-the-spot

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
Audit of the
EU SF MCS
Preventive
audit of the
MCS
compliance is
planned in the
areas of the
EU SF
administration
where no
system audit is
performed
over the
reporting year.
Supervision of
projects after
financing is

Audit of the EU SF MCS
Annual preventive audit of the MCS
compliance is planned in the areas of
the EU SF administration where no
system audit is performed over the
reporting year.
Acceptance, evaluation of project
applications
As the system has been evaluated as
high-risk, an audit will be performed
once every 3 years. The objective and
scope of the audit will be determined in
accordance with the earlier audits and
progress of implementing
recommendations.
Entering into agreements between
the Investment and Development
Agency and the final beneficiary
As the system has been evaluated as
medium-risk, an audit will be

– high risk
level;
making
payments –
medium risk
level;
supervision of
projects after
financing is
accepted medium risk
level;
management
information
system – high
risk level;

agreements with
the requirements
of external
regulatory
enactments is
verified.

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.
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stage of project
acceptance and
evaluation up to
entering into
agreements with
the external
regulatory
enactments is
verified.
Acceptance,
evaluation of
project
applications
The objective of
the audit is to
verify and to
obtain assurance
that projects
submitted over
the planning
period 20072013 are
accepted and
evaluated
pursuant to the
regulatory
enactments and
with sufficient
effectiveness.
During the audit,
project
acceptance will
be verified.
Sample
verification of
evaluation of

checks

accepted

The objective
of the audit
will be to
verify and to
obtain
assurance
that on-thespot checks
of projects
approved
over the
planning
period 20072013 are
performed
pursuant to
the regulatory
enactments
and with
sufficient
effectiveness.
During the
audit, sample
verification
of documents
and on-thespot checks
will be
performed.
Also during
the audit,
effectiveness
of data
storage in
information
systems will

The objective
of the audit
will be to
verify
compliance of
the internal
control system
established for
supervision
checks with
the regulatory
enactments
and its
effectiveness.
Also during
the audit,
effectiveness
of data storage
in information
systems will
be checked.
Management
information
system
During the
audit, data
storage in the
Investment and
Development
Agency EU
funds
information
system VAP
IS 2007 will be

performed once every 4 years. The
objective and scope of the audit will be
determined in accordance with the
earlier audits and progress of
implementing recommendations.

On-the-spot checks
As the system has been evaluated as
high-risk, an audit will be performed
once every 3 years. The objective and
scope of the audit will be determined in
accordance with the earlier audits and
progress of implementing
recommendations.
Making payments
As the system has been evaluated as
medium-risk, an audit will be
performed once every 4 years. The
objective and scope of the audit will be
determined in accordance with the
earlier audits and progress of
implementing recommendations.
Supervision of projects after
financing is accepted
As the system has been evaluated as
medium-risk, an audit will be
performed once every 4 years. The
objective and scope of the audit will be
determined in accordance with the
earlier audits and progress of
implementing recommendations.

project
applications will
be performed.
Also during the
audit,
effectiveness of
data storage in
information
systems will be
checked.
Entering into
agreements
between the
Investment and
Development
Agency and the
final
beneficiary
The objective of
the audit will be
to verify and to
obtain assurance
that agreements
between the
Investment and
Development
Agency of
Latvia and the
final beneficiary
are entered into
pursuant to the
regulatory
enactments over
the planning
period 20072013. During the
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be checked.
Making
payments
The objective
of the audit
will be to
verify and to
obtain
assurance
that payment
applications
submitted by
the final
beneficiaries
are verified
pursuant to
the regulatory
enactments
and with
sufficient
effectiveness,
incl. whether
only eligible
expenditures
are paid. If
required,
interim
payments
will be
verified too.
The other the
objective of
the audit will
be to obtain
assurance
about

checked, their
export to the
EU MIS. Also
evaluation of
the system
compliance
with the
binding
regulatory
enactments, as
well as
effectiveness
of the system
operation will
be verified.

Management information system
As the system has been evaluated as
high-risk, an audit will be performed
once every 3 years. The objective and
scope of the audit will be determined in
accordance with the earlier audits and
progress of implementing
recommendations.

State
Regional
Develop
ment
Agency

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV051P
O001

EUR
368,086,937

State
Regional
Development
Agency
Internal
Audit
Division

Assessment of
the system risk
is a medium
risk level – 56
points

In order to
evaluate the
system of the
State Regional
Development
Agency for
registration and
recording of
project
applications
under the aid
scheme and
measures taken
to ensure its
operation, an
audit of
registration and
recording of
project
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audit, sample
verification of
compliance of
entering into
agreements
under selected
projects will be
performed. Also
during the audit,
effectiveness of
data storage in
information
systems will be
checked.

correctness,
timeliness
and
accounting of
settlements
made by final
beneficiaries.
During the
audit, sample
verifications
will be
performed.
Also during
the audit,
effectiveness
of data
storage in
information
systems will
be checked.

Key
requirements: 5;
8; 9; 10; 11.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.

01.07.2008.30.06.2009.
The priority of
the State
Regional
Development
Agency Internal
Audit Division
will be
supervision of
implementation
of projects under
the aid scheme.
The objective of
the audit is to

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.

applications
under the aid
scheme
administrated by
the State
Regional
Development
Agency has been
performed.
Assessment of
the system risk
is a medium
risk level

Verification of
the progress of
implementing
recommendations
given in the
interim report of
accreditation
audit

Assessment of
the system risk
is a high risk
level – 70
points

Activity 1.5.3.1
„Attracting
Specialists to
Planning
Regions, Towns
and
Amalgamated
Municipalities‟,
activity 1.5.3.2
„Development
Planning
Capacity
Building of
Planning Regions
and Local
Governments‟,
activity 3.1.4.3
„Development
Pre-school
Educational
Establishments‟
Infrastructure in
Development
Centers of
National and
Regional
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obtain assurance
that compliance
of supervision of
implementation
of projects with
the requirements
of regulatory
enactments is
sufficient.

01.07.200830.06.2009.

01.07.200930.06.2010.

Management
system and
supervision of
implementing
the EU
Structural Funds
activities will be
audited. The
objective of the
audit is to obtain
assurance about
compliance and
effectiveness of
the management
and internal
control system
established by
the co-operation
institution.

Management
system and
supervision
of
implementing
the EU
Structural
Funds
activities and
management
of its changes
will be
audited. The
objective of
the audit is to
obtain
assurance
about
compliance
and
effectiveness
of the
management

01.07.201030.06.2011.
Management
system and
supervision of
implementing
the EU
Structural
Funds
activities and
management
of its changes
will be
audited.
The objective
of the audit is
to obtain
assurance
about
compliance
and
effectiveness
of the
management
and internal

2011-2015.
As a high risk level has been
determined, in accordance with the
internal audit regulatory enactments of
the RL, audits of such systems will be
repeated once every three years.

However, as an annual opinion on the
EU Structural Funds management and
control system in the co-operation
institution should be submitted in
respect of such systems, this system
will be audited on an annual basis.

Importance‟,
activity 3.1.4.4
„Supporting of
Improved
Accessibility to
Alternative Care
Services‟,
activity 3.2.2
„Development of
Public Internet
Access Points‟.
Assessment of
the system risk
is a high risk
level – 70
points

Activity 3.6.1.1
„Support for
Implementation
of Infrastructure
Projects in
National and
Regional
Development
Centres‟, activity
3.6.1.2
„Sustainable
Development of
Riga‟.
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Management
system and
supervision of
implementing
the EU
Structural Funds
activities will be
audited.
The objective of
the audit is to
obtain assurance
about
compliance and
effectiveness of
the management
and internal
control system
established by
the co-operation
institution.

and internal
control
system
established
by the cooperation
institution.

control system
established by
the cooperation
institution.

Management
system and
supervision
of
implementing
the EU
Structural
Funds
activities and
management
of its changes
will be
audited. The
objective of
the audit is to
obtain
assurance
about
compliance
and
effectiveness
of the
management
and internal
control
system
established
by the cooperation
institution.

Management
system and
supervision of
implementing
the EU
Structural
Funds
activities and
management
of its changes
will be
audited.
The objective
of the audit is
to obtain
assurance
about
compliance
and
effectiveness
of the
management
and internal
control system
established by
the cooperation
institution.

2011.-2015.
As a high risk level has been
determined, in accordance with internal
audit regulatory enactments of the RL,
audits of such systems will be repeated
once every three years.
However, as an annual opinion on the
EU Structural Funds management and
control system in the co-operation
institution should be submitted in
respect of such systems, this system
will be audited on an annual basis.

Society
Integratio
n
Foundati
on

2007LV
051PO001

EUR
43,694,569

Society
Integration
Foundation
Internal
Audit
Division

The system of
all EU financed
projects has
been divided
into 4
subsystems
evaluated as
having a
medium risk
level with the
following
number of
points:
1) starting up
programmes,
preparing tender
documentation,
progress and
supervision of
tenders,
entering into
agreements –
92;

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

2) system for
project
management,
supervision and
reporting – 102;

Key
requirements: 5.
20.05.200825.07.2008. (*)
The priority of
the Society
Integration
Foundation
Internal Audit
Division will be
supervision of
recommendation
s given as a
result of
compliance
evaluation under
the ESF.

The objective of
supervision of
recommendation
s will be to
reassure
management
that all
shortages
established
during the
compliance
evaluation have
been eliminated
and the EU
funds
management

3) management
and control of
funds and cash
flow, project
registration –
102;
4) closing
projects and
follow-up
checks – 102.

100

Key
requirements:
5; 6; 7.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.

06.07.200907.08.2009.

05.07.201010.09.2010.

The priority
of the Society
Integration
Foundation
Internal Audit
Division will
be - starting
up
programmes,
preparing
tender
documentatio
n, progress
and
supervision
of tenders, an
audit of the
system for
entering into
agreements
and
supervision
of
recommendat
ions given in
an earlier
audit under
the ESF.

The priority of
the Society
Integration
Foundation
Internal Audit
Division will
be systems for
project
management,
supervision
and reporting;
management
and control of
funds and cash
flow, project
registration,
project
registration;
closing
projects and
system audit of
follow-up
check, and
supervision of
recommendati
ons given in an
earlier audit
under the ESF.

The objective
of the audit
will be to
reassure
management
that: a)
starting up

The objective
of the audit
will be to
reassure
management
that: a) project
management,

2011-2015. SIF The Internal Audit
Division will perform internal system
audits in accordance with internal audit
regulatory enactments of the RL
providing that audits within a system
with the medium risk level are repeated
once every 4 years. Therefore all audits
performed over earlier periods will be
repeated at least once every 4 years.

and control
systems
established in
the Society
Integration
Foundation for
the planning
period 20072013 comply
with the external
regulatory
enactments and
operate
effectively.

The scope of the
work will cover
all
recommendation
s given to the
Society
Integration
Foundation
during the ESF
implementation
verification.

programmes,
preparing
tender
documentatio
n, progress
and
supervision
of tenders,
entering into
agreements
are performed
pursuant to
the
requirements
of internal
regulatory
enactments of
the RL, EC
and the
Society
Integration
Foundation;
b) all
recommendat
ions of the
2008 audit in
respect of the
system of EU
financed
programmes
and projects
have been
implemented
and the
established
EU funds
management
and control
systems
operate
effectively.

The scope of
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supervision
and reporting;
control of
funds and cash
flow, project
registration;
closing
projects and
follow-up
checks are
performed
pursuant to the
requirements
of internal
regulatory
enactments of
the RL, EC
and the
Society
Integration
Foundation;
b) all
recommendati
ons of the
2009 audit in
respect of the
system of EU
financed
programmes
and projects
have been
implemented
and the
established EU
funds
management
and control
systems
operate
effectively.

The scope of

the work will
cover sample
preparation of
tender
documentatio
n, progress
and
supervision
of tenders,
verification
of entering
into
agreements
and
verification
of
implementing
recommendat
ions given
during the
earlier audit.

Construct
ion,
Energy
and
Housing
Agency

2007LV161P
O002

EUR
293,059,109

Construction,
Energy and
Housing
Agency
Internal
Audit
Division

The assessment
of the system
risk of project
selection and
entering into
agreements is
108, which is a
high risk level.
The assessment
of the system
risk of project
management is
118, which is a
high risk level.

During 20072008, an an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

The assessment
of the system
risk of financial
management is

102

Key
requirements: 5;
6; 7; 8; 11.

Key
requirements:
5; 9; 10.

01.07.200830.06.2009.
The priority of
the
Construction,
Energy and
Housing Agency

01.07.200930.06.2010.
The priority
of the
Construction,
Energy and
Housing
Agency

Internal Audit
Division will be
to reassure
management
regarding the
compliance of
the internal
control system
with the

Internal Audit
Division will
be to reassure
management
regarding the
effectiveness
of the
established
internal
control

the work will
cover sampling
of the system
for project
management,
supervision
and reporting;
control of
funds and cash
flow, project
registration;
closing
projects and
follow-up
check, and
verification of
implementing
recommendati
ons given
during the
earlier audit.
2011-2015.
As a high risk level has been
determined, in accordance with internal
audit regulatory enactments of the RL,
audits of such systems will be repeated
once every three years.

112, which is a
high risk level.

requirements of
the RL and EC
regulatory
enactments, in
project
selection and
entering into
agreements:
(invitation for
project tenders;
acceptance and
evaluation of
project
applications;
entering into
agreements;
making
amendments to
agreements).

The assessment
of the system
risk of making
payments and
accounting is
122, which is a
high risk level.

01.07.200830.06.2009.
The priority of
the
Construction,
Energy and
Housing Agency
Internal Audit
Division will be
to reassure
management
regarding the
effectiveness of
the internal
control system
and its
compliance with
the requirements
of external and
internal
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system
in making
payments
and
accounting
under
projects:
(verification
of payment
applications;
making
payments;
payment
accounting
and data
reconciliation
; recovery of
ineligible
payments).

regulatory
enactments in
project
management:
(examination of
the procurement
plan;
examination of
reports of final
beneficiaries;
on-the-spot
checks;
preparing
reports on
activity
implementation)
.

01.07.200830.06.2009. The
priority of the
Construction,
Energy and
Housing Agency
Internal Audit
Division will be
to reassure
management
regarding the
compliance of
the internal
control system
with the
requirements of
the RL and EC
regulatory
enactments in
financial
management
under projects
(planning of the
State budget
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funds; working
out financial
projections and
plans; preparing
expenditure
declarations).

Health
Statistics
and
Medical
Technolo
gies State
Agency

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV161P
D001,
2007LV051P
O001

EUR
4,530,447,63
4

Health
Statistics and
Medical
Technologies
State Agency
Internal
Audit
Division

All systems for
ensuring
functions of the
co-operation
institution in the
Structural
Funds (ERDF,
ESF)
administration
have been
evaluated as
having a
medium risk
level with the
following
number of
points:

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of
the management
and control
system of the
European Union
Structural Funds
and Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

project
acceptance,
selection and
evaluation - 85,
general project
management
and reporting
system - 89
system for
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Key
requirements: 5;
6; 7.
01.07.200830.06.2009.
One of the
priorities of the
Health Statistics
and Medical
Technologies
State Agency
Internal Audit
Division is the
implementation
of
recommendation
s given as a
result of
compliance
evaluation,
which will
reassure
management
that all
shortages
established

Key
requirements:
5; 6; 7; 8; 9;
10; 11.
01.07.200930.06.2010.
The priority
of the Health
Statistics and
Medical
Technologies
State Agency
Internal Audit
Division will
be to perform
system audits
under the
European
Union
financed
programmes
and projects.
(General
Project
management.
Reporting

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
01.07.201030.06.2011.
The priority of
the Health
Statistics and
Medical
Technologies
State Agency
Internal Audit
Division will
be to perform
system audits
under the
European
Union
financed
programmes
and projects
(preparing,
making and
control of
payments,
processing of

2011-2015.
The priority of the Health Statistics and
Medical Technologies State Agency
Internal Audit Division will be to
perform system audits under the
European Union financed programmes
and projects (control of Project
implementation and supervision, and
on-the-spot checks).
As all systems for ensuring the
functions of the Co-operation
Institution in the Structural Funds
(ERDF, ESF) administration have been
evaluated as having a medium risk
level, in accordance with internal audit
regulatory enactments of the RL, audits
of such systems will be repeated once
every four years.

preparing,
making and
control of
payments - 89,
system for
implementation
of and control
of supervision
of projects - 89

during
compliance
evaluation have
been eliminated
and the EU
funds
management
and control
systems
established in
the co-operation
institution for
the planning
period 2007–
2013 operate
effectively.
The other
priority is the
audits of 3
systems: system
for project
acceptance,
selection and
evaluation;
working out and
implementation
of the technical
assistance
project; and
ensuring
publicity and
providing
information to
the public. The
objective of the
audit will be to
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system.
Entering into
agreements.
Risk analysis
and
assessment,
procurement
system)
The objective
of the audit
will be to
reassure the
manager of
the institution
about
effective
operation of
the
management
and control
system
established
for the project
administratio
n and its
compliance
with the
regulatory
enactments
and
agreements
on
assignment of
the European
Union
funding.

data on
implementatio
n of the EU
financed
projects.
Management
of changes to
the internal
control
system).

The objective
of the audit
will be to
reassure the
manager of the
institution
about effective
operation of
the
management
and control
system
established for
the project
administration,
as well as
compliance of
the systems
with the
requirements
of the RL and
the EC
regulatory
enactments.

reassure
management
regarding the
effective
operation of the
internal control
system, as well
as about
compliance of
the system with
the requirements
of the RL and
the EC
regulatory
enactments.

State
Employm
ent
Service

2007LV051P
O001

EUR
157,630,755

State
Employment
Service
Audit
Division

Systems of the
co-operation
institution have
been identified
as having a
medium risk
level:
system for
selection and
evaluation of
project
applications,
and decisionmaking with
the number of
points - 80;

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
management and
control system of
the European
Union Structural
Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

system for
preparing,
entering into
and closing

Key
requirements: 5;
6; 7.
01.07.200830.06.2009.

System for
selection and
evaluation of
project
applications,
and decisionmaking.

System of
notification and
reporting
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.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.
01.07.200930.06.2010.

System for
preparing,
entering into
and closing
agreements.

System for
project
supervision,
control and

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
01.07.201030.06.2011.

Notification
and reporting
system.

Internal
control system
established by
the cooperation
institution.

2011-2015.

System for preparing, making and
control of payments.

System for selection and evaluation of
project applications, and decisionmaking.

As the management and control
systems of the European Union funds
have been identified as having a
medium risk level, in accordance with
internal audit regulatory enactments of
the RL, audits of such systems will be

agreements 82; system for
project
supervision,
control and
evaluation - 78;

measures.

The objective of
the audit: to
give assurance
that the systems
for selection and
evaluation of
project
applications,
and decisionmaking and the
system of
information and
communication
measures
comply with the
requirements of
the EC and the
RL regulatory
enactments.

system for
preparing,
making and
control of
payments - 90;
notification and
reporting
system - 92;
system for onthe-spot checks
of Structural
Funds projects 88;
internal control
system of the
co-operation
institution - 92;

The scope of the
audit will cover
verification of
the system for
selection and
evaluation of
applications for
projects
administered by
the State
Employment
Service, and
decision-making
and the system
of information

management
and control
system of the
European
Union funds
(including other
systems of
audits that are
not mentioned
above, such as
the system for
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evaluation.

System for
on-the-spot
checks of
Structural
Funds
projects.

System for
preparing,
making and
control of
payments.

The objective
of the audit:
to give
assurance that
the system for
preparing,
entering into
and closing
agreements;
the system for
project
supervision,
control and
evaluation;
the system for
on-the-spot
checks of

repeated once every four years.
System of
information
quality and
safety.

Other
management
and control
systems of the
European
Union funds –
the system for
evaluation of
the
procurement
plan and the
system for
shortages
identification,
decisionmaking and
recording.

The objective of the audit will be to
give recommendations to the
management for mitigation of risks that
might impact on successful use of the
EU funds.

evaluation of
the
procurement
plan, the system
of information
quality and
safety; the
system for
shortages
identification,
decisionmaking and
recording, the
system of
information and
communication
measures, etc.)
- 92.

and
communication
measures.

Structural
Funds
projects;
the system for
preparing,
making and
control of
payments
comply with
the
requirements
of the EC and
the RL
regulatory
enactments.

The scope of
the audit will
cover
verifications
of the abovementioned
systems and
documents.

The system
evaluation will
be updated in
December 2008
in accordance
with internal
audit regulatory
enactments. In
accordance
with the risk
assessment,
systems will be
included in the
audit plan in
priority order.
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Central
Finance
and
Contract
Agency

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV161P
D001,
2007LV051P
O001

Ministry of
Finance
Internal
Audit
Department

Systems
identified in the
Central Finance
and Contract
Agency have
been evaluated
as having a
high risk level
with the
following
number of
points: system
for selection of
project
applications 116;

During 20072008, an
evaluation is
performed on
compliance of the
management and
control system of
the European
Union Structural
Funds and
Cohesion
established for
the planning
period 2007–
2013.

system for
entering into
agreements 116;
system for
supervision of
project
implementation
- 116;
payment system
- 116.

An assessment
of the system
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Key
requirements: 5;
6; 7.
Over this
period, the
system for
selection of
project
applications will
be audited.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10;
11.
Over this
period, the
system for
entering into
agreements
and the
system for
supervision of
project
implementatio
n will be
audited.

Key
requirements:
5; 8; 9; 10; 11.
Over this
period, the
system for
supervision of
project
implementatio
n and the
payment
system will be
audited.

As all systems identified in the Central
Finance and Contract Agency have
been evaluated as having a high risk
level, in accordance with internal audit
regulatory enactments of the RL, audits
of such systems will be repeated once
every three years.

risk was made
in July 2008,
taking into
account the
results of the
accreditation
audit, the
results of audits
performed by
the EC,
implementation
of the plan for
elimination of
shortages
identified in
earlier audits.
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Annex 4
to the Single Audit Strategy
Plan of audits of operations over the planning period 2007 to 2013
Operational programme
number CCI

Institutions
audited

Operational
programme
number CCI

Responsible
Institutions/
Cooperation
Institutions/
Beneficiarie
s

2007LV161P
O002,
2007LV161P
D001,
2007LV051P
O001

2007LV161PO002,
2007LV161PD001,
2007LV051PO001

Approved
amount

4”530”447”
634 EUR

Institution
responsible for
audit,
structural unit

FM Financial
Control
Department

Name of the operational
programme

Result of
risk
assessment

2007
Description of
system audits
performed

„Infrastructure and Services”,
„Entrepreneurship and
Innovations”, „Human Resources
and Employment”

Funds

ERDF, ESF, CF

2008
Priorities,
objective and
scope of audit

2009
Priorities,
objective and
scope of audit

2010
Priorities, objective and
scope of audit

2011-2015
Priorities and objective of
audit

-

Audits of
operations for
each OP twice a
year

Audits of operations for each
OP twice a year

Audits of operations for each
OP twice a year

-
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Annex 5
to the Single Audit Strategy
Plan of management and control system audits and audits of operations from 1 July 2008 till 1 July 2009
(01.07.2008-30.06.2009)
N°

Par auditu atbildīgā
iestāde

Par auditu atbildīgā
struktūrvienība

No

Līdz

Darbības
programmas
CCI numurs

Fondi

Audita veids

Komentāri (auditējamā sistēma,
projekts, utt.)

Sistēmas audits

Programmu uzsākšana, konkursu
dokumentācijas sagatavošana, konkursu
norise un uzraudzība, līgumu slēgšana;
Projektu vadības, uzraudzības un ziņošanas
sistēma; Finanšu un naudas plūsmas vadība
un kontrole, projektu uzskaite; Projektu
noslēgums un pēcieviešanas pārbaudes.

Sabiedrības integrācijas
fonds

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

2

Reģionālās attīstības un
pašvaldību lietu ministrija

Audita departamenta
Eiropas Savienības fondu audita
nodaļa

01.06.2008.

01.08.2008.

2007LV161PO002

KF, ERAF

Sistēmas audits

Sistēma „Ministrijas interešu
pārstāvniecības ES struktūrfondu
ieviešanā”. Audits uzsākts 2008.gada
11.jūnijā, bet faktiski tiks veikts 2008.gada
jūlijā, tāpēc iekļauts šajā auditu plānā.

3

Latvijas investīciju un
attīstības aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

05.06.2008.

19.12.2008.

2007LV161PO002
2007LV161PD001
2007LV051PO001

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

ES SF vadības un kontroles sistēma (otrais
posms)

4

Satiksmes ministrija

Iekšējā audita struktūrvienība

01.07.2008.

01.11.2008.

2007LV161PO002

KF, ERAF

Sistēmas audits

ES finansēto projektu pieteikumu atlases un
novērtēšanas sistēmas audits

5

Finanšu ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.07.2008.

30.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF, KF

Sistēmas audits

Projektu pieteikumu atlases un līgumu
slēgšanas sistēma Centrālajā finanšu un
līgumu aģentūrā

6

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

07.07.2008.

30.09.2008.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Savienības fondu informācijas un
publicitātes pasākumu īstenošana

1

20.05.2008.

25.07.2008.

2007LV051PO001
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ESF

7

Latvijas investīciju un
attīstības aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

15.07.2008.

12.11.2008.

2007LV161PO002
2007LV161PD001
2007LV051PO001

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Projektu iesniegumu pieņemšana,
izvērtēšana

8

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

15.08.2008.

30.09.2008.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Savienības fondu politika, attīstības
plānošana un vadīšana

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Savienības fondu projektu
iepirkuma dokumentācijas un iepirkuma
procedūras norises izlases veida
pirmspārbaudes sistēma Iepirkumu
uzraudzības birojā
Eiropas Savienības fondu plānošanas
dokumentu un to grozījumu sagatavošana
2007.-2013.gada plānošanas periodam

9

Finanšu ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

15.09.2008.

15.12.2008.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

10

Finanšu ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

15.09.2008.

15.12.2008.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

11

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.10.2008.

31.10.2008.

2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas audits

12

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.10.2008.

30.11.2008.

2007LV161PD001

ERAF

Sistēmas audits

13

Latvijas Investīciju un
attīstības aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

01.10.2008.

05.12.2008.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Līgumu slēgšana starp LIAA un atbalsta
saņēmēju

14

Kultūras ministrija

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

06.10.2008.

14.11.2008.

2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas audits

Iekšējā kontroles sistēma, tās izmaiņu
vadība

15

Veselības statisktikas un
medicīnas tehnoloģiju
valsts aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

08.10.2008.

26.11.2008.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

„Projektu pieņemšana atlase un vērtēšana”

16

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.11.2008.

30.11.2008.

2007LV051PO001

ESF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Sociālā fonda ierobežota projektu
iesniegumu atlase un apstiprināšana

17

Vides ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

03.11.2008.

30.12.2008.

2007LV161PO002

KF

Sistēmas audits

18

Veselības ministrija

Revīzijas un iekšējā audita
departaments

17.12.2008.

31.03.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits
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Eiropas Reģionālās attīstības fonda
ierobežota projektu iesniegumu atlase un
apstiprināšana
Eiropas Reģionālās attīstības fonda atklāta
projektu iesniegumu atlase un
apstiprināšana

Kohēzijas fonda projekti. Ierobežota
projektu atlase.
2007.-2013.gada plānošanas perioda ES
fondu finansēto aktivitāšu un pasākumu
vadība Veselības ministrijā

19

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.01.2009.

30.03.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Savienības fondu uzraudzība
aktivitāšu līmenī atklātas atlases projektu
iesniegumiem

20

Reģionālās attīstības un
pašvaldību lietu ministrija

Audita departamenta
Eiropas Savienības fondu audita
nodaļa

01.01.2009.

01.06.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF, ERAF

Sistēmas audits

Sistēma „ES struktūrfondu aktivitāšu
ieviešanas vadība un uzraudzība”

21

Valsts izglītības attīstības
aģentūra

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.01.2009.

30.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

ESF/ERAF APK Projektu pieteikumu
pieņemšanas un vērtēšanas sistēma

22

Valsts izglītības attīstības
aģentūra

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.01.2009.

30.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Līgumu slēgšanas sistēmas par ESF/ERAF
projektu īstenošanu sistēmu auditi.

23

Vides ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.01.2009.

31.03.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF

Sistēmas audits

Kohēzijas fonda projekti. Ierobežota
projektu atlase.

24

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.01.2009.

30.03.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Savienības fondu uzraudzība
aktivitāšu līmenī ierobežotas atlases
projektu iesniegumiem

25

Labklājības ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

05.03.2009.

20.04.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

ESF un ERAF resursu piesaiste, apgūšana
un ieviešanas uzraudzība

26

Īpašu uzdevumu ministra
elektroniskās pārvaldes
lietās sekretariāts

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

19.01.2009.

23.02.2009.

2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas audits

Atbildīgās iestādes funkciju izpildes
sistēma

27

Būvniecības, enerģētikas
un mājokļu valsts aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

19.01.2009.

27.02.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF, ERAF

Sistēmas audits

3.4.4.2. aktivitāte „Sociālo dzīvojamo māju
siltumnoturības pasākumi”, „Projektu
atlase un līgumu slēgšana”

28

Nodarbinātības valsts
aģentūra

Audita nodaļa

19.01.2009.

24.03.2009.

2007LV051PO001

ESF

Sistēmas audits

ESF ierobežotas projektu iesniegumu
atlases projekti, noslēgtās vienošanās par
projekta īstenošanu un veiktie grozījumi

29

Satiksmes ministrija

Iekšējā audita struktūrvienība

26.01.2009.

31.03.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF

Sistēmas audits

SM funkcijas, sadalījums un atbildība

30

Satiksmes ministrija

Iekšējā audita struktūrvienība

27.01.2009.

03.04.2009.

2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas audits

SM funkcijas, sadalījums un atbildība
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ERAF, ESF, KF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Savienības struktūrfondu un
Kohēzijas fonda 2007.-2013.gada
plānošanas periodam izveidotā ieviešanas
sistēmas normatīvā bāze un komunikācija
ar finansējuma saņēmēju

31

Finanšu ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

02.02.2009.

30.04.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

32

Finanšu ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

02.02.2009.

30.04.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF, KF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Savienības struktūrfondu un
Kohēzijas fonda 2007.-2013.gada
plānošanas periodam izveidotā vides
prasību nodrošināšanas sistēma

33

Nodarbinātības valsts
aģentūra

Audita nodaļa

23.03.2009.

15.05.2009.

2007LV051PO003

ESF

Sistēmas audits

Sadarbības iestādes izmaiņas iekšējās
kontroles sistēmā

34

Ekonomikas ministrija

Iekšējā audita un kvalitātes
vadības departamenta Iekšējā
audita nodaļa

02.03.2009.

13.03.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF, KF

Sistēmas audits

Izveidotās Eiropas Savienības fondu
sistēmas pilnveidošana ministrijā atbilstoši
normatīvo aktu un citām izmaiņām

35

Kultūras ministrija

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

02.03.2009.

07.04.2009.

2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas audits

Metodiskais atbalsts projekta iesniegumu
iesniedzējiem un finansējuma saņēmējiem

36

Būvniecības, enerģētikas
un mājokļu valsts aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

16.03.2009.

30.04.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF, ERAF

Sistēmas audits

3.4.4.2. aktivitāte „Sociālo dzīvojamo māju
siltumnoturības pasākumi”, „Projektu
vadība”

37

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.04.2009.

30.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001

ESF

Sistēmas audits

1.2.1.2.2.apakšaktivitātes "Atbalsts
vispārējās izglītības pedagogu
nodrošināšanai prioritārajos mācību
priekšmetos" īstenošana

38

Nodarbinātības valsts
aģentūra

Audita nodaļa

18.05.2009.

30.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001

ESF

Sistēmas audits

Informācijas un komunikācijas pasākumu
sistēma

39

Labklājības ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

01.06.2009.

31.07.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

ES struktūrfondu vadības un kontroles
sistēmas efektivitāte

40

Veselības statisktikas un
medicīnas tehnoloģiju
valsts aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

14.04.2009.

03.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

„Publicitātes nodrošināšana un informācijas
sniegšana sabiedrībai”

31.07.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Savienības struktūrfondu un
Kohēzijas fonda 2007.-2013.gada
plānošanas periodam izveidotā neatbilstību
sistēma

41

Finanšu ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

27.04.2009.

116

ERAF, ESF, KF

42

Finanšu ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

27.04.2009.

31.07.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF, KF

Sistēmas audits

2007. – 2013.gada plānošanas perioda
Eiropas Savienības struktūrfondu un
Kohēzijas fonda atbildīgo un sadarbības
iestāžu izveidotās iekšējās kontroles
sistēmas izvērtēšanai atbilstoši normatīvo
aktu un citām izmaiņām

43

Kultūras ministrija

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

11.05.2009.

12.06.2009.

2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas audits

Tehniskās palīdzības projektu īstenošana

44

Vides ministrija

Iekšējā audita departaments

11.05.2009.

30.06.2009.

2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas audits

Eiropas Reģionālās attīstības fonda projekti.
Atklāta projektu iesniegumu atlase.

45

Latvijas Investīciju un
attīstības aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

18.05.2009.

17.07.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF, ESF

Sistēmas audits

Pārbaužu veikšana projektu īstenošanas
vietās

46

Būvniecības, enerģētikas
un mājokļu valsts aģentūra

Iekšējā audita nodaļa

18.05.2009.

30.06.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF, ERAF

Sistēmas audits

3.4.4.2. aktivitāte „Sociālo dzīvojamo māju
siltumnoturības pasākumi”, „Finanšu
vadība”

Several audits have been cancelled or moved to next audit period taking into account that not all Operational Programmes’ activities
have been launched in accordance with initially planned:
Auditi, kuri ir izņemti no auditu plānā, salīdzinot ar audita plāna iepriekšējo versiju:
1

2

Valsts kanceleja

Iekšējā audita
nodaļa

Finanšu ministrija

Iekšējā audita
departaments

01.07.2008.

01.07.2008.

30.06.2009.

30.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001

ESF

Sistēmas
audits

Projekta iesniedzēja un finansējuma
saņēmēja funkciju īstenošana

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF
, ESF,
KF

Sistēmas
audits

Līgumu slēgšanas sistēma Centrālajā
finanšu un līgumu aģentūrā
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Paskaidrojums
Audits tiks veikts nākamajā audita
periodā no 01.07.2009. līdz
30.06.2010., jo pārskata periodā
netika apstiprināti visi projekti.
Audits ir apvienots ar 10. auditu Projektu pieteikumu atlases un
līgumu slēgšanas sistēma Centrālajā
finanšu un līgumu aģentūrā

3

Valsts reģionālās
attīstības aģentūra

Iekšējā audita
nodaļa

28.08.2008.

15.10.2008.

2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas
audits

Grantu shēmas projektu īstenošanas
uzraudzības sistēmas audits

Audits attiecas uz ES fondu 2004.2006.gada plānošanas periodu un tās
2008.gadā netika veikts, jo SIA
„Ernst&Young” akreditācijas audita
laikā rekomendēja precizēt un
pilnveidot VRAA Iekšēja audita
nodaļas stratēģisko plānu 2008.2012.gadam . Atkārtoti 2008.gada
2.pusgadā VRAA Audita nodaļa
veica VRAA audita vides risku
izvērtēšanu, ņemot vērā arī notikušas
VRAA strukturālās izmaiņas un citas
izmaiņas. Atkārtotais audita vides
risku novērtējums apliecināja, ka ES
grantu shēmas „Atbalsts
ieguldījumiem uzņēmumu attīstībā
īpaši atbalstāmajās teritorijās”
projektu īstenošanas uzraudzības
sistēma ir ar zemu prioritāti un ņemot
vērā arī VRAA vadības viedokli,
sākotnēji plānotais audits tika izslēgts
no 2008.gada plānoto auditu skaita.

4

Vides ministrija

Iekšējā audita
departaments

30.03.2009.

29.05.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF

Sistēmas
audits

Kohēzijas fonda projekti. Atklāta
projektu iesniegumu atlase.

Šī audita vietā tiks veikts 42. audits
"Kohēzijas fonda projekti. Ierobežota
projektu atlase"

5

Valsts reģionālās
attīstības aģentūra

Iekšējā audita
nodaļa

20.04.2009.

12.06.2009.

2007LV161PO002

ERAF

Sistēmas
audits

1.5.3.1.aktivitāte „Speciālistu piesaiste
plānošanas reģioniem, pilsētām un
novadiem”, 1.5.3.2.aktivitāte
„Plānošanas reģionu un vietējo
pašvaldību attīstības plānošanas
kapacitātes paaugstināšana”,
3.1.4.3.aktivitāte ”Pirmsskolas
izglītības iestāžu infrastruktūras
attīstība nacionālās un reģionālās
nozīmes attīstības centros”,
3.1.4.4.aktivitāte „Atbalsts alternatīvās
aprūpes pakalpojumu pieejamības
attīstībai”, 3.2.2.aktivitāte „Publisko
interneta pieejas punktu attīstība”
Projektu atlase un lēmumu pieņemšana;
Līgumu slēgšana un projektu ieviešanas
uzraudzība.

6

Valsts reģionālās
attīstības aģentūra

Iekšējā audita
nodaļa

01.01.2009.

30.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF
, ESF

Sistēmas
audits

ES struktūrfondu aktivitāšu īstenošanas
vadības un uzraudzības sistēma
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Auditi tiks apvienoti un veikti
nākamajā audita periodā no
01.07.2009. līdz 30.06.2010.

7

Būvniecības,
enerģētikas un
mājokļu valsts
aģentūra

Iekšējā audita
nodaļa

05.01.2009.

13.02.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF,
ERAF

Sistēmas
audits

3.5.2.4. aktivitāte „Daugavas
hidroelektrostaciju pārgāžņu
rekonstrukcija”, „Līgumu slēgšana”

8

Būvniecības,
enerģētikas un
mājokļu valsts
aģentūra

Iekšējā audita
nodaļa

23.02.2009.

31.03.2009.

2007LV161PO002

KF,
ERAF

Sistēmas
audits

3.5.2.4. aktivitāte „Daugavas
hidroelektrostaciju pārgāžņu
rekonstrukcija”, „Projektu vadība”

9

Valsts kase

Iekšējā audita
departaments

01.07.2008.

30.06.2009.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

KF

Sistēmas
audits

Līdzekļu saņemšana, Maksājumu
dokumentu pārbaude, asignējumu
izpilde un maksājumu veikšana

Iekšējā audita
departaments

01.07.2008.

2007LV051PO001
2007LV161PD001
2007LV161PO002

ERAF
, ESF

Sistēmas
audits

Līdzekļu saņemšana, Maksājumu
dokumentu pārbaude, asignējumu
izpilde un maksājumu veikšana

10

Valsts kase

30.06.2009.
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Auditi netiks veikti, jo 3.5.2.4.
aktivitāte „Daugavas
hidroelektrostaciju pārgāžņu
rekonstrukcija” ieviešana un projektu
atlase netiks veikta pārskata periodā.

Auditi tiks veikti nākamajā audita
periodā no 01.07.2009. līdz
30.06.2010.

Annex 6
to the Single Audit Stategy
Planned number of audit days from 1 July 2008 to 30 July 2009
Audit type

Institution

Resources
available for
conducting
audits
(auditors)

Audit days

Audit type

Institution

Resources
available for
conducting
audits
(auditors)

Management
and control
system audits

Audit Authority

11

240

Audits of
operations

Financial control
department

6

Certification institution and
Paying Authority

8

100

Responsible institutions
Management
and control
system audits

Co-operation institutions

Nodarbinātības valsts
aģentūras Audita nodaļa

9

Valsts izglītības attīstības
aģentūras Iekšējā audita
departaments

3

Veselības statistikas un
medicīnas tehnoloģiju valsts
aģentūras Iekšējā audita
nodaļa

2

Būvniecības, aģentūras
Iekšējā audita nodaļa

2

Latvijas Investīciju attīstības
aģentūras Iekšējā audita

3

Audit days

100

Ekonomikas ministrijas
Iekšējā audita un kvalitātes
vadības departaments

5

70

Izglītības un zinātnes
ministrijas Iekšējā audita
departaments

3

340

100

Īpašu uzdevumu ministra
elektroniskās pārvaldes
lietās sekretariāta Iekšējā
audita nodaļa

150

Kultūras ministrijas Iekšējā
audita nodaļa

Labklājības ministrijas
Iekšēja audita departa ments

4

50

250

100

Reģionālās attīstības un
pašvaldību lietu ministrijas

5

85

120

1

4

35

80

nodaļa
Valsts reģionālās attīstības
aģentūras Iekšējā audita
nodaļa
Sabiedrības integrācijas fonda
Iekšējā audita nodaļa

Audita departaments

2
2

150

50

121

Satiksmes ministrijas
Iekšēja audita departaments

5

90

Veselības ministrijas Iekšējā
audita un kontroles
departaments

4

50

Valsts kancelejas Iekšējā
audita nodaļa

1

50

Vides ministrijas Iekšējā
audita departaments

6

120

Annex 7
to the Single Audit Strategy

Main requirements of management and control systems by institutions

Main requirements for the Managing Authority
1. Separate functions clearly defined within the Managing Authority, as well as
between the Managing Authority and intermediate bodies
1.1. procedures for supervision over delegated functions
1.2. separate functions clearly defined
2. Clear and appropriate strategy for supplying final beneficiaries with information
and guidelines
2.1. legal requirements worked out for implementation of the operational programme
2.2. ensuring access of the final beneficiaries to the required information
3. Necessary preventive and corrective action are taken with regard to systemic
problems
3.1. procedures worked out for examination of audit results
3.2. procedures worked out for preventive and corrective action
4. Information system for accounting, monitoring and financial reporting of funding
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
4.1. computerised systems implemented
Main requirements for responsible institutions and co-operation institutions
5. Separate functions clearly defined within the responsible institution and the cooperation institution, as well as aresponsible institutions, co-operation institutions
and the Managing Authority
5.1. functions separated in the responsible institution and the co-operation institution, as
well as among responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the Managing
Authority
5.2. separate functions
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FCD

AB

CFLA

VRAA

VIAA

SIF

VSMTVA

NVA

LIAA

BEMVA

VKN

KM

IZM

VidM

VM

RAPLM

ĪUMEPLS

LM

SM

EM

FM

IUB

SEI

MI

VI

Operational programme „Human Resources and Employment” (ESF) – 2007LV051PO001

clearly defined
6. Procedures for selection of project applications pursuant to the regulatory
enactments of the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with
the procedures

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

6.1. calls for proposals published
6.2. all project applications documented
6.3. all applications evaluated in accordance with the relevant evaluation
6.4. applicants notified about decisions on approval or dismissal of project applications
7. Clear and appropriate strategy for supplying final beneficiaries of EU funds with
information
7.1. effective communication with final beneficiaries in respect of their rights and
obligations
7.2. ensuring access of the final beneficiaries to the required information
8. Procedures for project management supervision pursuant to the regulatory
enactments of the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with
the procedures
8.1. written procedures and verification sheets worked out
8.2. administrative verifications of the expenditure declaration performed before
expenditure certification
8.3. administrative verifications performed of all applications for payment and the relevant
supporting documents
8.4. on-the-spot verifications during the project implementation
8.5. data on verifications and their results stored
8.6. on-the-spot verifications based on assessment of the relevant risks
8.7. procedures worked out to ensure filing of data on the verifications made to the
Certification Authorityfor expenditure certification
9. Clear and traceable documentation to prove European Union funds management

48

For large-scale projects
For a limited sampling of project applications in activities implemented in co-operation with the State Employment Agency (NVA) and a limited and open sampling of project applications in
activities implemented in co-operation with the Central Finance and Contract Agency (CFLA)
50
Under activities 3.6.1.1 and 3.6.1.2
51
For ESF projects
52
For ERDF projects, as well as a limited sampling of ESF project applications
53
For a limited sampling of project applications
54
ERAF projects
55
For an open sampling of ESF project applications
56
Under all activities administrated in co-operation with the Ministry of Regional Development and Local Government Affairs (RAPLM), except activities 3.6.1.1 and 3.6.1.2
57
For technical assistance projects
49
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pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
9.1. detailed accounting data stored on all expenditures
9.2. storage of all documentation related to projects ensured
9.3. ensuring that beneficiaries maintain either a separate accounting system or an
adequate accounting code for all transactions relating to EU funds transactions
9.4. procedures worked out to provide sufficient proof of the audit
10 information system for accounting, monitoring and financial reporting of funding
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European union and the republic of
Latvia
10.1. computerised systems implemented
11. Necessary preventive and corrective action are taken with regard to systemic
problems
11.1. procedures worked out monitoring of implementing audit results
11.2. procedures worked out to ensure preventive and corrective action in cases where
systemic problems are detected
Main requirements for the Certification Authority
12. Separate functions clearly defined within the Certification Institution, as well as
among the Certification Institution, the Paying Authority, responsible institutions
and co-operation institutions
12.1. functions separated in the Certification Institution, as well as between the
Certification Institution, the Paying Authority, responsible institutions and co-operation
institutions
12.2. separate functions clearly defined
13. Clear and traceable documentation and information system to prove recording of
certified expenditure pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union
and the Republic of Latvia
13.1. maintaining accounting records in computerised form
13.2. proof of the audit in the Certification Authorityensuring conformity of expenditure
declared to the EC to expenditure stated in expenditure declarations prepared by the
intermediate bodies
14. Procedures for expenditure certification pursuant to the regulatory enactments of
the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
14.1. the Certification Authorityhas determined the required information
14.2. reports received from the Managing Authority/intermediate bodies examined
14.3. results of all audits examined
14.4. results of all verifications taken into account
14.5. the Certification Authorityhas performed arithmetical verification of applications for
payment
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15. Procedures for keeping an account of ineligible payments and their recovery
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
15.1. keeping an account of amounts recoverable and withdrawn
15.2. the Certification Authoritysending an annual report to the EC
Main requirements for the Paying Authority
16. Separate functions clearly defined within the Paying Authority, as well as among
the Paying Authority, the Certification Institution, responsible institutions and cooperation institutions
16.1. functions separated in the Paying Authority, as well as among the Paying Authority,
the Certification Institution, responsible institutions and co-operation institutions
16.2. separate functions clearly defined
17. Clear and traceable documentation and information system to prove recording of
payments pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the
Republic of Latvia
17.1. ensuring documentation on verification of payment applications
17.2. computerised financial accounting of payments made in place
Main requirements for the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
18. Separate functions clearly defined within the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
18.1 separate functions clearly defined in the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
19. Procedures for sample pre-examination of the procurement documentation and
procurement process pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union
and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
19.1. Justified and clear sampling
19.2. legal status of the verification result defined
19.3 detailed verification procedures worked out
20. Clear and traceable documentation to prove European Union funds management
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
20.1. ensuring recording of procurement plans and procurement documentation received
20.2. computerised recording of verifications performed and opinions in place
Main requirements for the Audit Bodies
21. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative
number of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and
manuals)
21.1. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative number
of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and manuals)
21.2. Compliance with the principle of separation of functions between the audit authority
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and the managing authority,, the certifying authority and intermediate bodies together
with the principle of independence of the audit authority and other audit bodies.
21.3. Existence of procedures, including, where appropriate, procedures for the supervision
by the audit authority of the work any audit bodies carrying out audit work delegated by
the audit authorities.
22. Adequate systems audits
22.1. The audit scope should be in accordance with the audit strategy and be focused on
the key requirements of the management and control systems in the relevant bodies (s
managing authority, certifying authority and intermediate bodies.
22.2. All phases of the systems audits should be properly documented. Adequate and
complete checklists should exist that address verifications on all key requirements of the
management and control systems.
22.3. There should be effective procedures for monitoring the implementation of
recommendations and corrective measures resulting from audit reports which can be
demonstrated to the Commission.
22.4. There should be qualitative and/or quantitative evidence present to allow for
verification of the establishment of the assurance level which has been obtained from the
systems.
23. Adequate annual control report and audit opinion
23.1. The annual control report and audit opinion should be in accordance with the audit
strategy, based on the results of the system audits and audits of operations and drawn up in
accordance with the models set out in Annex VI and VII of R 1828.
Main requirements for the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
24. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative
number of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and
manuals)
24.1. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative number
of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and manuals)
24.2. Compliance with the principle of separation of functions between the audit authority
and the managing authority,, the certifying authority and intermediate bodies together
with the principle of independence of the audit authority and other audit bodies.
24.3. Existence of procedures, including, where appropriate, procedures for the supervision
by the audit authority of the work any audit bodies carrying out audit work delegated by
the audit authorities.
25. Adequate audits of operations
25.1. A description of the approved methodology should exist, including the parameters
for sampling set in accordance with Annex IV of R. 1828, the statistical sampling method,
the results and the degree of confidence obtained from the systems audits, including the
planned materiality level.
25.2. The audits of operations should be carried out in accordance with the audit strategy
approved by the Commission and should be updated annually.
25.3. Verification should be done, based on adequate and complete checklists, of the
legality and regularity of expenditure subject of audit
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25.4. In cases where problems detected appear to be systemic in nature, the audit authority
should ensure that further examination is carried out to establish the scale of such
problems
25.5. The existence of effective procedures for monitoring the implementation of
recommendations and corrective measures arising from audit reports should be
demonstrated to the Commission.
25.6. Where the projected error rate is above the materiality level for an operational
programme, the audit authority should analyse its significance and take the necessary
action.
26. Adequate annual control report and audit opinion
26.1. The annual control report and audit opinion should be in accordance with the audit
strategy, based on the results of the system audits and audits of operations and drawn up in
accordance with the models set out in Annex VI and VII of R 1828.

Main requirements for the Managing Authority
1. Separate functions clearly defined within the Managing Authority, as well as
between the Managing Authority and intermediate bodies
1.1. procedures for supervision over delegated functions
1.2. separate functions clearly defined
2. Clear and appropriate strategy for supplying final beneficiaries with information
and guidelines
2.1. legal requirements worked out for implementation of the operational programme
2.2. ensuring access of the final beneficiaries to the required information
3. Necessary preventive and corrective action are taken with regard to systemic
problems
3.1. procedures worked out for examination of audit results
3.2. procedures worked out for preventive and corrective action
4. Information system for accounting, monitoring and financial reporting of funding
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
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Operational programme „Entrepreneurship and Innovations” (ERDF) – 2007LV161PO001

4.1. computerised systems implemented
Main requirements for responsible institutions and co-operation institutions
5. Separate functions clearly defined within the responsible institution and the cooperation institution, as well as aresponsible institutions, co-operation institutions
and the Managing Authority
5.1. functions separated in the responsible institution and the co-operation institution, as
well as among responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the Managing
Authority
5.2. separate functions
clearly defined
6. Procedures for selection of project applications pursuant to the regulatory
enactments of the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with
the procedures

58

6.1. calls for proposals published
6.2. all project applications documented
6.3. all applications evaluated in accordance with the relevant evaluation
6.4. applicants notified about decisions on approval or dismissal of project applications
7. Clear and appropriate strategy for supplying final beneficiaries of EU funds with
information
7.1. effective communication with final beneficiaries in respect of their rights and
obligations
7.2. ensuring access of the final beneficiaries to the required information
8. Procedures for project management supervision pursuant to the regulatory
enactments of the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with
the procedures
8.1. written procedures and verification sheets worked out
8.2. administrative verifications of the expenditure declaration performed before
expenditure certification
8.3. administrative verifications performed of all applications for payment and the relevant
supporting documents
8.4. on-the-spot verifications during the project implementation
8.5. data on verifications and their results stored
8.6. on-the-spot verifications based on assessment of the relevant risks

58

For large-scale projects
For ERDF projects, as well as a limited sampling of ESF project applications
60
For an open sampling of ESF project applications
61
For technical assistance projects
59
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59

60

61

8.7. procedures worked out to ensure filing of data on the verifications made to the
Certification Authorityfor expenditure certification
9. Clear and traceable documentation to prove European Union funds management
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
9.1. detailed accounting data stored on all expenditures
9.2. storage of all documentation related to projects ensured
9.3. ensuring that beneficiaries maintain either a separate accounting system or an
adequate accounting code for all transactions relating to EU funds transactions
9.4. procedures worked out to provide sufficient proof of the audit
10 information system for accounting, monitoring and financial reporting of funding
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European union and the republic of
Latvia
10.1. computerised systems implemented
11. Necessary preventive and corrective action are taken with regard to systemic
problems
11.1. procedures worked out monitoring of implementing audit results
11.2. procedures worked out to ensure preventive and corrective action in cases where
systemic problems are detected
Main requirements for the Certification Authority
12. Separate functions clearly defined within the Certification Institution, as well as
among the Certification Institution, the Paying Authority, responsible institutions
and co-operation institutions
12.1. functions separated in the Certification Institution, as well as between the
Certification Institution, the Paying Authority, responsible institutions and co-operation
institutions
12.2. separate functions clearly defined
13. Clear and traceable documentation and information system to prove recording of
certified expenditure pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union
and the Republic of Latvia
13.1. maintaining accounting records in computerised form
13.2. proof of the audit in the Certification Authorityensuring conformity of expenditure
declared to the EC to expenditure stated in expenditure declarations prepared by the
intermediate bodies
14. Procedures for expenditure certification pursuant to the regulatory enactments of
the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
14.1. the Certification Authorityhas determined the required information
14.2. reports received from the Managing Authority/intermediate bodies examined
14.3. results of all audits examined
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14.4. results of all verifications taken into account
14.5. the Certification Authorityhas performed arithmetical verification of applications for
payment
15. Procedures for keeping an account of ineligible payments and their recovery
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
15.1. keeping an account of amounts recoverable and withdrawn
15.2. the Certification Authoritysending an annual report to the EC
Main requirements for the Paying Authority
16. Separate functions clearly defined within the Paying Authority, as well as among
the Paying Authority, the Certification Institution, responsible institutions and cooperation institutions
16.1. functions separated in the Paying Authority, as well as among the Paying Authority,
the Certification Institution, responsible institutions and co-operation institutions
16.2. separate functions clearly defined
17. Clear and traceable documentation and information system to prove recording of
payments pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the
Republic of Latvia
17.1. ensuring documentation on verification of payment applications
17.2. computerised financial accounting of payments made in place
Main requirements for the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
18. Separate functions clearly defined within the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
18.1 separate functions clearly defined in the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
19. Procedures for sample pre-examination of the procurement documentation and
procurement process pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union
and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
19.1. Justified and clear sampling
19.2. legal status of the verification result defined
19.3 detailed verification procedures worked out
20. Clear and traceable documentation to prove European Union funds management
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
20.1. ensuring recording of procurement plans and procurement documentation received
20.2. computerised recording of verifications performed and opinions in place
Main requirements for the Audit Bodies
21. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative
number of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and
manuals)
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21.1. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative number
of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and manuals)
21.2. Compliance with the principle of separation of functions between the audit authority
and the managing authority,, the certifying authority and intermediate bodies together
with the principle of independence of the audit authority and other audit bodies.
21.3. Existence of procedures, including, where appropriate, procedures for the supervision
by the audit authority of the work any audit bodies carrying out audit work delegated by
the audit authorities.
22. Adequate systems audits
22.1. The audit scope should be in accordance with the audit strategy and be focused on
the key requirements of the management and control systems in the relevant bodies (s
managing authority, certifying authority and intermediate bodies.
22.2. All phases of the systems audits should be properly documented. Adequate and
complete checklists should exist that address verifications on all key requirements of the
management and control systems.
22.3. There should be effective procedures for monitoring the implementation of
recommendations and corrective measures resulting from audit reports which can be
demonstrated to the Commission.
22.4. There should be qualitative and/or quantitative evidence present to allow for
verification of the establishment of the assurance level which has been obtained from the
systems.
23. Adequate annual control report and audit opinion
23.1. The annual control report and audit opinion should be in accordance with the audit
strategy, based on the results of the system audits and audits of operations and drawn up in
accordance with the models set out in Annex VI and VII of R 1828.
Main requirements for the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
24. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative
number of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and
manuals)
24.1. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative number
of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and manuals)
24.2. Compliance with the principle of separation of functions between the audit authority
and the managing authority,, the certifying authority and intermediate bodies together
with the principle of independence of the audit authority and other audit bodies.
24.3. Existence of procedures, including, where appropriate, procedures for the supervision
by the audit authority of the work any audit bodies carrying out audit work delegated by
the audit authorities.
25. Adequate audits of operations
25.1. A description of the approved methodology should exist, including the parameters
for sampling set in accordance with Annex IV of R. 1828, the statistical sampling method,
the results and the degree of confidence obtained from the systems audits, including the
planned materiality level.
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25.2. The audits of operations should be carried out in accordance with the audit strategy
approved by the Commission and should be updated annually.
25.3. Verification should be done, based on adequate and complete checklists, of the
legality and regularity of expenditure subject of audit
25.4. In cases where problems detected appear to be systemic in nature, the audit authority
should ensure that further examination is carried out to establish the scale of such
problems
25.5. The existence of effective procedures for monitoring the implementation of
recommendations and corrective measures arising from audit reports should be
demonstrated to the Commission.
25.6. Where the projected error rate is above the materiality level for an operational
programme, the audit authority should analyse its significance and take the necessary
action.
26. Adequate annual control report and audit opinion
26.1. The annual control report and audit opinion should be in accordance with the audit
strategy, based on the results of the system audits and audits of operations and drawn up in
accordance with the models set out in Annex VI and VII of R 1828.

Main requirements for the Managing Authority
1. Separate functions clearly defined within the Managing Authority, as well as
between the Managing Authority and intermediate bodies
1.1. procedures for supervision over delegated functions
1.2. separate functions clearly defined
2. Clear and appropriate strategy for supplying final beneficiaries with information
and guidelines
2.1. legal requirements worked out for implementation of the operational programme
2.2. ensuring access of the final beneficiaries to the required information
3. Necessary preventive and corrective action are taken with regard to systemic
problems
3.1. procedures worked out for examination of audit results
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3.2. procedures worked out for preventive and corrective action
4. Information system for accounting, monitoring and financial reporting of funding
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
4.1. computerised systems implemented
Main requirements for responsible institutions and co-operation institutions
5. Separate functions clearly defined within the responsible institution and the cooperation institution, as well as aresponsible institutions, co-operation institutions
and the Managing Authority
5.1. functions separated in the responsible institution and the co-operation institution, as
well as among responsible institutions, co-operation institutions and the Managing
Authority
5.2. separate functions
clearly defined
6. Procedures for selection of project applications pursuant to the regulatory
enactments of the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with
the procedures

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

6.1. calls for proposals published
6.2. all project applications documented
6.3. all applications evaluated in accordance with the relevant evaluation
6.4. applicants notified about decisions on approval or dismissal of project applications
7. Clear and appropriate strategy for supplying final beneficiaries of EU funds with
information
7.1. effective communication with final beneficiaries in respect of their rights and
obligations
7.2. ensuring access of the final beneficiaries to the required information

62

For large-scale projects
For a limited sampling of project applications in activities implemented in co-operation with the State Employment Agency (NVA) and a limited and open sampling of project applications in
activities implemented in co-operation with the Central Finance and Contract Agency (CFLA)
64
Under activities 3.6.1.1 and 3.6.1.2
65
For ESF projects
66
For ERDF projects, as well as a limited sampling of ESF project applications
67
For a limited and open sampling of project applications
68
ERAF projects
69
For an open sampling of ESF project applications
70
Under all activities administrated in co-operation with the Ministry of Regional Development and Local Government Affairs (RAPLM), except activities 3.6.1.1 and 3.6.1.2
71
For technical assistance projects
63
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72

8. Procedures for project management supervision pursuant to the regulatory
enactments of the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with
the procedures

73

8.1. written procedures and verification sheets worked out
8.2. administrative verifications of the expenditure declaration performed before
expenditure certification
8.3. administrative verifications performed of all applications for payment and the relevant
supporting documents
8.4. on-the-spot verifications during the project implementation
8.5. data on verifications and their results stored
8.6. on-the-spot verifications based on assessment of the relevant risks
8.7. procedures worked out to ensure filing of data on the verifications made to the
Certification Authorityfor expenditure certification
9. Clear and traceable documentation to prove European Union funds management
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
9.1. detailed accounting data stored on all expenditures
9.2. storage of all documentation related to projects ensured
9.3. ensuring that beneficiaries maintain either a separate accounting system or an
adequate accounting code for all transactions relating to EU funds transactions
9.4. procedures worked out to provide sufficient proof of the audit
10 information system for accounting, monitoring and financial reporting of funding
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European union and the republic of
Latvia
10.1. computerised systems implemented
11. Necessary preventive and corrective action are taken with regard to systemic
problems
11.1. procedures worked out monitoring of implementing audit results
11.2. procedures worked out to ensure preventive and corrective action in cases where
systemic problems are detected
Main requirements for the Certification Authority
12. Separate functions clearly defined within the Certification Institution, as well as
among the Certification Institution, the Paying Authority, responsible institutions
and co-operation institutions
12.1. functions separated in the Certification Institution, as well as between the
Certification Institution, the Paying Authority, responsible institutions and co-operation
72
73

For all activities administrated in cooperation with the Ministry of Transport (SM), with the exception of activities 3.2.1.3 and 3.2.1.4.
For a limited sampling of project applications
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institutions
12.2. separate functions clearly defined
13. Clear and traceable documentation and information system to prove recording of
certified expenditure pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union
and the Republic of Latvia
13.1. maintaining accounting records in computerised form
13.2. proof of the audit in the Certification Authorityensuring conformity of expenditure
declared to the EC to expenditure stated in expenditure declarations prepared by the
intermediate bodies
14. Procedures for expenditure certification pursuant to the regulatory enactments of
the European Union and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
14.1. the Certification Authorityhas determined the required information
14.2. reports received from the Managing Authority/intermediate bodies examined
14.3. results of all audits examined
14.4. results of all verifications taken into account
14.5. the Certification Authorityhas performed arithmetical verification of applications for
payment
15. Procedures for keeping an account of ineligible payments and their recovery
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
15.1. keeping an account of amounts recoverable and withdrawn
15.2. the Certification Authoritysending an annual report to the EC
Main requirements for the Paying Authority
16. Separate functions clearly defined within the Paying Authority, as well as among
the Paying Authority, the Certification Institution, responsible institutions and cooperation institutions
16.1. functions separated in the Paying Authority, as well as among the Paying Authority,
the Certification Institution, responsible institutions and co-operation institutions
16.2. separate functions clearly defined
17. Clear and traceable documentation and information system to prove recording of
payments pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the
Republic of Latvia
17.1. ensuring documentation on verification of payment applications
17.2. computerised financial accounting of payments made in place
Main requirements for the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
18. Separate functions clearly defined within the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
18.1 separate functions clearly defined in the Procurement Monitoring Bureau
19. Procedures for sample pre-examination of the procurement documentation and
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procurement process pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union
and the Republic of Latvia, and compliance with the procedures
19.1. Justified and clear sampling
19.2. legal status of the verification result defined
19.3 detailed verification procedures worked out
20. Clear and traceable documentation to prove European Union funds management
pursuant to the regulatory enactments of the European Union and the Republic of
Latvia
20.1. ensuring recording of procurement plans and procurement documentation received
20.2. computerised recording of verifications performed and opinions in place
Main requirements for the Audit Bodies
21. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative
number of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and
manuals)
21.1. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative number
of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and manuals)
21.2. Compliance with the principle of separation of functions between the audit authority
and the managing authority,, the certifying authority and intermediate bodies together
with the principle of independence of the audit authority and other audit bodies.
21.3. Existence of procedures, including, where appropriate, procedures for the supervision
by the audit authority of the work any audit bodies carrying out audit work delegated by
the audit authorities.
22. Adequate systems audits
22.1. The audit scope should be in accordance with the audit strategy and be focused on
the key requirements of the management and control systems in the relevant bodies (s
managing authority, certifying authority and intermediate bodies.
22.2. All phases of the systems audits should be properly documented. Adequate and
complete checklists should exist that address verifications on all key requirements of the
management and control systems.
22.3. There should be effective procedures for monitoring the implementation of
recommendations and corrective measures resulting from audit reports which can be
demonstrated to the Commission.
22.4. There should be qualitative and/or quantitative evidence present to allow for
verification of the establishment of the assurance level which has been obtained from the
systems.
23. Adequate annual control report and audit opinion
23.1. The annual control report and audit opinion should be in accordance with the audit
strategy, based on the results of the system audits and audits of operations and drawn up in
accordance with the models set out in Annex VI and VII of R 1828.
Main requirements for the Financial Control Department of the Ministry of Finance
24. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative
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number of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and
manuals)
24.1. A clear definition and allocation of functions (organisation chart, indicative number
of posts, qualifications and/or experience required, written procedures and manuals)
24.2. Compliance with the principle of separation of functions between the audit authority
and the managing authority,, the certifying authority and intermediate bodies together
with the principle of independence of the audit authority and other audit bodies.
24.3. Existence of procedures, including, where appropriate, procedures for the supervision
by the audit authority of the work any audit bodies carrying out audit work delegated by
the audit authorities.
25. Adequate audits of operations
25.1. A description of the approved methodology should exist, including the parameters
for sampling set in accordance with Annex IV of R. 1828, the statistical sampling method,
the results and the degree of confidence obtained from the systems audits, including the
planned materiality level.
25.2. The audits of operations should be carried out in accordance with the audit strategy
approved by the Commission and should be updated annually.
25.3. Verification should be done, based on adequate and complete checklists, of the
legality and regularity of expenditure subject of audit
25.4. In cases where problems detected appear to be systemic in nature, the audit authority
should ensure that further examination is carried out to establish the scale of such
problems
25.5. The existence of effective procedures for monitoring the implementation of
recommendations and corrective measures arising from audit reports should be
demonstrated to the Commission.
25.6. Where the projected error rate is above the materiality level for an operational
programme, the audit authority should analyse its significance and take the necessary
action.
26. Adequate annual control report and audit opinion
26.1. The annual control report and audit opinion should be in accordance with the audit
strategy, based on the results of the system audits and audits of operations and drawn up in
accordance with the models set out in Annex VI and VII of R 1828.
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Annex 8
to the Single Audit Strategy

managing authority / intermediate body

art. 58 a), b), e), 59.2, 59.3, 60 of
R 1083 and art. 12, 13.5 and 22
b) of R 1828

art. 60 a) and art. 65 a) of R 1083
and art. 5 and art. 13.1 of R 1828

art.56, art. 60c), d), f), of R 1083
and art. 13.1 of R 1828

art. 60 b), g) of R 1083 and art.
13.2-13.4 of R 1828

art. 60 c), d), f), art. 90 of R 1083
and art. 15 of R 1828

art. 58 d) and art. 60 c) of R
1083, art. 14.1 and annex III of R
1828/2006

1) Clear definition, allocation and separation of functions
between and within the managing authority /
intermediate bodies
procedures for monitoring delegated tasks
clear definition and allocation of functions
2) Adequate procedures for selection of operations
calls for applications are published
all received applications are recorded
all applications are evaluated
decisions are communicated
3) Adequate information and strategy to provide
guidance to beneficiaries
rights and obligations are clearly expressed
national eligibility rules are clearly expressed
beneficiaries have access to the neccessary information
4) Adequate management verifications
existence of written procedure
administrative verifications completed before certification
all applications for reimbursement are subject to
administrative verifications
on-the-spot verifications undertaken when the project is well
under way
evidence is kept
on-the-spot verifications based on adequate risk
assessment
procedures to ensure that the CA receives all information
5) Adequate audit trail
accounting records are kept
other information is kept
the MA verifies existence of the audit trail at beneficiaries
level
procedures for the adequate audit trail are set up
6) Reliable accounting, monitoring and financial
reporting systems in computerised form

computerised system is set up
art. 98.1 of R 1083 and art. 16.3
7) Necessary preventive and corrective actions in case of
of R 1828
systemic errors detected by the audit authority
procedures for the review of the results
procedures for preventive and corrective actions
certifying authority / intermediate body
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Overall conclusion by system
*

Residual risk to regularity *

KEY REQUIREMENTS

Existing mitigating factors /
Compensating controls which
directly influence assessment
made at system level*

Legal references

Assessment of systems by
authorities*

Evaluation of key requirement by the assessment criteria for overall system assurance level
evaluation

art. 58 a), b), 59.2, 61 of R 1083
and art. 12 of R 1828

art. 61 b), e) of R 1083, art. 15 of
R 1828

1) Clear definition, allocation and separation of functions
between and within the CA/intermediate bodies
compliance with the principle of separation of functions
procedures for monitoring delegated tasks
clear definition and allocation of functions
2) Adequate audit trail & computerised system
accounting records in computerised form
audit trail within CA permits reconciliation of amounts
declared to the EC and received from the MA

art. 61 b,) c), d) of R 1083

art. 61 f) of R 1083 and art. 20.2
of R 1828

audit authority
art. 58 a), b) and 62.3 of R 1083,
art. 23 a), b), d) of R 1828

art. 62.1 a) of R 1083, art. 23 c)
of R 1828

art. 62.1 b) and 98.4 of R 1083,
art. 16-17, 23 c) and Annex IV of
R 1828)

art. 62.1 d), (i) & (ii) of R 1083,
art. 18.2 and Annexes VI and VII
of R 1828

3) Adequate arrangements for the certification to be
reliable and soundly based
CA has defined the adequate information it requires
review of reports drawn up by the MA
review of results of all audits
results of examinations are taken into account
CA reconciles and recalculates payment request
4) Satisfactory arrangements for keeping an account of
amounts recoverable and for recovery of undue
payments
keeping an account of amounts recoverable and withdrawn
yearly statement to the Commission
1) Clear definition, allocation and separation of functions
clear definition and allocation of functions
compliance with the principle of separation of functions
procedures for supervision of the work of Audit Bodies
2) Adequate systems audits
audit scope in accordance with strategy
all phases of the audits are documented
effective procedures for monitoring the recommendations
evidence to allow the verification of the assurance level
3) Adequate audits on operations

description of the approved methodology
audits are carried out in accordance with the strategy
verifications based on adequate and complete checklists
further examination in case of systemic problems
effective procedures for monitoring the recommendations
actions taken if error rate above materiality
4) Adequate annual control report and audit opinion

annual report and opinion in accordance with audit strategy
and models
annual report and opinion cover all MS under ETC objective
*Four levels to be used for assesment:
- high - works well. Only minor improvements are needed
- medium - works, but some improvements are needed
- low - works partially. Substantial improvements are needed
- very low - essentially does not work
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Annex 9
to the Single Audit Strategy
Content of the Audit Manual of the Audit Authority
Nr.
p.k.

Dokumenta
numurs

Dokumenta
datums

Dokumenta nosaukums

Dokumenta
valoda

Revīzijas iestādes rokasgrāmatas uzturēšana

I
1.

Revīzijas iestādes rokasgrāmatas uzturēšanas kārtība

LV

2.

Revīzijas iestādes rokasgrāmatas izmaiņu saraksts

LV

3.

Par revīzijas iestādes rokasgrāmatas uzturēšanu FKD
atbildīgā darbinieka iecelšanas dokuments

LV

4.

Par revīzijas iestādes rokasgrāmatas uzturēšanu IAD
atbildīgā darbinieka iecelšanas dokuments

LV

II

Eiropas Savienības tiesību akti

2.1.

Regulas, direktīvas, lēmumi
Eiropas Parlamenta un Padomes regula (EK) Nr.
1080/2006 par Eiropas Reģionālās attīstības fondu un
Regulas (EK) Nr. 1783/1999 atcelšanu
Eiropas Parlamenta un Padomes regula (EK) Nr.
1081/2006 par Eiropas Sociālo fondu un Regulas (EK)
Nr. 1784/1999 atcelšanu
Padomes regula (EK) Nr. 1083/2006 ar ko paredz
vispārīgus noteikumus par Eiropas Reģionālās attīstības
fondu, Eiropas Sociālo fondu un Kohēzijas fondu un atceļ
Regulu (EK) Nr. 1260/1999
Padomes regula (EK) Nr. 1084/2006 par Kohēzijas fonda
izveidi un Regulas (EK) Nr. 1164/94 atcelšanu

2.1.1.
2.1.2.
2.1.3.

2.1.4.
2.1.5.

1080/2006

05.07.2006.

1081/2006

05.07.2006.

1083/2006

11.07.2006.

1084/2006

11.07.2006.

1828/2006

08.12.2006.

2.2.

Komisijas regula (EK) Nr. 1828/2006 kas paredz
noteikumus par to, kā īstenot Padomes Regulu (EK) Nr.
1083/2006, ar ko paredz vispārīgus noteikumus par
Eiropas Reģionālās attīstības fondu, Eiropas Sociālo
fondu un Kohēzijas fondu, un Eiropas Parlamenta un
Rekomendējošie
tiesību
informatīvie
dokumenti
Padomes Regulu
(EK)akti
Nr.un
1080/2006
par Eiropas

LV/EN
LV/EN
LV/EN

LV/EN
LV/EN

2.2.1.

27.08.2007.

Reģionālās attīstības fondu
Revīzijas stratēģijas vadlīnijas

LV/EN

2.2.2.

19.09.2007.

Atbilstības novērtējuma veikšanas vadlīnijas

LV/EN

2.2.3.

31.01.2008.

Gada kopsavilkumu vadlīnijas

LV/EN

2.2.4.

07.04.2008.

EK piemērs ne-statistiskās izdevumu izlases veidošanai

EN

2.2.5.

24.04.2008.

EN

2.2.6.

06.10.2008.

(Formalvadības
approach
to non-statistical
Vadlīnijas
un kontroles
sistēmassampling)
novērtēšanas
vispārējai metodikai (Guidance on a common
methodology for the assessment of management and
control
systems izlases
in the Member
States
(2007-2013
Izdevumu
veidošanas
vadlīnijas
programming period))
(Guidance Note on Sampling Methods for Audit
Latvijas Republikas tiesību akti
Authorities)
Likumi

3.1.1.

31.10.2002.

Iekšējā audita likums (ar grozījumiem līdz 23.02.2006.)

LV

3.1.2.

23.02.2007.

Eiropas Savienības struktūrfondu un Kohēzijas fonda
vadības likums

LV

III
3.1.

3.2.

Ministru kabineta noteikumi
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EN

3.2.1.

306

10.06.2003.

3.2.2.

782

07.09.2004.

3.2.3.

55

16.01.2007.

3.2.4.

418

26.06.2007.

3.2.5.

419

26.06.2007.

3.2.6.

440

26.06.2007.

3.2.7.

441

26.06.2007.

3.2.8.

473

03.07.2007.

3.2.9.

483

10.07.2007.

3.2.10.

484

10.07.2007.

3.2.11.

500

17.07.2007.

3.2.12.

524

31.07.2007.

3.2.13.

918

18.12.2007.

3.2.14.

65

05.02.2008.

3.2.15.

430

10.06.2008.

3.2.16.

455

17.06.2008.

3.3.
3.3.1.

8

24.04.2007.

3.3.2.

4

21.04.2008.

IV

sadarbības iestāde vai atbildīgā iestāde veic pārbaudi
Eiropas Savienības struktūrfondu un Kohēzijas fonda
Eiropasfinansētā
Savienības
fondu īstenošanas
publicitātesvietā
un vizuālās
projekta
identitātes prasību nodrošināšanas kārtība
Eiropas Savienības struktūrfondu un Kohēzijas fonda
vadības informācijas sistēmas izveidošanas un
izmantošanas
kārtība uzraudzības un
Eiropas Savienības
fondu ieviešanas
izvērtēšanas kārtība
Kārtība, kādā publisko informāciju par Eiropas
Savienības struktūrfondu un Kohēzijas fonda projektiem
Kārtība, kādā ziņo par Eiropas Savienības struktūrfondu
un Kohēzijas fonda ieviešanā konstatētajām
neatbilstībām, pieņem pārvaldes lēmumu par piešķirtā
Eiropas
Savienības
fondu vadības
un kontroles
sistēmas
finansējuma
izlietojumu
un atgūst
neatbilstošos
izveidošanas
prasības
izdevumus
Noteikumi par darbības programmas "Cilvēkresursi un
nodarbinātība" papildinājuma 1.6.1.1. aktivitāti
"Programmas vadības un atbalsta nodrošināšana",
darbības programmas "Uzņēmējdarbība un inovācijas"
papildinājuma 2.4.1.1. aktivitāti "Programmas vadības un
atbalsta nodrošināšana", darbības programmas
"Infrastruktūra un pakalpojumi" papildinājuma 3.7.1.1.
aktivitāti "Programmas vadības un atbalsta
Noteikumi par iepirkuma procedūru un tās piemērošanas
nodrošināšana" un 3.8.1.1. aktivitāti "Programmas
kārtību pasūtītāja finansētiem projektiem
vadības un atbalsta nodrošināšana"
Noteikumi par Finanšu ministrijas budžeta
apakšprogrammas "Finansējums Eiropas Savienības
politiku instrumentu un pārējās ārvalstu finanšu
palīdzības
projektu
un pasākumu
Kārtība,
kādālīdzfinansēto
nodrošina revīzijas
iestādes
funkcijas
īstenošanai"
līdzekļu
pārdali
Eiropas Savienības fondu vadībā
Ministru kabineta rīkojumi, instrukcijas un citi tiesību
akti
(instrukcija) Iekšējā audita metodika
(instrukcija) Eiropas Savienības pilnīgi vai daļēji
finansēto programmu un projektu iekšējā audita
metodika”
Finanšu ministrijas dokumenti

LV
LV

LV

LV

LV

LV

LV
LV
LV
LV
LV

LV

LV

LV
LV

LV

LV
LV

Finanšu ministrijas rīkojumi un kārtības

4.1.
4.1.1.

Kārtība, kādā iestādē tiek veikts iekšējais audits (ar
grozījumiem līdz 01.08.2006.)
Kārtība, kādā sniedz un pārbauda informāciju par
pievienotās vērtības nodokļa piemērošanu Eiropas
Savienības struktūrfondu līdzfinansēto un Eiropas
Kopienas iniciatīvas EQUAL finansēto projektu ietvaros
un pieņem
par pievienotās
vērtības nodokļa
Iekšējā
auditalēmumu
struktūrvienību
darba salīdzinošo
pārbaužu
iekļaušanu projektu
attiecināmajās
veikšanas kārtība izmaksās (ar
grozījumiem līdz 17.06.2008.)
Kārtība, kādā paredzami valsts budžeta līdzekļi Eiropas
Savienības fonda līdzfinansēto projektu īstenošanai, kā
arī maksājumu veikšanas un izdevumu deklarācijas
Kārtība, kādā Eiropas
Savienības
struktūrfondu un
sagatavošanas
kārtība
Kohēzijas fonda vadībā iesaistītās institūcijas nodrošina
plānošanas dokumentu sagatavošanu un šo fondu
ieviešanu
grozījumiem
līdz 13.05.2008.)
Kārtība,
kādā(ar
vadošā
iestāde, sertifikācijas
iestāde,

594

23.04.2007.

Rīkojums „Par normatīvo aktu sagatavošanu un citiem
uzdevumiem Eiropas Savienības fondu vadības
nodrošināšanai 2007.-2013.gada plānošanas periodā”
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LV

Rīkojums „Grozījumi īpašu uzdevumu ministra Eiropas
Savienības līdzekļu apguves lietās 2007.gada 23.aprīļa
rīkojumā Nr.594 „Par normatīvo aktu sagatavošanu un
citiem uzdevumiem Eiropas Savienības fondu vadības
Rīkojums
„Grozījums
īpašu uzdevumu
ministra
Eiropas
nodrošināšanai
2007.-2013.gada
plānošanas
periodā””
Savienības līdzekļu apguves lietās 2007.gada 23.aprīļa
rīkojumā Nr.594 „Par normatīvo aktu sagatavošanu un
citiem uzdevumiem Eiropas Savienības fondu vadības
Kārtība,
kādā veicams
iekšējais audits
un iekšējā
audita
nodrošināšanai
2007.-2013.gada
plānošanas
periodā””
ieteikumu ieviešanas uzraudzība ministrijā

LV

Kārtība, kādā nodrošina revīzijas iestādes funkciju izpildi
2007.2013.gadu plānošanas periodā

LV

1.procesa shēma: Vienotās revīzijas stratēģijas
sagatavošana
2.procesa shēma: Eiropas Savienības fondu vadības un
kontroles sistēmas apraksta aktualizēšana
3.procesa shēma: Eiropas Savienības fondu vadības un
kontroles sistēmas atbilstības novērtējums
4.procesa shēma: Informācijas plūsma Eiropas
Savienības fondu vadības un kontroles sistēmas audita
jomā

LV

4.1.10.

5.procesa shēma: Sertifikācijas iestādes apstiprināto
izdevumu revīzija (sertificēto izdevumu revīzija)

LV

4.1.11.

6.procesa shēma: Gada kontroles ziņojums

LV

4.1.12.

7.procesa shēma: Noslēguma izdevumu deklarācijas
revīzijas un noslēguma kontroles ziņojums

LV

4.1.2.

1336

12.09.2007.

4.1.3.

1440

01.10.2007.

4.1.4.

58

14.12.2007.

4.1.5.

5

03.03.2009.

4.1.6.
4.1.7.
4.1.8.
4.1.9.

LV

LV

LV
LV
LV

Finanšu ministrijas Iekšējā audita departamenta
dokumenti
Reglamenti

4.2.

4.2.1.

65

08.06.2007.

Iekšējā audita departamenta Koordinācijas un metodikas
nodaļas reglaments

LV

4.2.2.

46

07.07.2008.

Iekšējā audita departamenta reglaments

LV

4.2.3.

47

07.07.2008.

Iekšējā audita departamenta Eiropas Savienības finansēto
programmu sistēmu novērtējuma nodaļas reglaments

LV

4.2.4.

48

07.07.2008.

Iekšējā audita departamenta Eiropas Savienības finansēto
programmu un projektu auditu nodaļas reglaments

LV

Iekšējās kārtības
4.2.5.

11.07.2008.

4.2.6.

11.07.2008.

Kārtība, kādā veic institūciju sistēmu auditu ziņojumu par
Eiropas Savienības fondiem izvērtēšanu 2007. –
plānošanas
periodā
Kārtība, kādā2013.gada
tiek sagatavota
Eiropas
Savienības fondu

LV
LV

2007. – 2013.gada plānošanas perioda vienotā revīzijas
stratēģija
Finanšu ministrijas Finanšu
kontroles departamenta

4.3.

dokumenti
Reglamenti
4.3.1.

41

04.07.2008.

Finanšu kontroles departamenta reglaments

LV

4.3.2.

42

04.07.2008.

Finanšu kontroles departamenta Metodoloģijas un
plānošanas nodaļas reglaments

LV
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4.3.3.

43

04.07.2008.

Finanšu kontroles departamenta Eiropas Savienības fondu
revīzijas nodaļas reglaments

LV

4.3.4.

44

04.07.2008.

Finanšu kontroles departamenta Eiropas Savienības
struktūrfondu finanšu kontroles nodaļas reglaments

LV

4.3.5.

45

04.07.2008.

Finanšu kontroles departamenta Eiropas Savienības
Kohēzijas fonda finanšu kontroles nodaļas reglaments

LV

Iekšējās kārtības
4.3.6.

FKD-1

18.01.2008.

Kārtība Finanšu kontroles departamenta darbības
plānošanai un organizēšanai

LV

4.3.7.

FKD-2

07.07.2008.

Kārtība, kādā Finanšu kontroles departaments veic
Eiropas Savienības fondu pārbaudes

LV

4.3.8.

FKD-9

15.07.2008.

Kārtība, kādā Finanšu kontroles departaments veic
sertificēto izdevumu revīziju Eiropas Savienības fondu
2007.-2013.gada plānošanas periodā

LV

4.3.9.

FKD-10

15.07.2008.

Kārtība, kādā Finanšu kontroles departaments veic
noslēguma izdevumu deklarācijas revīziju Eiropas
Savienības fondu 2007.-2013.gada plānošanas periodā

LV

V

Revīzijas iestādes sanāksmju dokumenti

5.1.

Sanāksmju protokoli
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Annex 10
to the Single Audit Strategy

Audit Authority’s risk assessment of each operational programme’s activities and institutions involved in implementation of these
activities

Darbības
programma,
Fonds
1. "Cilvēkresursi
un nodarbinātība"
(ESF)

Atbildīgā
iestāde/
Sadarbības
Aktivitāte/Apakšaktivitāte iestāde
1.1.1.1. Zinātnes un
inovāciju politikas
veidošanas un
administratīvās
kapacitātes stiprināšana

IZM/VIAA

1.1.1.2. Cilvēkresursu
piesaiste zinātnei

IZM/VIAA

1.1.1.3. Motivācijas
veicināšana zinātniskajai
darbībai

IZM/VIAA

1.1.2.1. Atbalsts doktora
un maģistra studiju
programmu īstenošanai

IZM/VIAA

1.1.2.2. Atbalsts augstākās
izglītības studiju

IZM/VIAA

Ieviešanas statuss uz
01.01.2009.

Complexity Public or
Previous Proportion Previous
of
Private
reported
of EU
audit
Sum
Regulations operations problems
funding
reports

Risks

1

1

3

1

3

9 vidējais

2

2

3

3

3

13 augsts

3

3

3

1

3

13 augsts

3

3

3

2

3

14 augsts

3

3

3

1

3

13 augsts

Izsludināts konkurss

Izsludināts konkurss
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uzlabošanai
1.2.1.1. Profesionālās
izglītības sistēmas
attīstība, kvalitātes,
atbilstības un pievilcības
uzlabošana

IZM/VIAA

1.2.1.2.Vispārējo zināšanu
un prasmju uzlabošana

IZM/VIAA

1.2.2.1. Mūţizglītības
attīstība

IZM/VIAA

1.2.2.2. Profesionālās
orientācijas un karjeras
izglītības attīstība,
profesionāli orientētās
izglītības attīstība

IZM/VIAA

1.2.2.3. Par izglītības un
mūţizglītības politiku
atbildīgo institūciju
rīcībspējas un sadarbības
stiprināšana.

IZM/VIAA

1.2.2.4. Izglītības
pieejamības
nodrošināšana sociālās
atstumtības riskam
pakļautajiem jauniešiem

IZM/VIAA

Apstiprināts 1 projekts
(1.2.1.1.4.
apakšaktivitāte)

Noslēgti 3 līgumi
(1.2.1.2.1. un 1.2.1.2.2.)
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2

2

3

1

3

11 vidējais

1

1

3

1

3

9 vidējais

2

2

3

1

3

11 vidējais

1

1

3

1

3

9 vidējais

2

1

3

1

3

10 vidējais

3

3

3

1

3

13 augsts

un iekļaujošas izglītības
attīstība

1.3.1.1.1. Atbalsts
nodarbināto apmācībām
komersantu
konkurētspējas
veicināšanai - atbalsts
partnerībās organizētām
apmācībām

EM/LIAA

1.3.1.1.2. Atbalsts
nodarbināto personu un
pašnodarbināto personu
konkurētspējas
veicināšanai un bezdarba
prevencijai

LM/NVA

1.3.1.1.3. Bezdarbnieku un
darba meklētāju apmācība

1.3.1.1.4. Atbalsts
nodarbināto apmācībām
komersantu
konkurētspējas
veicināšanai - atbalsts
komersantu individuāli
organizētām apmācībām

1.atlases kārta
noslēgusies

LM/NVA

Noslēgts līgums par
1.kārtas projekta
īstenošanu

3

3

3

2

3

14 augsts

2

3

3

2

3

13 augsts

1

2

3

2

3

11 vidējais

2

3

3

2

3

13 augsts

1.atlases kārta
noslēgusies
EM/LIAA
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1.3.1.2. Atbalsts
pašnodarbinātības un
uzľēmējdarbības
uzsākšanai
1.3.1.3. Darba attiecību un
darba drošības normatīvo
aktu praktiska
piemērošana un
uzraudzības pilnveidošana

EM/EM

LM/NVA

1.3.1.4. Kapacitātes
stiprināšana darba tirgus
institūcijām

LM/NVA

1.3.1.5. Vietējo
nodarbinātības
veicināšanas pasākumu
plānu ieviešanas atbalsts

LM/NVA

1.3.1.6. Atbalsts dzimumu
līdztiesības veicināšanai
darba tirgū

LM/NVA

1.3.1.7. Darba tirgus
pieprasījuma īstermiľa un
ilgtermiľa prognozēšanas
un uzraudzības sistēmas
attīstība

LM/NVA

1

1

3

1

3

9 vidējais

2

2

3

1

3

11 vidējais

1

2

3

2

3

11 vidējais

2

2

3

1

3

11 vidējais

1

2

3

1

3

10 vidējais

2

2

3

1

3

11 vidējais

Noslēgts līgums par
projekta īstenošanu
(1.3.1.3.1.); Projekts
apstiprināts (1.3.1.3.2.)

Projekts apstiprināts
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1.3.1.8. Atbalsts labāko
inovatīvo risinājumu
meklējumiem un labas
prakses piemēru
integrēšanai darba tirgus
politikās un ieviešanas
instrumentārijos

LM/NVA

1.3.1.9. Augstas
kvalifikācijas darbinieku
piesaiste

EM/LIAA

1.3.2.1. Veselības
uzlabošana darba vietā,
veicinot ilgtspējīgo
nodarbinātību

VM/VSMTVA

1.3.2.2. Pētījumi un
aptaujas par veselību
darbā

VM/VSMTVA

1.3.2.3. Veselības aprūpes
un veicināšanas procesā
iesaistīto institūciju
personāla kompetences,
prasmju un iemaľu līmeľa
paaugstināšana

VM/VSMTVA

1.4.1.1. Iedzīvotāju
ekonomiskās aktivitātes

LM/NVA

2

2

3

1

3

11 vidējais

2

3

3

1

3

12 augsts

2

1

3

2

3

11 vidējais

2

1

3

1

3

10 vidējais

2

1

3

2

3

11 vidējais

3

2

3

2

3

13 augsts

1.atlases kārta
noslēgusies

Noslēgts 1 līgums

Projekts apstiprināts
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stimulēšana
1.4.1.2. Darbspēju
vērtēšanas sistēmas un
sociālo pakalpojumu
ieviešanas sistēmas
pilnveidošana

LM/NVA

1.5.1.1. Politikas ietekmes
novērtēšana un politikas
pētījumu veikšana

VKanc/SIF

1.5.1.2. Administratīvo
šķēršļu samazināšana un
publisko pakalpojumu
kvalitātes uzlabošana
1.5.1.3. Publisko varu
realizējošo institūciju
darbības kvalitātes un
efektivitātes
paaugstināšana

Atlikta projektu
uzsākšana

2

3

3

2

3

13 augsts

1

1

3

2

3

10 vidējais

1

1

3

1

3

9 vidējais

1

2

3

1

3

10 vidējais

1

1

3

1

3

9 vidējais

1

2

3

1

3

10 vidējais

Apstiprināti 2 projekti
VKanc/SIF

Noslēgusies projektu
iesniegumu atlase
VKanc/SIF

1.5.2.1. Publiskās
pārvaldes cilvēkresursu
plānošanas un vadības
sistēmas attīstība

VKanc/SIF

1.5.2.2. Sociālo partneru,
nevalstisko organizāciju un
pašvaldību kapacitātes

VKanc/SIF

Apstiprināti 2 projekti

Apstiprināti 2 projekti
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stiprināšana

2.
"Uzņēmējdarbība
un inovācijas"
(ERAF)

1.5.3.1. Speciālistu
piesaiste plānošanas
reģioniem, pilsētām un
novadiem

RAPLM/VRAA

1.5.3.2. Plānošanas
reģionu un vietējo
pašvaldību attīstības
plānošanas kapacitātes
paaugstināšana

RAPLM/VRAA

1.6.1.1. Programmas
vadības un atbalsta
funkciju nodrošināšana

FM/CFLA

2.1.1.1. Atbalsts zinātnei
un pētniecībai

IZM/VIAA

2.1.1.2. Atbalsts
starptautiskās sadarbības
projektiem zinātnē un
tehnoloģijās

IZM/VIAA

2.1.1.3. Zinātnes un
pētniecības infrastruktūras

IZM/VIAA

Projektu iesniegumu
atlase netiek uzsākta.

1

2

3

2

3

11 vidējais

Projektu iesniegumu
pieņemšana ir pārtraukta

1

2

3

1

3

10 vidējais

1

1

1

2

2

7 zems

1

3

1

2

3

10 vidējais

1

3

1

1

3

9 vidējais

1

3

1

3

3

11 vidējais
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attīstība
2.1.2.1. Zinātnes
komercializācija un
tehnoloģiju pārnese

EM/LIAA

2.1.2.2. Jaunu produktu un
tehnoloģiju izstrāde

EM/LIAA

2.1.2.3. Zinātnes un
tehnoloģiju parks

EM/LIAA

2.2.1.1.Ieguldījumu fonds
investīcijām garantijās,
paaugstināta riska
aizdevumos, riska kapitāla
fondos un cita veida
finanšu instrumentos

EM/-

2.2.1.2. Stratēģisko
investoru piesaiste

EM/LIAA

2.3.1.1. Ārējo tirgu
apgūšana

EM/LIAA

2.3.1.2. Pasākumi
motivācijas celšanai
inovācijām un
uzņēmējdarbības
uzsākšanai

EM/LIAA

2.1.2.1.2. Tehnoloģiju
pārneses kontaktpunkti
aktivitāte slēgta

Projektu iesniegšana
(2.2.1.2.2.)
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2

3

1

2

3

11 vidējais

2

3

1

3

3

12 augsts

2

3

1

2

3

11 vidējais

3

1

1

3

3

11 vidējais

3

2

1

1

3

10 vidējais

1

2

1

2

3

9 vidējais

1

1

1

1

3

7 zems

3. "Infrastruktūra
un pakalpojumi"
(KF un ERAF)

2.3.2.1. Biznesa inkubatori

EM/LIAA

2.3.2.2. Atbalsts
ieguldījumiem mikro un
mazo komersantu attīstībā
īpaši atbalstāmās
teritorijās

EM/LIAA

2.3.2.3. Klasteru
programma

EM/LIAA

2.3.2.4. Augstas
pievienotās vērtības
investīcijas

EM/LIAA

2.4.1.1. Programmas
vadības un atbalsta
funkciju nodrošināšana

FM/CFLA

3.1.1.1. Mācību
aprīkojuma modernizācija
un infrastruktūras
uzlabošana profesionālās
izglītības programmu
īstenošanai

IZM/VIAA

3.1.1.2. Profesionālās
izglītības infrastruktūras
attīstība un mācību
aprīkojuma modernizācija

1.atlases kārta
noslēgusies

2

1

1

2

3

9 vidējais

2

3

1

3

3

1

3

1

1

3

9 vidējais

1

3

1

3

3

11 vidējais

1

1

1

2

2

7 zems

1

2

1

3

3

10 vidējais

1

1

1

1

3

7 zems

12 augsts

Izsludināts konkurss
IZM/VIAA
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ieslodzījuma vietās

3.1.2.1.aktivitāte.
Augstākās izglītības iestāžu
telpu un iekārtu
modernizēšana, tajā
skaitā, nodrošinot
izglītības programmu
apgūšanas iespējas arī
personām ar
funkcionāliem
traucējumiem

IZM/VIAA

3.1.3.1. Kvalitatīvai
dabaszinātľu apguvei
atbilstošas materiālās
bāzes nodrošināšana

IZM/VIAA

3.1.3.2. Atbalsts vispārējās
izglītības iestāžu tīkla
optimizācijai

IZM/VIAA

3.1.3.3. Speciālās izglītības
iestāžu un vispārējās
izglītības iestāžu
infrastruktūras uzlabošana
izglītojamajiem ar
speciālām vajadzībām

1

2

1

3

3

10 vidējais

2

2

1

2

3

10 vidējais

2

2

1

1

3

9 vidējais

2

2

1

1

3

9 vidējais

Izsludināts konkurss

Izsludināts konkurss

IZM/VIAA
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3.1.4.1. Darbspēju
vērtēšanas un sociālo
pakalpojumu ieviešanas
institūciju infrastruktūras
pilnveidošana
3.1.4.2. Darba tirgus
institūciju infrastruktūras
pilnveidošana
3.1.4.3. Pirmsskolas
izglītības iestāžu
infrastruktūras attīstība
nacionālas un reģionālas
nozīmes attīstības centros

LM/CFLA

LM/CFLA

1

2

1

2

3

9 vidējais

1

2

1

1

3

8 vidējais

1

2

1

2

3

9 vidējais

2

2

1

1

3

9 vidējais

2

3

1

2

3

11 vidējais

1

2

1

1

3

8 vidējais

2

3

1

3

3

Noslēgts līgums par
projekta īstenošanu

Apstiprināti 27 projekti
RAPLM/VRAA

3.1.4.4. Atbalsts
alternatīvās aprūpes
pakalpojumu pieejamības
attīstībai

RAPLM/VRAA

3.1.5.1. Ambulatorās
veselības aprūpes attīstība

VM/VSMTVA

3.1.5.2. Neatliekamās
medicīniskās palīdzības
attīstība

VM/VSMTVA

3.1.5.3. Stacionārās
veselības aprūpes
pakalpojumu sniedzēju

VM/VSMTVA

Izsludināts konkurss

Noslēgts 1 līgums
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12 augsts

attīstība

3.2.1.1.Valsts 1.šķiras
autoceļu maršrutu
sakārtošana
3.2.1.2.Tranzītielu
sakārtošana pilsētu
teritorijās

Apstiprināti 35 projekti
SM/SM
1

1

1

3

3

9 vidējais

1

2

1

2

3

9 vidējais

1

2

1

2

3

9 vidējais

1

2

1

1

3

8 vidējais

2

3

1

2

3

11 vidējais

1

2

1

3

3

10 vidējais

1

2

1

1

3

8 vidējais

Izsludināts konkurss
SM/SM

3.2.1.3. Satiksmes drošības
uzlabojumi apdzīvotās
vietās un Rīgā

SM/CFLA

3.2.1.4. Mazo ostu
infrastruktūras uzlabošana

SM/CFLA

3.2.1.5.Publiskais
transports ārpus Rīgas

SM/SM

3.2.2.1. Publiskās
pārvaldes elektronisko
pakalpojumu un
informācijas sistēmu
attīstība

ĪUMEPLS/CFLA

3.2.2.2. Publisko interneta
pieejas punktu attīstība

RAPLM/VRAA

Izsludināts konkurss
(3.2.1.3.1. )
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3.2.2.3. Elektronisko
sakaru pakalpojumu
vienlīdzīgas pieejamības
nodrošināšana visā valsts
teritorijā (platjoslas tīkla
attīstība)

SM/SM

3.2.2.4. Valsts nozīmes
elektronisko sakaru tīklu
izveide, attīstība un
pilnveidošana,
informācijas datu
pārraides drošības
nodrošināšana

SM/SM

3.3.1.1. TEN-T autoceļu
tīkla uzlabojumi

SM/SM

3.3.1.2. TEN-T dzelzceļa
posmu rekonstrukcija un
attīstība (AustrumuRietumu dzelzceļa
koridora infrastruktūras
attīstība un Rail Baltica)

SM/SM

3.3.1.3. Lielo ostu
infrastruktūras attīstība
„Jūras maģistrāļu” ietvaros

SM/SM

3.3.1.4. Lidostu

SM/SM
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1
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9 vidējais

1

1

1

3

3

9 vidējais

1

2

1

3

3

10 vidējais

1

2

1

3

3

10 vidējais

Apstiprināts 1 projekts
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infrastruktūras attīstība
3.3.1.5. Pilsētu
infrastruktūras uzlabojumi
sasaistei ar TEN-T

SM/SM

3.3.2.1. Ilgtspējīga
sabiedriskā transporta
sistēmas attīstība

SM/SM

3.4.1.1.
Ūdenssaimniecības
attīstība apdzīvotās vietās
ar iedzīvotāju skaitu līdz
2000

VIDM/CFLA

3.4.1.2.1. Natura 2000
teritoriju aizsardzības
administratīvās
infrastruktūras izveide

VIDM/VIDM

3.4.1.2.2. Antropogēno
slodzi samazinošās,
izglītojošās un
informatīvās
infrastruktūras izveide
Natura 2000 teritorijās

VIDM/CFLA

3.4.1.3. Bioloģiskās
daudzveidības
saglabāšanas ex situ

VIDM/VIDM

Apstiprināts 1 projekts
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12 augsts

infrastruktūras izveide

3.4.1.4. Vēsturiski
piesārľoto vietu sanācija

VIDM/VIDM

3.4.1.5.1. Pļaviľu un
Jēkabpils pilsētu plūdu
draudu samazināšana

VIDM/VIDM

3.4.1.5.2. Hidrotehnisko
būvju rekonstrukcija plūdu
draudu risku novēršanai
un samazināšanai

VIDM/CFLA

3.4.1.6. Vides monitoringa
un kontroles sistēmas
attīstība

Pieteikti 3 projekti
1
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7 zems
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1
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7 zems

1

2

1
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9 vidējais

Apstiprināti 6 projekti
VIDM/VIDM

3.4.2.1. Nacionālās
nozīmes tūrisma produkta
attīstība

EM/LIAA

3.4.2.2. Tūrisma
informācijas sistēmas
attīstība

EM/LIAA

3.4.3.1. Nacionālas un
reģionālas nozīmes
daudzfunkcionālu centru

KM/CFLA

1.kārta noslēgusies
(3.4.2.1.1 un 3.4.2.1.2. )

Nav uzsākta
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izveide

3.4.3.2. Sociālekonomiski
nozīmīgu kultūrvēsturiskā
mantojuma objektu
atjaunošana

KM/CFLA

3.4.3.3. Atbalsts kultūras
pieminekļu
privātīpašniekiem kultūras
pieminekļu saglabāšanā un
to sociālekonomiskā
potenciāla efektīvā
izmantošanā.

KM/CFLA

3.4.4.1. Daudzdzīvokļu
māju siltumnoturības
uzlabošanas pasākumi

EM/BEMVA

3.4.4.2. Sociālo dzīvojamo
māju siltumnoturības
uzlabošanas pasākumi

EM/BEMVA

3.5.1.1.
Ūdenssaimniecības
infrastruktūras attīstība
aglomerācijās ar cilvēku
ekvivalentu lielāku par
2000

VIDM/VIDM
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1.kārta noslēgusies

Apstiprināti 48 projekti
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3.5.1.2.1. Normatīvo aktu
prasībām neatbilstošo
izgāztuvju rekultivācija

VIDM/-

3.5.1.2.2. Reģionālu
atkritumu
apsaimniekošanas sistēmu
attīstība

VIDM/-

3.5.1.2.3. Dalītās
atkritumu
apsaimniekošanas
sistēmas attīstība

VIDM/CFLA

3.5.2.1. Pasākumi
centralizētās
siltumapgādes sistēmu
efektivitātes
paaugstināšanai

EM/BEMVA

3.5.2.2. Atjaunojamo
energoresursu
izmantojošu koģenerācijas
elektrostaciju attīstība

EM/BEMVA

3.5.2.3. Vēja elektrostaciju
attīstība

EM/BEMVA

3.5.2.4. Daugavas
hidroelektrostaciju
aizsprostu pārgāžľu

EM/BEMVA

Nav uzsākta
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rekonstrukcija

3.6.1.1. Nacionālas un
reģionālas nozīmes
attīstības centru
izaugsmes veicināšana
līdzsvarotai valsts attīstībai

RAPLM/VRAA

3.6.1.2. Rīgas pilsētas
ilgtspējīga attīstība

RAPLM/VRAA

3.7.1.1. Programmas
vadības un atbalsta
funkciju nodrošināšana

FM/CFLA

3.8.1.1. Programmas
vadības un atbalsta
funkciju nodrošināšana

FM/CFLA

Apstiprināti 19 projekti
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